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several hundred

Tables.

It’s a good time to secure
one of these at the low price.

transports except

Santiago

from

FRINK P. TIBBETTS & C0„
4 and 6 Free Street.
Store closed at 1 o’clock Saturday.
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other
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was

was

St. Louis, sailed
August 8. The St.

'on

few days later,

little

burled

at sea.

state

excellent.
Twenty-one sick are under treatment, but
there was
no fever,
Gen. Ames Is on

That’s the uumoer on
Preble St., (opp. Preble
House), to take or send
your

DYEING and CLEANSING.
WORK

TOURISTS

SPECIALTY.

A

iy Kia Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
rOOTrnf O Forest City Dye House and
Carpet Cleanslu*
o

FUSTtn

TSB

NATIONAL BANK

CHAPMAN

of Portland, Maine,

CAPITAL,

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.00
Solicits the accounts of Banks,Mercantile Firms, Corporations and
Individuals and is prepared to furnish its patrons the best facilities
and liberal accommodations.

Interest Paid on

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS.
Interviews and

Correspondence

Invited.

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,

President’

THOMAS H. EATON,

Cashier.

--

DIRECTORS:-

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
PERL EY F. BURNHAM,
E. M. STEADMAN,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
BRICE M. EDWARDS.
WILLIAM M. MARKS.
HENRY S. OSGOOD
JelM.W&Ftllstp

LADIES’

.

RUSSET GOODS.

Arrangements Which Are Being Made
to Govern New Posessions.
President Thinks Philippines Will
Be Troublesome.

There was no

developmental yellow fever. Twenty-four sick men, none seriously, are on
the St. Louis.
The Vigilancia has 609
men of the 6th and 13th regular infantry.
The

PLANS FOR FUTURE.

of the trnnns is

board.
The 'Miami [came np slowly and anchored
In the quarantine grounds late
tbis afternoon. She was
not boarded.
Col. Theodore |[ Roosevelt and his Rough
Riders came up in the Miami.
The Matteawan has not been lnspeoted.
The quarantine
staff today inspected
the men of the Gate City who arrived last
night, and confirmed the report of the
surgeons cn board that all were well, so
The men
far as fever was concerned.
were afterwards landed.
They were a worn looking lot, but ap-

Post Office Facilities to Be Provided for Porto Rico.

Cuba Will Be Shown the Advantage of
American Form of Government and It
Is

Hoped

Trying

Will

Prefer Annexation to

to establish

Form of Govern-

a

ment of Its Own.

■■

r TWO MEN DROWNED.
Boston

Harbor.

Boston, August 14.—The sloop yacht
Leona with 17 men aboard while anchored
outside of Boston light, was run into
by a barge in tow of the tug Honeybrook, and five men were.swept from the
Two of the
deck by the heavy tow line.
number, C. W. Cellman and Albert Nor-

as

they

SECRETARY DAY RESIGNS-

Ladies’ Russet Polish $3.50.
Misses’ Russet Oxfords $1.35.

Center $ McDowell,

meeting
will begin
Tuesday and continue three
days. There are a total of 101 entries in
CONGRESS ST.,
the following classes: 2.12, 2.15, 2.17,
BROWN’S BLOCK. 2.20, 2.80 trots; 2.10, 2.18 and 2.24 pace.
_

THE WEATHER.

Washington, Aug. 14.—Forecast for
Monday for New England;
Partly
cloudy, variable wiuds.
Boston, Aug. 14.—Forecast for Boston
and vicinity for Monday: Fair weather;
light easterly winds.

NEGRO GAMBLERS SHOT DOWN.

Macon, Ga., August 14.—A special to
the
Telegraph from Moultrie, Ga., says:

Ob.erratlon,

COTTAGE CITY BRINGS NEWS.

The agricultural department weather
Victoria, B.C., August 14.—The steambureau tor yesterday, Aug. 14, taken a
er Cottage
6 p.
City, which has arrived from
m.. meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this Skaguay brings a report that a rich gold
of
wind
order: Temperature, direction
has been made 70 miles below
strike
State of weather:
Lake Tagish. There has been a stampede
Boston, 70 degrees, SE," clear; New from Dyea and Skaguay to the discovYork, 70 degrees, SE, cloudy; Philadel- ery.

phia, 74 degrees, E, cloudy; Washington, 71 degrees, NG.cloudy; Albany,72 degrees, SE, cloudy; Buffalo, 72 degrees, S,
j>. cloudy; Detroit, 74 degrees, SW,clear;
llhioago, 72 degrees, S, cloudy; St. Paul,
76 degrees, SE, cloudy; Huron, Dak.,
$0 degrees, SW, clear; Bismarck, 86 deN. clear; Jacksonville, 80 degrees,
E, clear.

Sees,

on

ing

VOtnougnt WlttW iuc bojuiuimj
ment of
Havana, and other cities, the
management of the municipalities and
tha liberty offered i the country people
will soon convince the Inhabitants that
conditions are for their his second ohoice."
the changed
Associated Press dispatoh says the
An
good.
report is not confirmed injNew York.
Porto Rico will be treated at once as an
LEE CALLED TO WASHINGThe first move- GEN.
American
possession.

It IB

of the island if the present offices
not available. A similar course will
he taken in Cuba, but this is likely to
be delayed as immediate removal of Spanish and occupation by the United States
No more troops will
is not expected.
he asks for
be sent to Gen. Merritt unless
It is believed at the war departthem.
now there are
ment that the 16,000 men
garrison Manila and the
sufficient to
States for the
ground which the United
All the troops that
ocoupy.
will
present
Shatter in the Santiago
were with Gen.
will be out of Cuba by Friday

people

SPANISH

are

campaign

of this week. Gen. Sbaftor will accomthem to Montauk Point.
There

pany
will remain at Santiago five regiments of
imiaunes to do garrison duty. It is yet
that a
battery will be sent to
Santiago to take the plaoe of the batteries
which are to be removed. Gen. Miles has

positive

about
15,000 men in Porto Rioo. They
be sufficient
for the oooupatlon of
14.—Two unknown will
men were suffooated by illuminating aus the island and perhaps more than are
some time this morning in a lodging needed after the Spanish evaouate.
The
KILLED BY ILLUMINATING GAS.
Boston, August

house on Frined street. Both men were remainder of the
about 35 years of ago, and hired the room
on
Saturday night. It is supposed the the various plaoes
been assigned for
gas was turned on by aocident.

troops will remain in
to which they have

YELLOW JOURNAL SUSPENDED.

14—4 p. m.—The govCuba and Porto Rico
have acknowledged
the ^receipt of the
news of the suspension of hostilities between the United'States and Spain and
out of the orders.
announced the

Madrid, August

ernors

general of

carrying

An order has been issued by ..the capthe
tain-general of Madrid, suspending
newspaper
of
the
republican
publication
El Pais.
the
Reports from Havana state thatfrom
bombardment of Manzanillo lasted
3 o’clock until 9 in the evening and that
at
attacks wore made by the insurgents
various points.
During the engagement 15 bpaniaras
The American commander
wore killed.
summoned the town to surrender giving
to
the authorities three hours in which

New York, August 14,—The Herald
will tomorrow print the following:
Sailors from the battleship Texas and
the torpedo boat Winslow, paid a visit
to South Beach, Staton Island, Sunday
morning. There they fell In with the
min of the Fifth artillery, stationed at
Fort Wadsworth and members of the two
companies of the Third New Jersey
volunteers, encamped on the government
reservation at Fort
Wadsworth. The

Spaniards Beyond Coamo Stopped Advance of American Arillery.

sailors were severe In their condemnation
of the Cubans. As
the sailors wero
parading the board walk with 80 or 40

Peace Proclamation Came in the

Caban flags in front
of a merry-go-round. These were quickly torn down. The raiders were offended
by a large Cuban flag floating above
form of a
the
roof of a ticket box in

soldiers, they

saw

Nick of Time.

nations.

Hers the Cuban

flags

were

Have Made Trouble.

the

Peace

express

grief

and

ability should
the country.”

continue to govern

DESPATCHES FROM SHAFTER.

President.

American Army AH Along the

Uine

Was

Stopped

and Gen.

Orders From

At the front with Gen. Wilson's column,
Cosmo Porto Rico,
five miles beyond
August 12.—(Evening)—Delayed in transmission—Gen. Wilson moved one Lancaster battery out to the front this afternoon

low, volunteer aide to Gen.Shafter’s staff,
arrived here this evening from Santiago.
They are the bearers of important despatches and information from Gen. Shatter to the President and Secretary of war.

Lieut. Col. Dick had a conference of an
hour and a half with the President toThe officers say that by the end
night.
of the present week the whole of Gen,
will have left Cuba.
Shatter’s
army
Major Goodfellow, who Is a physician,
certain to occur unless orders are issued thinks that the removal of the army from
frcta Washington to prevent it.
Cuba was absolutely necessary.
TKUCE FLAG NOT RESPECTED.
In explanation of Gen. Shafter’s desof
at
patch stating that 75 per cent of the army

off the

Awaits

Miles

Washington.

Gen.^Wilson
Coamo,
Headquarters
Dr. Goodfellow says
August 13—Noon—Delayed in transmis- was incapaolated,
per cent of the men were
sion—The
orders to advance, given to that while 75
Gen. Ernst’s brigade were countermand- not 111, they were unable to perform miliThe strain of the Santiago
ed upon receipt of the President’s order tary service.

was terrilio and when it was
campaign
suspend hostilities.
Gen. Wilson this morning sent'a party removed the whole array collapsed.
In hl3 opinion it will require several
with a flag of truce to notify the Spaniin a good climate and with good
ards of the suspension of hostilities, but weeks
the flag was not respected. This was by nourishing food to put the troops again
order
of Governor General Macias. As in fine fettle.
Gen. Macias has no communication with
WELL OUT OF SANTIAGO.
Madrid he may thus cut hims3lf off from
August 14.—By Wednesday
Washington,
official notification of the situation, alor Thursday It is expected by the war desent
natives
have
been
through
though
that all of Gen. Shafter’s comroad, 2000 yards away, the enemy opened the Spanish lines to spread the news that partment
will
have left Santiago for the
mand
comtire.
Four
an artillery and infantry
a cessation
of hostilities had been orUnited States. In a despatch to the war
The soldiers of the American
panies of the 3d Wisconsin, whioh were dered.
Gen.Shatter says that
posted on the blufls to the right oMhe army generally received the news of peace department tonight
the early departure of the troops now deto
not
were
respond.
some
are
permitted
with delight, although
road,
disaptransports
entirely
upon tho
The guns advanoed at a gallop In the face pointed
that there is to be no further pends
which are
daily expected to arrive at
of a terrific fire, were unlimbered and lighting and many officers express regret
Santiago. At the present time only about
soon hurling common shell and at the
were
suspension of hostilities in the
5000 man of Gen. Shatter’s corps are at
at
a lively rate,
the
at
of
the
enemy
midst
shrapnel
campaign.
Santiago, the remainder having already
and
batteries
striking the emplacements,
FORWARD MOVEMENT STOPPED.
sailed for this country.
entrenchments with the rhythmic reguPonce, P. R., August 13.—Evening—
larity of a trip hammer.
GETTING BETTER AT SANTIAGO.
The peace news has stopped all forward
The enemy soon abandoned one gun,
of the American army in
Washington,August 14.—A dispatch removement
but continued to serve the other at interby Adjutant General Corbin toPorto Rico, Gen. Wilson, at Coamo and ceived
an hour.
They had our
vals for over
Gen. Sohwan, at Mayaguez will remain night from Gen. Shatter indicates that
range and;their shrapnel burst repeated- at this
Gen. Henry at Utuado the health ^conditions among the troops
place.
ly over our men. One shell burst, the will return to Adjutants and Gen. Brooks, at Santiago are improving. The men,
of
Swanson
fragments killing Corporal
have been raised at the
will whose spirits
who had advanced beyond Guyamo
Co. L, and seriously wounding Corporal
to the
United
of returning
return to that town.
prospect
Yank and Privates Bunce and Vought.
Gen. Mil 's expects to do nothing pend- States are daily getting batter In health.
Capt. Paget, the British army offioer
ing the arrival at San Juan of tho peace
DOING GOOD BUSINESS.
2
who is with the American forces for the
commissioners.
dispurpose of observing the operations,
Washington, August 14.—Gen. Shatter
TO B£ SENT TO HOMES.
to the war department tonight
tinguished himself by aiding Dr. Wood-

financial or eoonomlo side of the question. What occupies the American people at this moment is not the cost of the
war, the value of their acquisitions or the
balance of the profit and loss account, but
the moral result of the struggle and the
nature of the ideas which it stimulates.
“Whether Bryanism is
dead or oriy
sleeping, whether the smaller issue of

patty warfare are superceded by large
and worthy conceptions of national polioy or only thrown for the time into the
back
ground, there can be no doubt
that the war has had and will have a
profound effect upon American ideas
and alms.’’
THE SPANISH JOURNALS.

Peace

to

uury.

Here
Capt. Lee and Private Sizer of
Co. F, were wounded by Mauser bullets.
In about two hours the enemy abandoned
the other gun and the men began to flee

Protocol.

The

Repatriated Spanish Army

Will Re

Disbanded.

reports
concerning the

customs

receipts at Santi-

ago as follows:
“I havo the honor to report for your
there was taken in at
information that
In0 CUSIUII-S

UUUSCS

UOIC

lUL

W

wv

August 15—4 a. m.—Public
August 18, inclusive, $58,*45.P4
opinion attaches great importance to the
a
BLOCKADING FLEET ASSEMBLING.
Spanish commission in Paris making
Madrid,

resolute stand in defense of Spain’s territorial
rights In the Philippines. The
government, therefore, wants to send a

Key West,Fla., August 14—7.40 p. m.—
In accordance with orders from the navy
department following the President’s
of hostiliproclamation of a suspension
Commodore Howell of the North
ties,
squadron, la
Cuban coast blockading
rapidly assembling his ships at Key West.

of a mile further on. It
just
the new position when Spanish infantry strong, competent body of delegates.
A decree has been issued granting the
reinforcements filed into the trenohes and
began a deadly Are upon our men, com- repatriated troops three months’ furlough.
The minister of war, Lieut. Gen. Corpelling the battery to retire at a gallop.
TO TAKE SPANIARDS HOME.
Then both the
enemy’s Howitzers re- rea, has issued circulars flxing;rules for
do Cuba, August 14—6 p. m.—
Santiago
opened, the shrapnel screamed and the the disbandment of the forces returning The Spanish transports Isia do Luzon, P.
Another gun galloped from the West
Indies, who will hand de S u'rustegui and Jsla de Panay aro in
Mausers sang.
from the rear but our ammunition was over their arms and war stores on landing port ana will begin embarking the Spanish troops tomorrow. It is expected that
Lieut. Haynes was shot in at the ports of Vago, Curruna and Sanexhausted.
they will carry over 4000.
the body by a Mauser just before his gun tander.
The iransport Leona, from Savannah,
non-commissioned arrived this morning with the remainder
Eoidiers and
The
retired, the ball owiug a rib. The orders
to advance were officers will return to their homes at .the of the fifth immune regiment.
issued for two

Imparcial says:
to Spain even the rest she so much
needs after three
years and a half of
El

bring
war.

El
Nacional says bitterly: “if Spain
had at least been vanquished after a furious and beroio struggle, she could resign
Peace with the United States
herself.
will only be a momentarily respite from
our

newspapers

Them to

Negotiations Sent Them
Under a Flag of Truce But They
Advance
Refused to Recognize It.

News of

this

ohivalrcus, romantic and medievial, have
turnco. Lirst to the financial aspect of the
situation, the Americans, who aee usually supposed to be intensely practical, have
as yet
hardly given a thought to the

the

that the text of the protoool
the Spanish volunteers in

on

Washington, August 14.— Lieut Col.
Charles Dick of the 8th Ohio, (the President’s own) and Major George Goodfel-

to
stimulate and direct thought without
too markedly outrunning its movement.
"Everything has been done in the

of

effect

Lt. Col. Die and Majork Good fellow Bring

Results of

recognition of the
McKinley has played
between the United

Taken

general mourning.
“Gen. Blanco telegraphs that Havana
is greatly
agitated by the news of the
signing of the protocol and that much
anxiety is manifested to learn the conditions
which have not yet been published. Some uneasiness is felt regarding
the

Enemy well Entrenched and would

also

“If foreign observers might presume to
have an
opinion upon his conduct, it
would probably bo that President McKinley has kept his linger constantly upon
the national pulse and has knowu how

Views

people close their eyes to tho price;
but now, upon reading the protoool, they
realize that the cost Is the loss of that
ompire wliioh Spain had conquered with
so much glory and that Spain now falls
to the second rank among the nations.
The public mind Is stunned and there Is

and

throughout the war
States and Spain, and says:

Various

the

“Many

removed.

universal
generous
part which President

“The
comments of the press on the protocol
are veritable funeral hymns on the destruction of the Spanish colonial empire.
Some days ago tho desire for peace made

may have
Havana.

Inches

six

corre-

despair that the men who brought disaster by lack cf foresight, organization

of the staff were
left.
At a large dancing pavilion there
decoration of flags of all
was a profuse

only

and

Volunteers*

"

misfortune.”

El Liberal says the article in the protonot
col relating to the Philippines does
indicate that
anything good for Spaiu
will be fixed upon, and the question will
not be settled favorably for her.”

companies

countermanded and the firing ceased.
Col. Bliss of Gen. Wilson’s 3taS went
forward to the enomy’3 line with a flag

El Globo (ministerial), pines for peace
and the United States
between Spain
the
and says the communications on
eastern question which Day and Gambon
havo signed begin the first chapter in a

the officers are
expense of the state, and
to be placed in tho reserves until the reorganization of tho home army permits
on the active list.
their

explained that peace negobeing replaced
tiations were almost concluded.’and that
About mo, 000 men and OUOO officers are
their position was untenable and demand- expected from the West Indies alone.
The Spanish have no
The meeting on Saturday of a cabinet
ed their surrender.
new history of Europe.
communication with the ontpide world council was chiefly devoted to the conof means for restoring comEl Tempo (Conservative)'says: “Peace and the commander asked until tomor- sideration
The bitterness row morning in order that he might com- mercial, postal and telegraphic commuis an accomplished faot.
French
the colonies.
with
of defeat does not prevent us from seeing municate with Gen. Macias at San Juan. nication
with satisfaction the end of the war.”
Gen. Wilson and his staff viewed today’s diplomas aro requested to sound the disof tho United States govern“The peace is the action from a hill at the right of the position
El Edocha says:
The enemy’s guns were fired ment on these matters and also to ascersaddest
imposed since the treaty of battery.
Utrecht and expresses doubt if a govern- from a high elevation with low velocity. tain whether the United States until the
allowed itself to be The Spaniards have the ranges as accu- evacuation of the West Indies is comment
which has
pleted. will allow tho Spanish authorities
dragged into war will acquit itself well rately as they had at Santiago.
Their position from the front is almost and
Spanish administrative ^tribunals
by negotiating peaoe.
impregnable, but it can bo turned. Esti- to continue to act.
of truce and

CONGRATULATIONS FROM ITALY. mates of the strength of the enemy range
'Vashington, August 14.—The United from 600 to 1009. Their position is five
States
government today received the miles from Aibonito.
first congratulations
f om a foreign
A WARNING TO WILSON.
power upon the suoc essful termination of
Headquarters of Gen. Wilson at Coamo,
the war with Spain. The congratulations
in transcame
capitulate.
from Italy through the Italian August 13—(Morning)—Delayed
mission—“Tell the American general if
Baron Fava.
ambassador,
further
shedding of
PHILIPPINE TRANSPORT HOME.
ho does not desire
where he is.”
LOGAN
AT
remain
LT.
HOME.
COL.
ta
steamblood
San Francisco, August 14.—The
This is the reply that the,Spanish comer City of Sydney, one of the fir8*1 ^ee*i
Boston, August 14.—Lieut. Col. L. J.
sent to Gen. Wiltransports which carried troops to Ma- Logan of the 9th regiment, Massachu- mander, Coi. Nuevllas,
the surrender of
for
laat setts
demand
son’s
in
arrived
Boston
returned
tonight
ntla,
from the FbilipPlnes
infantry,
last night. A fight is
at 9 o’clock from New York.
Aibonito, made

the present, though night.

the natives

London, August 15.—Tho Madrid
spondent of the Daily Mail says:

Madrid, August 14—10 p. m.— El Pais
today printed the text of the protocol
he
was
as
for
Col.
6
didate
Hay
place,
signed by the United States and Spain from the entrenchments toward a banana
when the latter was appointed, but it can
Then the gnns
the gorge.
with mourning borders, and says:
grove, then
be stated that he will neither be appointed
“Spain, without colonies is reduced shelled them as they ran. One gun wns
ambassador to England nor a member
to the role of a third-rate power.’’
ordered t.o advance to a position quarter
of the peace commission, which is now
reached
“Peace will not
had

Sheriff Fisher and posse of 13 men made
TON.
a raid on a crowd of
negro gamblers at
ment in this direction will be the sending
Rayboro, 13 miles east of Moultrie last of a delegation of officials from the post
Jacksonville, Fla., August 14.—Gen.
night. There were 75 or 100 negroes in the office department to Investigate and re- Fitzhugh Lee, commanding the seventh,
Sheriff Fisher walked in,
house. When
left last night for Washington, acport upon the mail facilities there, and corps,
of the negroes began shooting, one
some
by his son, Lieut. Fitzhugh
to make suoh recommendations as they companied
ball hitting the sheriff in the hand, inLee, Jr., in response to a telegram redetermine upon.
ceived from the adjutant general, stating
flicting a painful wound. Two others of
Mail routes, methods of transportation that the seoretary of war desired to conthe poses were hit. The posse returned a
and the conditions of post offices general- fer with him.
vigorous fire and as a result live negroes
in the island will be examined.
LEE IN WASHINGTON.
wore killed outright, three others mortul- ly
Military post offices will be established
more painfully
three
and
Washington,
wounded
August 14. —Gen. Fitzly
at once where troops are stationed and at
hurt.
hugh Lee in comrannd of the <th army
once suoh other points as may be demand- corps at Jacksonville, arrived in WashingRUSH FOR NEW DIGGINGS.
ed by the interests of Americans and the ton tonight.

Local Weather Report.
Juneau, A laska, August 10—via SeatPortland, August 14.—The local weather tle, WaBh., August 14.—What is regarded
bureau office records as to the weather as an important discovery of rich placer
ere as follows:
diggings is reported to have been made
8 a. m.—Barometer, 30.190; thermome- on Fine creek, a small stream emptying
ter, 67.3; dew point. 66; humidity, 66; into Atlin lake, a feeder of Lake Tegish.
wind, NW; velocity, 4; weather, clear.
The
discovery is located in the NorthS p. m.—Barometer, 30.189, thermomewest
Territory, Canada. The news has
ter, C8.0; dew point. 60; humidity, 80;
caused a
great stampede from Juneau
wind, SW; velocity 6; weather cloudy.
M;an daily thermometer 68; maximum and other southeastern Alaskan
points
thermometer, 76; minimum thermometer, and it is
estimated that at least 1000
60; muximum velocity of wind, 9 SE;
prospectors have started for the locality.
total precipitation, .0.
Weather

to

problem

before the commis-

would make

Terms of Protocol May Have Bad Effect

Ensigo of Iiisnrgeats Offensive

can

dell, were drowned; another, Augnstus porarily.
Today.
Casperson, was killed by being jammed
Another Is that Sublg bay and a sufficbetween the tow line and the deck, while ient amount of territory for a naval and
New York, August 14.—The MassachubuildNelson and John
the other two, Peter
setts Volunteer Signal corps, consisting
coaling station be secured and the
Barkinson, although sustaining Injuries, ing up of an American city at that place of Lieut. H. W. Sprague and 29 men,
were rescued.
Still another idea which is be- who landed on Governor's island from
begun.
the retention of the Isl- the
consideredjis
ing
transport Segurancia, Saturday, will
GREAT EXPECTATIONS.
and of Luzon. It is believed, however, be mustered out of the service tomorrow.
commisthe
and
administration
They will be the first volunteers to be
Rev. Dr. Simpson and Christian Alliance that the
sion will be greatiyjlnfluenced by the re- formally released from duty since the
Workers Looking for Big Collection*
and Gen. close of the war.
ports which Admiral Dewey
make on the subject. Their
Old Orchard, August 14.—At the Chris- Merritt will

power

ungovernable.

open, every move has been discussed as
be released and all vessels of
a possibility all over the United States for the
purpose of shelling the Spanish
the navy that can be spared from servioe
before the
government was Irrevocably position on the crest of the mountain at
the Wes
Indies will be ordered to
in
committed one way or the other, and the the head of the pass through whioh the
ports in the states where the men will
The enemy ocoupied a poresult; of the cautious, tentative policy road winds.
be given a holiday.
is that where he stands at this moment sition of great natural strength protected
The
vessels
of
the
difficult
the
auxiliary
navy
Philippines will present
the President has the whole American by seven lines of entrenchments, and a
in the peace negotiations has which will not be used for the permanent
at his back.
people
battery of two Howitzers.
be
it a navy will
disposed of as soon as they
oaused the administration to give
“We do not know that there can be any
The Spaniards were eager for the fray
out of commisslon,probably being sold
go
attention.
great deal of careful,
higher statesmanship for a President and earlier in the day had fired upon Col.
at
auction.
as
made
been
Several suggestions have
governing under the constitution of the Biddle of the engineer corps, who, with
reto what shall be done, one being the
United States.
of troops of New York was
a platoon
BE MUSTERED OUT.
TO
tention of the bay, city and harbor of
“It is noteworthy
that while the reoonnoitaring on their right flank.
Manila, just what the protocol gives tem- First Men To Be Released From Dot; Go Spaniards, who are usually regarded as
As our battery rounded a curve in the
in Havana harbor. Z
believes that the most
The President
serious problem which the peaoe commission will be called upon to deal with
The fact that the
is
the Philippines.

CENTS.

THREE

HAVANA GREATLY AGITATED.

London, August 14.—The Tiroes
an morning comments editorially
upon

Ladies’ Russet Buttons at $4.25,

aug6dtf

foreign

the War.

tian Alliance meetings today the pre- reports are expected
diction was made that the collection for sion meets.
Col. John Hay, Ambassador to England,
The Anal determination as to the govWe have a large and well selected foreign missions, to be taken next SunWill lie His Successor.
settlethe
and
Shoes
aud
Rico
Porto
Boots
of
stock of Kusset'
ernment
day, will be the largest in the history of
for Ladies’ and Ch ldren’s wear.
of
the government of Cnba are
ment
of
the
All
the
meetings
Christianity.
We make a seecialty of
A Washington dispatch to the Boston
but the impresweek will relate to the subject of foreign problems for settlement,
islands will be- Herald says:
these
that
sion
prevails
of Saturday,
those
missions, except
“Secretary Day tendered his resignation
rapidly Americanized and
be devoted to divine come quite
will
which day
former price $5.00.
for them to do so today, to take effect September 1, and
encouragement
every
of
Chrisfeature
an
important
healing,
President McKinley offered Col. John
tian Alliance work. Thirteen services a will be given.
con- Hay, our ambassador to
under
be
military
Rioo
will
Knglaud, the
Porto
day will be held from now till the close
Of state, which
he accepted
trol for the present. Cuba also will be portfolio
of the convention.
similarly governed, but it is probable and will return to take. The President
The above are all this season’s goods
MORE OLD ORCHARD RACES.
place
and are in the latest styles.
that American reforms in the matter of has now to fill the important
Old Orchard, A ugnst 14.—Eight classes government will be such that the people wbioh Col. Hay leaves, ranking next to
have filled for tbis week’s special race of Cuba will see the advantage of becom- the head of the department of state.
“Whitelaw Reid is the most active canannexed to the United states.
at the kite track. The meeting
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TORE DOWN CHIAN FLAGS

London Times Comments On

August 14.—The White something may be done towards diminWashington,
served to them,
they began preparation
the war department and the navy ishing the number when it becomes apHouse,
All
be
baok
seemed glad to
for dinner.
today resumed their usual parent that they are no longer needed.
from the front, and during the afternoon department
The government will
dispose ot the
a condition which has not
Sunday
quiet,
they stretched themselves for a rest on
have been in use as fast
was blown up transports that
Maine
the
since
prevailed
the sand.

In

15,

COMPLIMENTS M'KINLEY.

to be in high spirits. They were
to the detention camp where
marched
they went into quarters and rations being

Crashed to Death

AUGUST

Ferris wheel. It was 13 feet to the flag
staff, bnt soldiers were raised to the
shoulders of others. The flag came down

peared

Another

MORNING,

Our Sailors.

sickness aboard the
former American liner and but one death
—Private Oliver Longwood, Co. B, 9th
regiment, who died from yellow fever
There

MONDAY

the

which left
Louis.
a
brought up 873 soldiers.

-o-

MAINE,

Santiago.

New York, August 14.—Four transports, the St. Louis, Vlgtlanoia, Mattewan and Miami, having on board troops
who were ordered home from Santiago
de Cuba, arrived off Camp Wikofl, Montauk Point, L. I., this morning.
The
troops aboard the transports are
the 1st volunteer
cavalry; 1st regular
cavalry; Battery H, 4th artillery, and the
6th, 9th, 10th and 13th Infantry. All the

Rockers and

Fancy

Arrive at Mon-

Transports
tank Front

Chairs,
;

PORTLAND,

35.

SOLDIERS AT MORE.

<

IN OUR AUGUST
LOW PRICE SALE
are

18(>2-VQL.
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1

The city was patrolled by police last
night, but perfect tranquility prevails.
The publication of the protocol producod
keen
disappointment so far as it refers
to the
Philippines, whore it had been
would preserve her sovhoped
Spain
ereignty intact.
Clause III. of the protocol dispels
this

illusion.

Echoing public feeling,the independent
opposition papers bitterly criticise
as affording
pretext for curtailing Spanish sovereignty in an archipelago where control or interference of a
and

the clause

HOME
Feguranca Urines
From

AG UN-

Three

II

ami red

Men

Santiago.

shortly after 0 a. m. today.
Major Victor C. Vaughan, surgeon in
oharge, informed the health officer as to
board.

All
im-

the condition of the
convuiesoeiits were reported greatly
on
proved. There had been one death
board on the voyage, that of Private Ellis
of the 83d Michigan, who died of pnralysis on August It1, and was buried at sea.
Health Officer Doty expressed himself
condition
as being much pleased with the
of all on board the transport. The sanicondition of the ship was also very

tary
gratifying,

considering the large number of'persons on board.
■.The health officer, on reaching the quaruntine wharf, communicated withJ^iiijor
Summerhayes, surgeon in charge at (Governor’s island, as to the disposition of the
fete^uranca’s men. Many of tbe men are in
condition to go to their homes, others to
their various commands.
All Speak In the warmest praise of
of surgeons
Major Vaughan and his staff
for the care and attention bestowed on
from
the
Tampa to
voyage
all
dming
York.
Major Townsent of the
New
department, _wus also

qaaitermaster’s
£*41!J

UUiiiUlUMUWu

pines.

The Daily Telegraph Is impressed by
tho indifference of tho bulk of the Spanish nation to the sentiment of national
pride, which seems to be extinct. For
national life, in the true
this reason,
the word, must sooner or later
sense of
ceaso to exist.
discusses tho decadence of
The papBr
Spain in connection with the contention that France and Italy bevo become
and predicts tho ultimate
stationary,
disapperance of the Latin race as a
drama.
human
in
the
factor
The Chronicle says that the American
people will never regret tho sacrifice
thoy have made to remove the Spanish

Annapolis.

WAREHOUSES IN EUROPE;
PONTOONS GOING TO SANTIAGO.
Philadelphia, August 13.—Theodore C
S., August
Halifax, N.
14.—Tug Search, president of the National AssoGladiator
arrived today to tow two ciation of Manufacturers of the United
home
today from a
large wrecking pontoons to New York States, : returned
for use In Santiago. The pontoons were seven weeks’ tour in Europe, one of the
of
which
was
to study
of
Lieut.
Hobthe
advice
objocts
principal
purchased by

son, and will be employed to raise the
sunken ships of Cervera’s fleet at Santi- the future work of the association, parwith
regard to plans for the
ago. The Gladiator will sail in the morn- ticularly
ing with her unwieldly charges. The establishment of warehouses under tho
pontoons ore immensejaffairs with enor- auspices of tho association in European
moms lifHno nnwor
cities.
He visited London, Hamburg,
Berlin, Copenhagen and several of the
Scandinavian cities and gathered valuNO SIGN OF THE ENEMY.
In speaking of his
able
information.
Key West, Fla., August 13.—An expe- trip, Mr. Search said:
dition which was designed to convey
“After having given particular considclothing and provisions for General Max- eration to the possibilities for an Ameriimo Gomez, and which CoL Boza, the can warehouse in London. Hamburg and
I have come to tho conclusion
insurgent commander in chief of staff, Berlin,
took from
here last week, wa9 landed that Hamburg would probably offer the
without resistance at Santa Maria, fifteen best opportunities and most satisfactory
The schoon conditions for
miles east of Key Francis.
the location of such an
ers Adams and Dollie, of ninety and thirestablishment.
an
is
admiialbe depot from
ty live-tons, .respectively, carried the ex“Hamburg
pedition. the cod; of which was raised by which to distribute our goods throughout
Cuban citizens of Europe. It possesses the advantage of besubscription among
Key West. The Mangrove, which left ing the terminal of a great number of
here two days after the Adams and Dollie, steamship
lines, especially from South
was to have covered the landing, but she America, and could serve the double purThe
did not arrive in time.
auxiliary pose of offering an entranoe to tho oongun-boat Viking was there, however, and ti nent and at the same time afford a base
her guns were ready to repel any Spanish from which to develop South American
forces that might
have appeared, but trade.
there was
The
no sign of the enemy.
“The successes of the American army
Adams was the drst to reach the place se- and navy have been a revelation to the
lected and atter landing her oargo she put European nations and they have gained
back for this place, meeting the Dollie an entirely
idea of the powor and
new
about eight miles out, with her share o resources of the United States.”
the expedition.
There is no doubt tha
this, too,
was
safely put ashore. The
GATE CITY ARRIVES.
Adams reached here this afternoon and
that
the expedition had been enreported
New York, August 13.—The transport
tirely successful.
Hate City, the first of the fleet that is
bringing the veterans of tho Santiago
BETTER AT CHICKAMAUGA.
campaign to Camp Wikoff, arrived toand anchored in Fort Pond bay, off
Chlckamauga National
Park, Ga., night
She carried 550 soldiers,
August 13.—None of the officers at Camp Montauk Point. A
tho crew.
mong them are debeside
Thomas seems to know exaotly now what
of the third and sixth regular
Is in store for them or their men.
The tachments
but
siok
regiments ordered to new camps have lavulry. There were and forty-one
only three had
reuuived no orders indicating when they in the ship’s'hospital
fever
has
not
of
the
as
nature
The
'ever.
A11 oommands are being
will get away,
The troops on the
r.s steadily drilled as when
the war be- get been determined.
steamer Jeft eight of their comrades sick
gan.
The news that peace had been declared with yellow fever at Santiago. Tomorrow
was received atjCamp
Thomas today in ill of the men will be landed and taken
various ways. Some of the more enthusi- to Detention camp. Their belongings will
The expectation is that
astic arranged small demonstrations and be disinfected.
celebrated the event. Others plainly man- two or three more transports will arrive
ifested their regret that they would see tomorrow.
The majority seem to
no active service.
be ha boring the hope that they will bo
THE WAR LORD HEARS IT.
mustered ont and 3ent to their homes in
The health of the camp
the near future.
Berlin, August 13.—The United States
has materially improved during the last embassy here received from the State
few days.
Nearly all the commands have Department at Washington, today, a telemoved to new ground admirably adapted gram announcing the signing and giving
The
for camping purposes and uo two are as the substance of tho peace protocol.
close together as under the old arrange- fact was immediately
brought to tho
ment.
knowledge of the German foreign office.
it Is probable that another general review of the army will occur before any
ON A SICK FURLOUGH.
regiments are sent away.
Biddeford. August 13.—Lieut. John M.
Akerley of the Biddeford company arrived
TO CLEANSE THE SYSTEM
home today from Chickainauga on a furwhen
costive
or
Effectually yet gently,
lough. He has been out of health several
billious, to permanently overcome habit- Weeks.
ual constipation, to awaken the kidneys
and liver to a healthy activity, without

irritating or weakening them, to dispel
headaches, colds, or fevers, use Syrup of
Figs, made by the California Fig Syrup
Co,

PAUL CLARK’S ILLNESS.
Old
Orchard, August 13.—Paul G.
Clark of Co. B, 1st Maine regiment, who
has been quite ill at Lookout mountain
remains about the same.
He is haring
good care in a private family and it is

hoped will

The

Matter

Under
War

Consideration

by the

Department.

On©

Case Reported from the

Town

if

Franklin, La.

soon recover.

Washington, August 13.—The War DeWashington, August 13.— Surgeon Genpartment is seriously considering the set- eral Wyman of
the marine hospital service
tlement of tho questions growing out of said
today that as soon as the report that
the Spanish war.
The disposition of
yellow fever had appeared at Franklin,
troops, the number to he retained and the La., reached
him, he hastened two
question of what troops are to bo mus- marine hospital
surgeons to the place to
tered out of service, are giving tho de- make an
examination and report.
They
The found
partment considerable concern.
that one person had died from a
President has discussed this matter with fever and had
been
were
buried.
They
Secretary Alger and General Uorbin, and unable to make an examination but found
after going over the various phases of the the
history of the case and they wore iusituation has directed them to think over
clined^to the belief that it was genuine
all of the questions and recommendations
yellow fever. Dr. Wyman has given them
found to be best in their judgement.
instructions to remain at Franklin to
The army will probably be reduced to
keep a close watch and take prompt meas100,0U0 men and the other volunteer troops ures to quarantine all
cases.
aside from this number will be mustered There are no cases there suspioious
now and no fear
out as soon as tho department can con- is
here
that
the
disease will beexpressed
veniently do so. It Is believed at tho de- come epidemic, even should the lirst case
partment that, now that there Is no fight- have been a genuine yellow fever one.
ing to do, tho volunteers will bo anxious
to retire from service and get back to
CHEERED FOR CERVERAtheir various avocations.
The large force
is a great drain upon tho oountry. not
Visits His Sailors at Portsmouth.
only in tho matter of pay and subsist- Admiral
ence of tho army, but also on acoount of
so many being away from their various
Portsmouth, N. H., August 13.-—Beemployments. It is believed that 100,uOO tween 1000 and 2000
people were present
men will
be sufficient to garrison the
various places occupied by tho United at the Boston & Maine station in this city
States. The War Department has also this
morning when the Bar Harbor exconsidered the matter of taking care of
arrived with Admiral Cervera.
tne apnnisn soicners in uuim ana i-orio press
Th® Spanish admiral occupied the parlor
Kino it they shall be found in want.
Thess soldiers are in a sense prisoners car'Marle, and was accompanied by his
of war and while the United States gov- son
Angel, Paymaster Urdapilleta and
ernment is not bound to care for them Lieut. Diaz. At the station to receive
under the terms of the protocol, yet, in him wero Lieut. Calandria of the
Oquentho cause of humanity, neither Spaniards
Munez, Surgeon
do, Surgeon Adolfo
nor Cubans will be allowed to go without
Gabriel Monterino,
Chaplain Antonio
food. In case it is found necessary to
Grunera, all of the Cristobal Colon, and
furnish supplies to the Spanish soldiers, xiioAauuoi ijaiiuiuuu**.
tho Spanish government would be exWhen the train stopped, the oar conpected to reimburse this government for taining the Spanish admiral and his
its outlay.
escort was some distanoo outside of the
station, where it remained about ten
TEXT OF THE PROCOCOL.
minutes.
The Spanish officers who were at the
Madrid, August ia—The text of the station to receive their old commander
and
the
protocol signed between Spain
hoarded the train and a warm greeting
United States is as follows:
followed.
His Excellenoy M. CambOD, ambassador
Admiral Cervera was the first of the
extraordinary and minister plenipotenti- party to step from the cars. As he did so
ary of the French republio at Washington, some one in the orowcl proposed three
and Mr. William R. Day, seoietary of cheers, and
they were given with a will.
state of the United States, having reHe was at once escorted to Admiral
ceived respectively to that effect, plenary
Carpenter’s private carriage and driven
powers from the Spanish government and to toe yard. The other officers were taken
tho government of the United States have to the
government landing and went to
and
established
signed the following the yard on the government boat.
articles which define terms on which the
On their arrival at the commandant’s
two governments have agreed with regard
headquarters, the marine guard in charge
to the questions enumerated below and of
Capt. Kelton and Lieut. Hatch were
of whioh the object Is the establishment drawn
np in line and the customary
of peace between the two countries, name- military salute were
Admiral
given
ly :
Cervera and his staff.
Article 1—Spain will renounce all claim
After interchanging of greetings with
to all sovereignty over and all her rights Admiral Carpenter, the entire party proover the Island of Cuba.
ceeded to the prison camp on Searcy's
Artlolo 3—Spain will cede to the United island, which is about a mile away.
States the island of Porto Rico and the
On their arrival at the camp they were
other Islands which are at present under met by Col. James Forney, U. S. M. C.,
Antilles
the
the sovereignty of Spain In
who is in charge of the prisoners, Ad
as well as an island in the Ladrone archi- jutant Kane, Lieutenants
Porter and
States.
United
the
chosen
be
to
by
pelago
Baxter, and the party entered the stockArticle 3—The United States will ocou- ade.
of San
py and retain the city and bay
The men of the Spanish fleet were
the Port of drawn
Juan de Porto Rioo and
up in line, and Admiral Cervera,
Manila pending the conclusion of a treaty with uncovered head, walked down the
of peace which shall determine the con- line and made a brief speech which
trol and form of government of the Phil- seemed to deeply touch the feelings of ail
of the meu.
ippines.
will
immediately
Article 4—Spain
He next went to the two buildings in
evacute Cuba, Porto Rico and the other the camp In whioh the sick are cared for,
islands now under Spanish sovereignty and he had a pleasant word for all of the
effect eaoh of unfortunates.
in the Antilles. To this
the two governments will appoint comAt the conclusion of the inspection of
within ten days after ths the camp the prisoners were mustered for
missioners
comthese
and
signing of this protocol
dinner, and the admiral a,nd party witmissioners shall meet at Havana within nessed the men receive their rations und
thirty days aftor the signing of this file to the large pavilion in which they
protocol, with the object of coming to an eat.
He next repaired to quarters ocoupled
agreement regarding tho carrying out of
the details of the aforesaid evacuation of by the Spanish officers and passed the
Cuba and other adjacent Spanish islands; time until 1.80, when be went to the resiand eaoh of the two governments t-hall dence of Admiral Carpenter to dine with
likewise appoint, within ten days after him.
,
the signature of this protocol, other comPrevious to his departure a request had
missioners who shall meet at San Juan de been made by the prisoners to Col. ForPorto Rico within thirty days after the ney to he allowed to give three ohsers for
signature of this protocol to agree upon their old commander as he left the stockthe details of the evaouation of Porto ade.
Rico and other islands now under Spanand as Admiral
This was granted,
ish sovereignty in tho Antilles.
Cervera and his staff left the Blockade the
Article 5—Spain and the United States 1600 prisoners made
the
welkin ring
shall appoint to treat for peace five com- with three loud huzzas for their former
missioners at the most for either country, commander.
The commissioners shall meet in Paris on
As a fitting close of the day Admiral
Ootober 1, at the latest to proceed to Cervera and his staff were given a bannegotiations and to the conclusion of a quet at Hotel Wentworth this evening
This treaty shall be and later held a
treaty of peace.
reoeption in the large
ratified in conformity with the constitu- parlors of the hotel. Col. Forney, U. S.
tional laws of eaoh of the two countries.
M. C., presided at the banquet, with AdArticle 6—Once this protoool is con- miral Cervera at his right hand while the
cluded and signed hostilities shall be rest of the Spanish offioers were distribsuspended and to that effect in the two uted down the long table, eaoh between
countries orders shall be given by oither two American officers. At the conclusion
government to the commanders of its land of the banquet, Col. Forney toasted the
and sea foroes as speedily as possible.
admiral and the latter responded speaking
Done in duplicate at Washington, read In English. He spoke in most compliin French and English by the under- mentary terms of the American navy and
signed, who affix at the foot of the docu- its officers and expressed his great apprement their signatures and seals, August ciation of the
many courtesies shown
13, 1898.
him during his soiourn in this countrv.
His words were tew, however, as he was
KITE TRACK RACES OFF.
forced to make long pauses between his
sentenoee.
At the reception later,
he
Old Orchard, August 13 —As a ramagain spoke, this time in Spanish with
maker Manager .M, F. Porter of the Old Col. Forney as an interpreter. He then
Orchard kite tract: would make a referred to the kind treatment shown the
at Camp Long.
triumphant success. In picking dates for men
The following oiBoers from the navy
his raoe meetings he has the greatest run
yard attended the banquet and reception:
of ill luck in running up against the Chief Engineer Buehler, Pay Direotor H.
weather bureau. In the sevon or eight M. Dennison, Surgeon E. Z. Deer, Oapt.
D. R. Russell, U. S. M. O., Captain A.
years the kite track has been in existence C.
Kelton, U. S. M. C., and Lieutenants
it was never known to have a fall week Borden, Hatch and Kenney.
The hotel was beautifully decorated and
of good weather on the occasion of a race
meeting. Today the weather was good during the evening finely illuminated.
Admiral Cervera returned to this city
enough, but the track had received suoha about eleven o’olock and tomorrow will
the
that
there wns again visit
night
soaking during
Camp Long where he will
the Spanish
no possibility of getting it worked out distribute $35,000 among
so the four left
the 3.05 pace among them, had
to be declared off.
Manager Porter will try it again next
week. He is to hold a special meeting of

enough

to

permit racing,

over races,

class raoes, for which a large number of
The Dover
entries have been received.
meeting failing to fill, the horsemen who
are to be at Bigby the fourth week in
this month were anxious for Porter to
get up a meeting for next week, and lie
complied with their request. If he could

only bo favored with good weather, the
meeting ought to be a money maker for
him.
CABD.
A
We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and will refund tho money to
any one who is not satisfied after using
It is the most successful medicine in
it.
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 031 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.
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Cruiser Gets

MISCKEEAXEOUS.

WILL FEED THE CUBANS.

HOLE IN SAN FRANCISCO.

GENUINE YELLOW FEVER.

——

The Standard,commenting on tho stgH*“
in’' of the protocol by the representatives
of Spain and the United States, says:
ends oue of the most swiftly
“Thus
in history. Spanish rule
decisive wars
Iho contho wost.
from
disfipDGurs
of great difficulty
querors have problems
Doubtless
they will face
before them.
them with patriotic resolution.
The Daily News says:
“August It’, 1898, will be a memorable
the history of the world. It is
day in
which witnessed the death of
the day
famous
one
ompiro and the birth of
another, destined perhaps to more endurbe admitted that the
It
must
fame.
ing
results achieved are a substantial record
for four months of war.”
The Morning Post says that tho portocol
leaves open the two questions regarding
future difficulties that may not
which
United States and Spain
the
concern
alone ure
likely to arise. It advises
Spain, assuming that tho United States
only holds Manila, to soil the Philip-

vioes during the voyage.
was H days out rrom the fever
She
r'nlnni.oa from tllH in,IT).
strioken
oamps around Santiago. She
It adds that many more difficulties and
has on board 221 sick soldiers who are
them, but the result
await
hound for the healthier und more invig- sacrifices
be the growth of freedom and the exorating camp site at Montauk Point. .The will
human
of
tension
happiness and prosperiSagurftnoa is the first ship to reach home
ty.
« f the fleet of half a dozen transports that
The Times says it hopes it is nob a viobeen rescuing our imperiled hoys
have
of neutrality to express the satisfrom Santiago's pestilential sinks since lation
faction felt by a great majority of Engthe latter part of July.
the success of the United
She left there on July 81, after orders lishmen at
had been sent from the war department States. It adds:
will wrangle for a long
“Historians
to have her proceed direct and with all
She put in at Tampa time
respecting the propriety of the
misie ;o tnls port.
and railed again for New York on Au- method# by which the war was brought
about, but, once begun, it was eminentgust t>.
of the world,
pho men were informed of the termina- ly desirable for the interests
at
and
even,
perhaps, ultimately for the
tion of the war, and all were overjoyed
It should
the news, though they would like to be interests of Spain herself, that
Americans.
favored with another chance to show the result in the success of the
wbioh is
situation
the
faotor iD
Spaniards the stuff that is in them.as They of “The
the greatest immediate Importance to
soon
will be taken to Montauk Point
ourselves is the fate of the Philippines.”
as practicable.
The
Times thinks it very remarkable
health officer received word from
The
the New York newspapers discovthe quartermaster’s department that it that
on
to
take
ered
the same day that the United
the
Seguranoa
would send tugs to
bound to put themselves
her passengers off and Iring them to New States were
York as soon as they were released from in the test possible position for defending the common interests of themselves
quarantine. Word was sent back to send and
It conin China.
Great Britain
tugs to taka off 148 passengers.
number of officers and men cludes:
A large
“Providence, in the nick of time, has
were taken to Governor’s island today.
Among them were 30 men of the signal given them the Philippines,
Massathe
Dth
from
several
corps and
chusetts,
CAMBON CONGRATULATED.
HALF MILLION DOLLAR FIRE AT
August 13.—At the French
Washington,
5
FRESNO.
embassy, M. Gambon is receiving many
on the successful result
Fresno, Cal., August 14.—The most congratulations
He is
of the work initiated by him.
the history of Fresno,
disastrous fire in
most gratified at the assurances conveyed
ooourred last night. It swept tho South- by the President at the olose of the cerePaeiDo railroad reservation from mony yesterday when the President exern
his thanks to the ambassador and
Mariposa street to Mono street, a distance pressed
to the government of France for its good
of three blocks, and in a little more than offices.
was
The Madrid government
cn hour $500,000 worth of property went notified by cable last night of the signing
Some of the buildings of the protocol and the proclamation of
smoke.
in
up
the
Spanish copy of the
peaoe, and
burned were packing houses and their deprotocol has gone forward to Madrid by
struction will throw about S00 people out mall. There Is little further to do In the
When the few remaindiplomatic field.
of work.
ing formalities arc disposed of, M. Gambon probably will take a trip of several
CERVEKA ATTENDS CHURCH.
weeks to Niagara and through Canada.
Portsmouth, N. H., August 14.—Ad- His son Roger, who Is here on his college
miral Cervora with his officers, attended vacation, will accompany him.
Little is known here of the personnel
of the Immaculate Conceptho church
of the Spanish peace commissioners. The
tion this morning and after dinner at the
general belief however, is that Senors
hotel, the entiro party went over to the Leon Castillo, the Spanish ambassador at
The
stay there consumed Paris, Senor Moret. minister of tho colonavy yard.
three hours,and about V o’clock the Span- nies, Duke Almodovar de Rio, minister
of foreign affairs and Polo de Barnabe,
ish officers came back to the city. Tomorthe late minister at Washington, will be
row will he spent at the yard and Tues- considered when
the names of the comday the distinguished visitors will leave missioners are chosen.
for

SENDING HOME TROOPS.

August

13,"says:

New York, August 13.—The United
states
transport Soguranca, which arrived at
quarantine at 11.30 last night
from Egmont Key, near Tampa, Fin.,
was
inspected by Health Officer Doty

men on

VIEWS OF ENGLISH EDITORS.
New York. August 13 —The Sun this
morning, unuer date of London,

Hit After War Is All Over.

Also

the

Reconcentrados
Not

If

_

|

Mr8CET.T.AXEOPa.

m

They Have

Starved to Death.

Key West, Fla., August 13.—The flagship San Franotsco, the monitor MianWashington, August 13.—With the intonomah and the auxiliary yacht Sylvia
of peace the commissary departcoming
were fired upon by the Havana batteries
of the army will not have its labors
shortly before five o’clook yesterday ment
For awbile they are
lessened in Cuba.
morning. One ton or twelve-inch shell
to bo Increased. It Is understood
struck the San Francisco's stern as she likely
turned to get out of the range and tore a
hole about a foot in diameter, completely

wrecking Commodore

Howell’s quarters

and smashing his book-case to fragments.
Nobody was injured, und being
orders not to attack the batteries, one
engines
ships retreated as fast as.their
The fl a g s h i p an a the
oould carry them.
more
not
other
Sylvia lay paralell to each
and sepathan a nine from Morro
of
berated from each other by a distanco
of
tween three-eighths and one-quarter
about
a mile.
The Miantonamah lay
to the rear of the
three-quarters of a mile
were within rango of the
All
othirs.
Spanish batteries.
While the ships of the Havana blookaat a
ding squadron have been keeping
distance of six miles or more during dayto
accustomed
been
they have
light,
drawing much closer at night, lhursday
night the San Francisco, Sylvia and
hliantonomah drew in closer to the shore.
ships rolled at their staAll night the
out. At
the llrst
with lights
tions
glimmer of dawn, without an instant’s
no.nintf
the lookout
Qti
the flavshin
saw a jet of smoke pull from one of MorAlmost before he could
row’s big guns.
report tno 'incident, ten and twelve-inch
shells were scieming all around the ship.
The Spaniards hud the range excellently. Shells fell between the San Francisco
and Sylvia.a few went over tho ships and
The flagship signalled
others fell short.
tho Sylvia to get out of ruuge without
and
both
delay,
ships swung round and
made for the open sea. It was then that
the shell struck the Sun Francisco’s stern
sent its fragments into the after
and
cabin, wrecking Commodore Howell’s
library. jftThe commodore was on deck
with Capt. Leary when the shell struck.
The Miantonomah and the other two
ships all moved out about three miles.
The men on the flagship went to work
patohlng the ragged hole which the shell
st^rn.
had torn in the San Francisco's
The damage was found to be
trilling.
Exactly 22 shells were tired at the ships.
Morro castle bred several of tne mlssbes.
The others came from two s md batterThe tiring lasted 20
ies east of Morro.
minutes.
Tho Sylvia,
which is manned by the
New York naval militia, reached the
blockading station only two weeks ago,
and this was their first war experience.
Her orew had barely recovered from tho
tingle when the flagship called the vessels and Capt. Hellers was given a packet
jf private documents which he was ordered to take into Havana under a flag of
truce.
31
With the white flag hoisted the Sylvia
the guns Which had
steamed towards
just given her guoh noisy greeting. Afan exchange of signals between the
ter
Sylvia and.Morro oastle, had taken place,
a Spanish gunboat drew out of tho harbor
It was the
and came close to the Sylvia.
Plnzon and oarried a muoh
Martin y
stronger battery than the American ship.
Liout. William G. Ford, the executive
boarded the Plnzon
oflioer of the Sylvia,
and delivered the document. The Americliiaur then returned to his ship and
can
two vessels went their respective
the
ways. The Sylvia returned here tonight.
The ships from the various stations
day.
about Cuba have been arriving all
them are the auxiliary yacht
Among
Siren, from the north coast; the Sylvia
from Havana; the coliior Lebanon from
Guantanomo, and the torpedo boat Ericsson from Santiago.
The tug T'eoumseD, Lieut. Evans, came
in from MataDzas. Lieut. Evans reportthat the big Spanish Transatlantic
ed
liner Montserrat, for wbioh the ships of
the American fleet have been looking
since the outbreak of hostilities, is still
“bottled up” in Matanzas harbor. The
Montserrat was sighted by the Mangove
one
night about a week ago, making
stealthily along the coast for Matanzas
The
harbor.
Mangove crowded on all
steam and gave chase, firing 27 lneiieotlve
The Spaniard gained the
shots at her.
harbor, but has been held in by our ships

cattle

The Montserrat Is a sister ship to the
Alfonso XIL, which was wrecked by tho
gunboat Eagle, and would have made a

worthy prize.

DEFENCE OF MARQUETTE.
Why the Old French Priest’s Picture is
the New One-Cent

on

Stamps.

to be the purpose of the administration
to
supply rations to the Cnban troops
under Gomez and Garcia. This will open
the way for a wider distribution to the

population of the Island, to relievo which was impossible after declaration of war in April. Many of those who
starving

were receiving aid when hostilities broke
out, undoubtedly have perished, yet after
the Spanish troops were withdrawn from
the interior to the seacoast towns, it is
believed that a portion of the reconoentrados were able to return to the country and
that they have found subsistence thera
At Cieufuegos, on the sonth ooast, they

received some supplies when the blockading vessels were there. Since then word
has been received by the naval commanders of the great distress which prevailed
and of ths need of early assistance. Cien
fnegos probably will bo among the first

places to receive relief. Matanzns, Sagua
and other points of the North coast will
follow quickly. Havana presents a situation in itself. While the aid to be givdn
will last only long enough to enable the
people of Cuba to help themselves, it undoubtedly will tend to Increase their conin the friendship of the United
fidence
The
influence is likely to be
States.
markod on the men who have
Cuban army.
They will
receive rations as allies of the United
States, the same as will the Amerioan

especially

composed the

troops who will remain during the period
of military
government a garrison in
cue

island.

inis

win

continue

nitei

their disbandonmont for that Is expected
to follow quickly on the heels of peaoe.
is reoognized that the problem of the
It
Cuban soldiers is one of the most serious
Three years in the
list has to be mot.

insurgent ranks has loft them without
As memmeans of support of any kind.
bers of a loosely organized army, acting
in co-operation,
they have been able to
secure some means of subsistence, though
When they
often close
to starvation.
cease to act as a body and each individual
has to look out for himself, their immediate resouroes will be of the inost limited
character. Many of them hnvo no homes
to which to return and for a time there
will be little prospect of living off a land
The issuance
which has become a desert,
of rations by the United States though
the commissary department of the army
will meet this difficulty as well as it can
be met.
No friction Is anticipated in bringing
hostilities to a close on the part of the
Cubans. Nor is there likely to be a repetition of the misunderstandings which
arose
between
Gen. Shatter add Uen.
Garcia at Santiasio. While the military
oonrtoi of the United States will le coma
plete pending the establishment of
stable government in Cuba, this will be
done in a way not to offend the sensibilities of the Cubans or to enable their enemies to say that they are to be deprived
of the fruits of their long struggle.
All the Cuban commanders will be
officially notified that peace has been
agreed upon and that military operations
are to cease. Gen. Gomez has been reooguized as commander in chief of the Cubans and he will be communicated with
in that capacity now.

I

but
Columbus discovered America
I have discovered BATTLE AX!
—

There is

satisfied
glad I've got it expression
the faces of all who discover the rich quality of

Manzanillo that peaoe had been declared
and requesting him to advise the American commander of the fact, under a flag
of truce, which ho did, and the shelling
of the town ceased.

|
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tobacco

w

1

stamps.

A correspondent of the postofBoe
wrote that he had

maue kbhtcu

lu

anew miu

wuuu

umauud

Marqeutte has to the distinction thus
given him.iwith the result that history
showed him to have been
a Jesuit, but not marked

a

as

—

{

a

man

of note

THE LATEST.

IN PORTLAND

was.

Mr. John P. Merritt, Third Assistant
Postmaster General, has written a letter
showing why the design was adopted. He
says that the object of the promoters of

Mrs. Rosa Gaum Writes to Mrs.
Pinkham About it. She Says:

PRODUCTIONS

MUSICAL

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

ara at ail times to be found in our stock
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are tlio most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.

Will Be the Week of thf

Assortment of
We aI,<’ carry a Full
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every description.

NEW

Stelnert & Sons

M.

T. C.

517 Congress St.
M.W&Ftf

apis

ENGLAND
AUG. 22-27.
will

oftranHAno of Pi»K«r Dnnl?

be

greater

more

than

numorous

ever

before.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO,
Special

Notice.

On and after May 11th the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
und from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House

FAIR,
Tlin

Go.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

Tel. 818-3.

observe the armistice.

AN OPERATION AVOIDED.

X
g

A GALA WEEK

foreigner and

either in literature or science. Information was asked as to what his great merit

?

for 10 cents.

ernment

General Wheeler has written a letter in
which he says that General Shafter Is
being unjustly criticized and that the
General handled the Santiago campaign
with skill.

|

an

Pemember the name
1' when
you buy again,

Madrid, August 13, 10 p. m.— The govthis evening
telegraphed inas to tho right of Father
Marquette to structions to the governors general of
and the Philippines for the
flguro as a leading aotor in the history of Porto Kloo
carrying out of the terms of the protocol
this country has arisen again In oonneoStates and Spain and to
the
United
by
ion with the fact that a
picture of Mar- prepare for evacuation. Instructions were
sent as to the policy to be adopted In
quette sailing down the Mississippi is alsoevent
of the Insurgents refusing to
the
borne on the one-cent Omaha Exposition

department recently

i

admirable chew fit for an Admiral.
In no other way can you get as large a piece of as good

•

SPAIN’S GENERALS INSTRUCTED.

Washington, August 18.—Tho"question

S

cn

Rattier
PLUGW

MANZANILLO SHELLED.

Santiago, August 13, 5 p. m.—Advices
were received by General Shafter this
morning to the effect that Manzanillo was
bombarded yesterday, day and night, and
again this morning. General Shafter at
once cabled to the Spanish commander at

—

—

a

and
All

Wharf.
in
another
table
See time
column.
C. W. T. GODING,
Gen. Manager
mylldtf

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

the best horses in the country

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I take pleasThe cattle and
ure in writing you a few lines to in- will bo there.
prisoners.
and managers of the Trans-Mississippi form you of the good your Vegetable stock entries
exceed those of
GEN. CORBIN A COMMISSIONER.
PRINTERS*
I cannot
EXCHANGE,
Exposition is to give expression to a com- Compound has done me.
Washington, August 13.—The President mendable pride on the part of the inhabi- thank you enough for what your medi- any previous year.
97 1-2 Exchange Si., Portland
desires to hnve Adjutant General H. 0.
tants to the progress of their section, and cine has done for me; it has, indeed,
The “Midway” will furnish
Corbin a member of the peace commission
to demonstrata its growth and anything helped me wonderfully.
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
and it Is probable that he will be seleoted.
to the men who were
trouI
was
most
For
lots
of fun for the money.
years
portaining
The matter is being considered in referorders by mail or telephone promptly
All
and
in
an
the
with
bled
helpful
blazing
conspicuous
attended to.
sept22eodtf
ence to the duties which will come under
sections and
laying the ovarian tumor,
way to these
General Corbin’s direction in relation to
foundations of civilization is fraught with each year growof hostilities and if it
the supensmn
Portland City hall will contain
great interest. It may be claimed, he ing worse, unshould appear that the dntios which he
did not discover the til at last I
that
Marquette
says,
a magnificent exhibit. Throughwould be called upon to perform as AdMississippi, hut, like Amerlcus Vespuocio was compelled
jutant Genrral cau be assumed by anoth- he
the explorations,
and to consult with
continued
out the week Portland’s chief
er officer without detriment to
the serwas named after the latter.
will become a America the
a
vice, General Corbin
physician.
religious belief of
Mar“As to
business thoroughfares will be
member of the commission.
He said
quette, says Mr. Merritt, “it never enthe
or influenced
selection
of
into
could
tered
brightly illuminated with colnothing
or the other.”
SHAFTER’S VICTORY.
the device, one way
for
done
be
of
Marquette being a
ored lights and decorated with
“As to the fact
Washington, August 13.—The War Decontinues the reply, “he per- me but to go under an operation.
partment tonight posted General Shafter’s foreigner,”
as a
a friend of mine
with
enough
pioneer
to
In
services
bunting.
speaking
sanitary report from Santiago for August formed citizenship, and his bones still lie
about it, she recommended Lydia E.
13 which shows total number slok, U475- earn his
on the wost shore of Lake Michiburied
fever
total number
cases, 1951; total numPinkham’s Vegetable Compound, saywas also a foreigner, for
ber new cases, 213; oases of fever returned gan. Columbus
ing she knew it would oure me. I then
to duty, 358; deaths August 11th, 14 in. chat matter.’
Full Assortment ot Lehigh and Freesent for your medicine, and after takExcursion
rates
over
all
eluding Sergeant Fred E. Stewart, Maine
volunteer Jsignal corps,
ing three bottles of it, the tumor disyellow feverA VICTORY IN PORTO RICO.
Burning Coals for Domestic Use.
know how transportation lines.
Corporal George E. Whipplo, Co. H, 2d'
13.—Adjutant appeared. Oh! you do not
Washington, August
Massachusetts, pernicious malarial fever.
much good your medicine has done
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
General Corbin tonight received the folme.
I shall recommend it to all suffercablegram:
®
lowing
lowing
ON THE WAY.
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
ponoe, p R., August 13.
ing women.—Mrs. Rosa Gaum, 720
Lancaster
Wilson
reports Major
Watch the papers for list of at- unsurpassed for general steam and
General
Washington, August 13.—The fallowWall St., Los
12th
Angeles, Cal.
at 1.30 p. m.,
ing cablegram wus received at the war with Potts’ tattery,
The
nt
great and unvarying success of tractions.
forge use.
inst quickly silenced enemy’s battery
department tonight:
him
Santiago, August 13.
Asomanta, near Aibonito, and drive in- Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComGenuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
and rifle pits. No
_aug9p2w
Massachusetts has
Seoond
pound in relieving every derangement
aireadv from his position
P.
our
Lieut.
John
03
71st
New
Partalso
York.
lire
sailed,
English and American Cannel,
of the female organs, demonstrates
Troops are tan try fourth
artillery, struck by stray
being sent by brigades and divisions
Haines,
to
it
be
the
not
modern
seriously.
Above Coals Constant"
(Signed)
safeguard of womu"°er bullet,
A shell from enemy’s gun burst just man’s happiness and bodily strength.
Shatter,
our
of
pickets
On Hand.
Corporal
killing
od8
Major General.
More than a million women have been Dr. Dana W. Fellows
over
....
Swanson; wounding Corporal Jenks, Co.
100-2
TELEPHONE
it.
benefited
by
neck
and arm;
Has removed from No. 23 Free Street
third Wisconsin,
“I suffered for months from sore
same
woman
who
Every
Vought,
needs advice
company, seriously
to suite of rooms
OFFICE:
throat. Eclectric Oil cured me in twen- Private
same oomir. ahdomen; Private Hunce,
about her health is invited to write to
Y. HI. C. A. Building,
ty-four hours.” M. S. Gist, Haweavilie uanr in chest, not seriously,
No.
36,
‘
Mrs, Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. ^
s
MILES.
Ky.
jly2Sd2w
Congress fcqaare.
(Signed)

JOB

PRINTER,
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NOTTA MOUNTAIN!
But the highest Land about Portland.
When you buy a lot at Grandview

GREAT LAND SALE.

11

bKAKUViCVf

GRANDVIEW

^

^

Way up where you can see all over the
city and surrounding country lor miles.

j|

>

prices

never

Sew England.

before duplicated in

GRANDVIEW HOUSE LOTS
Cost Less and Are Worth More
than any other house lots on the market

and the lots selling like hot cakes. One of
to
he
theiirst
shali build right away. Others will follow.
buy says
and
a
sure
a
It’s
thing
good thing. See that yon are in on the
floor.
ground

today.

uiiu m Luo uuwa

surprise

Life Insurance and

Grandview
see

THE BEST THING OUT.

Is situated in South Portland, opposite the Golf Club grounds, and contains over 1,400,000 square feet of the best building
land in the vicinity of Portland. This tract has a large frontage on both Main street and Rigby Road, and also on Grandview
It has a frontage of 2000 feet on the
and Park Avenues, the new boulevards we are constructing through the property.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth electric car line, and a proposed extension of the Portland city road will run directly past it on
Main street The Boston & Maine R. R. also crosses part of the land, and a number of the lots immediately bordering the
The location is the highest in the vicinity of
track will be reserved for manufacturing purposes and a railroad station.
for miles. On this property is one of the
Portland—overlooking the city and harbor, Rigby Park and the surrounding country
the spring itself is worth a forfinest springs in the state, with sufficient flow to supply several hundred families. Although
and present it to the city for a park,retune, we shall improve the land immediately surrounding this valuable water supply
this property was examined by Hon. A. F.
serving to owners of lots at Grandview the right to use the water. The title to
of Portland offers such inducements
in
the
No
other
vicinity
of
and
perfect
place

Moulton, Mayor

Grandview for

'=

pronounced

Deeering,

a

home

or

safe investment

Call at

our

to

$9

5000 foot lots

on

the electric

^“These are Bed Rock

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

the Electrics to

the

line only $19. Lots

car

can’t be

prices that

LOTS IN CASE OF DEATH.
GUARANTEED TITLES.
LOTS TO BUILD.
LOTS OPENING DAY.

For
of

CONVEYANCE

employment

MR

Which

are

good

the

high

nonpayment
sickness,

in
loss

or

land $19 to $49.

about Portland.

N0 MORTGAGES.
NO NOTES.
NO TAXES.
NO INTEREST.
NO EXPENSES.
NO FORFEITURE

fflRFFITIIRF
rulfilbl I Ullb

"U

LOOK AT THE ABOVE
will

on

duplicated

any
reasonable cause.

WATER.

1

FREE TICKETS AT OUR OFFICE.

on

prices of half the lots will be
50c weekly. 10 per cent discount for cash.
Each lot will contain from 2500 to 5000 square feet.

$19—$2 down;

case

of
other

INDUCEMENTS.

for the first 10 days only, and if you will compare our
lots before you sleep.

too much for anyone

who

had tho

expressed

$2.03 to pav down

are

the terms on which you

can

locate

at

permanently

Migii and Dry.

GRANDVIEW.
days

were

an

Office for Free Excursion Tickets

For the first 10

wlio

out

THE GEM SUBURB OF PORTLAND.

i

Grandview as
Investment!

[GRANDVIEW)
as

These

Grandriew

B

Not in it with

yesterday

place.
THE LOCATION CAUCHT THE CROWD

ONLY S2.00 DOWN, 50c WEEKLY.

Savings Banks are

for yourself.

wmcii visited Grandview

at the wonderful beauties of the

and the inducements
and secure a lot.

On the electrics to

And

will go up—way up; that is just wliai
said ono year ago at our great land
sale at Stillwater Park, Bangor. And it
wasn’t two weeks after the sale before
lots were selling at a premium. Today
there are houses all over the land, anil
the park which we improved and offered
to the city has been
accepted by the
Board of Aldermen.

THE LIVE PEOPLE OF BANGOR
a good thing when
they see it. So
do the people of Portland, as shown
by
the large number of buyers at Grandview. The people realize that

Everybody pleased,

TAKE A FREE RIDE

1

GRANDVIEW

know

Has Taken tin Town tv Storm,

HIGH, DRY H0USEL0T8
At

AT

we

--YOU ARE UP IN THE WORLD,
Hi

VALUES

prices and

lots with others on the

markets you

own one or more

STREETS ALL BUILT,
FREE WATER SUPPLY.

LAND IS THE SUREST,
SAFEST INVESTMENT.
It can’t burn up, no one can steal it, and nnlike stocks and
bonds which are up one day aud down the next, land in or near a
growing city is always increasing in value. There are thousands
of people who are rich today simply because they owned land near
held on to it until it
some one of our New England cities and
And we can safely vencame into active demand for house lots.
ture the prediction that there is not a foot of vacant land within
three miles of Portland city hall bnt which will be worth all the
way from double to teu times its present value inside of live years.
A few dollars invested in one of our lots will be laying the foundation of a home or future capital for many a young man in Portland and vicinity. See that you are one of them ! Young man be
alive to your own interests ! Fathers start your sons in the world
with one of our lots for a nest egg ! It is better than putting pennies in the savings bank for them to spend as soon as they are old
enough to draw them out. Only 50 cents a week ! And think
what it means to you in the future.

AWWfflWWAWWWWWWWAWWAWWAMWWM

473 CONGRESS ST. COR, PREBLE
Don’t Fail to See Our
BOMBARDMENT INSURANCE.
Policies

Held

in

Portland

Knn Into the

Hundreds of Thousands.

In the early days of the war when Portland property owners, or some of them,
woke up nights to listen for the roar of
the Han tor ia guns on the Spanish ships
and the
yellow journals printed in
and sold in large numbers in
Gotham
this city contained pictures showing how
Brooklyn bridge would tumble down
should the Vizcaya let fly at it, there
were placed in Portland many policies of
insnrance against the danger of destruction to property by bombardment. These
policies were for one year and as if was
stipulated in them that there should be
no rebate if the war ended before that

NEW ENGLAND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,
NEW ENGLAND REAL ESTATESt
AGENCY,
ST„ PORTLAND,
3
Head Office Herald

Styreopticon

CLOSING THE CONTRACTS-

Candidate
Ont

McKinney’* Campaign Mapped

visit the York county
Rochester
He will also speak in Westrailroad.
brook and Brunswick, but the dates have
not yet been decided upon. He will close

September

he will

along the Portland &

the

England Fair Managers
Have to Offer as Drawing Cards.

by the Democratic Committee.

The Democratic committee has staked
out qnite a stent for the congressional
nominee. Roy. L. F. McKinney will address a rally at Biddeford tonight; at
Kennebunk
the
16th; North Ber
South
Berwick,
17th;
wiok, the
the
19th;
the
Portland,
18th;
Wells Beach, the 20th; Yarmouth, the
24th; Gray the 25th; South Portland the
The first week in
26th; Naples the 27th.
towns

What

New

“There was never a year since the New
has been held at Rigby,
when there were not plenty of attractions

England fair

to be had,” said Manager Alonzo Libby
of Rigby park, Saturday, “but this year
we haye found it
considerable of a task
to find first-class attractions for the fair.
Whether the war is responsible for the
am unable to say, but Instead
their coming to ns, as has been the
case
In
the past, we have been obliged
to go ont and bunt up showmen and

scarcity I
of

agents in order to make up

a

programme

of attractions outside of track sports and
the regular departments of the fair.
"But after considerable effort we have
booked quite a number of really fine attractions. Stook entries have been piling
in on ns at a great rate, during the last

the campaign in his own town of Bridgtime was up, Portland property holders
ton, the evening of September 10th.
insurmaybe said to be still carrying the
The Portland rally next Friday evenance, so if we should get into a row with
will be held in the armory. City
ing,
Germany before next spring they would hall could not be secured for the occasion,
The policies as repairs are in progress there. “Honest fortnight.
be all fixed for calamity.
There
will be more stock
nominee for
were placed at a rate of three quarters of Sam” Lord, the Democratic
inolosure on the
herded within
Rigby
governor, will also be one of the speakers
one per cent on a thousand and in some at the Portland
week of the fair than was ever exhibited
meeting.
cases were for amounts ranging as high
The Wells Beach mass meeting, next at an agricultural show in New England
Indeed it is said Saturday, will be held in the afternoon, The
as $20,000 and $30,000.
exhibit of blooded horses entered
and will be preceded by a clambake.
that one large concern paid out one thoufor premiums will probably be up to thnt
sand dollars in premiums for this class
of last year, but that was not as large as
PROTEST WITHDRAWN.
«f
The farmers of
It ought to have been.
insurance, an amout which at the
prevailing rate would represent pver one Portland Ye'eran Firemen and the Con New England seem to be paying less athundred thousand dollars of insurance.
tention to horse breeding than in former
test at Bath.
The insurance was placed on buildings
yea's.; But if there are any horse stalls
and stocks in about equal amount, the
left we shall find use for them in taking
Chief Engineer Moody of Woodfords,
care of the big stock entry.”
buildings including both houses and
of the Maine State Firemen’s
business blocks.
A momlier of a firm by secretary
These
are busy timos with the Rigby
has received notice that the
whom a large amount of the bombard- association,
The office on the fourth
management.
Veteran Firemen’s association
ment insurance was placed, told a PKK3S Portland
floor of the First National bank building
their protest in the conwithdrawn
have
man
is a veritable workshop. The clerks are
Saturday that while he could not
the Tiger Engine company
make an estimate in dollars and cents, test in which
putting in long hours recording entries,
the winners at the recent
tho amount of insurance taken in Port- ot Warren were
sending out premium lists, booking exland would run up into tho hundreds of muster at Bath.
writing contracts and answering
hibits,
Capt. C. H. Leighton of the Portland a daily flood of letters filled with all sorts
The property inthousands of dollars.
of
the
payment
sured was scattered all over the city and team protested against
of inquiries about the big fair.
the Warren company
its surroundings but a large part of it the second prize to
In the list of light harness sports there
tnb contest, and
in the first class hand
stake events, and an effort is
was located on Commercial street and the
are nine
so
that
has now withdrawn the protest
made to sandwich in six class
wharves theio being a very natural appre- the
of the $50 prize to the War- being
payment
of the holders of ren
hension on the part
Entries are coming In well. The
races.
company will be mado at onoe.
stake events were paid up weeks ago,and
property in that section that they would
ACCIDENT TO A HOTEL PORTER.
The trotwill take care of thomselves.
get the first and full effect of a bombardMr. Arthur Kirkup, one of the porters ting purses amount to $1500.
Tho bombardment insurance was
ment.
not followed by a bombardment, but at the Congress Square hotel, met with
A large
stage, with open front and
the holders can g comfort themselves a serious accident Saturday. He slipped
has
been, erected in the infield at
which he was standing,
step
putting trunks on a hack, and when he
slipped he was struck and penned between
tho trunks and the rack of the

with the reflection that thoy didn’t have
to worry even before Admiral Corvera fell
Into the bottle which was so promptly
and tightly corked up by Commodore

from

Kchloy.

hack. Several of his ribs were bruised,
but not broken, and he was hurt internally. Dr. King attended him. Mr.Kirkup is a bright, smart young man, very
populur with the hotel people and the
home patrons. It is hoped that he will
soon be about again.

Pe-ru-na for Catarrh of Bowels.
Mrs. F. I. Green,
of Gorman, Tex.,
for a long time
was troubled with

chronic Diarrhoea.
Tho local physicians
who attended her
were unable to do
her any good. Iler
to Dr.
Hartman for advice and began to give
his mother Pe-ru-na. Ho says, “No
symptoms of the trouble have bothered
her sinco she began to take Pe-ru-na.
’’e-ru-na is sold by all druggists.
son

wrote

a

on

sides,

Rigby, beside the judges’ stand, and
will be served up
various attractions
Contracts have
there Detweon heats.
brothers,
been made with the Pantzer
Prof. Dave Burke and his
acrobats,
and tho Rael trio of pantotrained
dogs,

Howard’s Alabama
mime performers.
troubadours will also have a'part in the
stage performance.
The driverless pacer Albatross has been
for the week of the fair. The

NO LABOR DAY CELEBRATION.
engaged
also arranging for a
There will be no general observance of management is
Labor Day in this city, there being no series of amateur bicycle races.
The “midway” is expected to be up to
Central Labor Union here at present.
The day, however, will he fittingly ob- the mark of last year. It will have many
The new features.
served by several organizations.
These exhibits thus far have been sePortland Longshoremen will go toSebago
Lake where the usual beat races and cured for City hall from Portland people:
Burgess, Fobes & Co., paints and oils;
sports of vnrious kinds will occur.
The Hibernian Knights will entertain Atkinson
Furnishing Co.;
Boland,
yisitlng lodges from away that day and gloves; Maine and New Hampshire Granwill celebrate the day with their guests ite Co.; J. R.Libby,dry goods; Palmer’s,
it Long Island.

shoes and

boots;

M.

Steinert & Son,

Boston.

Congress

PORTIjAIVD OFFICE, 473 Congress St.

Evenings._

THE PARSON’S PROGRAMME,

Building,

pianos and organs; T. F. Foss & Son,
furniture; Baker Extract Co.; L. H.
Walter Corey Co.,
furs;
Schlosberg,
furniture; J. F. Bond, harnesses; F. O.
Bailey & Co., carriages; Johnson, Bailey
& Co., carpets; Deane Bros., boots and
shoes; James Bailey & Co., harnesses
and hardware; Lakeside
Press; H. I.
Nelson; Walter Bailey; Pine Spri ng Co.;
Mrs. M. E. Rogers; Quaker Range Co.;
R. C. Pingree & Co., Lewiston; Cook,
Everett & Pennell, drugs; Red Iudlan
W. L. Cleveland, gas fixTobacco Co.;
Mrs. J. E. Peck, fancy goods;
tures;
Salter Silk Co.; J. L. Brackett & Co.,
trunks and bags; Goudy & Kent, bakery
Smith
& Abbott,
and confectionery;
machinists; Portland Gas Co.; Portland
Rubber Co.; Monson-Burraah Slate Co. ;
E.
J. Harmon, florist; A. Dirwanger,
florist; O. F. Hunt; Lovering hair store;
R.

G.

Leighton;

Foster,

Co.,

Avery

RECORDS FALLGreat Racing 'at tlie Meet of the L. A. W

Indianapolis,

Ind.,

national
professional championship, as
were Tom Cooper and Arthur Gardiner.

F.
won

A. McFarland, the new champion,
in record breaking time, lowering

one-mile
the
single paced competition
mark from 2.01 to 1.68 2-5. Major Taylor
was but three inches behind in the wonderful finish,
and Kimble but a tire’s
width back of Taylor. Frank L. Kreatnei
of Newark,
N. J,, won the one-mile
The
national amateur championship.
winners

of

the first and second semito start. Kraemer,
record speed and he

clothing; Simmons & Hammond, drug- finals were allowed
gists’ supplies; Portland Phonograph Co.; however, had world’s
&
Zenas Thompson
Bro., carriages, dealt it out fairly.
and many others that will come from out
Mr. A.
E. Perry, the well
of town.
known salesman, will have charge of the
hall.

AGAINST

DISCRIMINATION.

.August 13 —The

national
meeting of the h. A. W.. was
closed today and the racing was brilliant.
It furnished more
surprises and more
Eddie Bald was beater
broken records.
out
In the semi-final of the one-miic

In the last quarter

he pushed
the

to the front, pedalled rapidly
book stretch and crossed the
tape a full length iA front of Peabody,
the Chicagoian. The time was 2.04 3-6.
The two-milu amateur handicap event
saw another broken record, and Kraemer,

down

take that view of it. This afternoon when
Deputy Sheiiff Renouf applied to him

The third record was that of a quad
mile. In a trial against time a team composed of Van Cott, Horton, Lishner and
Bennett, cut the record from 1.47 to

for a searoh
warrant the judge refused
to Issue It, and said:
“I have decided to issue no more warrants to be used in prosecution of single
individuals, while 10 or 12 other individuals notoriously violate the liquor

1.45 3-5.
In
the two-mile tandem professional
was substituted
Bowler
race, James
for Johnny Johnson, who was injured on
the previous night. Bill Martin was out
steering his mate, W. E. Mertens of

law every day and are allowed to
tinue. I am opposed to discrimination In
the enforcement of the liquor law,and had
man
made up my mind that the
next
who camo in here with a complaint and

Minneapolis, and the pair won the event
in 4.67 1-5, doing the last quarter in .24.

liquors have been based
political spite. Jodge Cleaves seems to

con-

turned
asked for a warrant
would be
down unless I was satisfied that an imcontemis
enforcement
of
law
the
partial

fainted after finishing,
Martin ail but
and had to be carried from the track.
In
the interstate pursuit race with
from Illinois, Indiana,
teams entering
New York and
Connecticut, the New
York team won. The distance completed

CARBON VELOX.

Shariff Renouf expressed surprise at the court’s refusal to issue tho
warrant desired, but was unable by argument to change Judge Cleaves’s decision.

was

Sunday Excursions
Gorham and Berlin, If.

T. F. FOSS
& SONS.

of ths American

Island Pond 4.30

Portland 6.00 p. m.
Round Trip Fare to Portland SI.50 and to
Sl.80.
Old OrchardBeach
Kates to and from intermediate points at correspondingly low rates.
for Lewiston and Auburn, 7.00. 8.10 a. m.,
1.30, 4.00. 5.20 and 8.30 p. m. For Gorham.
Berlin and Island Pond 8-10 a-m.. 1.30 and 8.30
For Montreal and Chicago 8.10 a. tn. and
p m
8.30 p. m. For Quebec 8.10 a. m. and S.SO p. m

now

being

ened

at our

op-

New Store,
Cor.

Congress & Preble
i s
attracting
many visitors.

Until Sept. 19th, 1S98, Steamer will
R. Wharf on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 a. m.,

Prices.
is

Day Steamer for
International S. S. Co.

liDW Cash

people who still

For Montreal. Quebec, -oronto and Chicago
8 30 p. m., Lewiston and Auburn, Gorham and
aug2dtf
Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.

leave R.

many

for BOSTONT.

buyers

Removal Sale

FARE $1.00.
Meals served on board.

Housefurnistiings,

Cor.

Exchange & Federal Sts.

OCULIST,

H. P. C. IIERSEY, Agent,

jylldtf

DAILY

EXCURSION,

To South

~—.-

__

a. m.

Return Ironi

Sunday Trains Leave

ence

remain subject to the colonial nomination
It
concludes:
of European {nations.
“The board of directors of the society of

Portland and Old Orchard ELach.
Leave

Regular Trains

directors of the society of the American
The address is
Union at Santiago, Chili.
In the form of a testimonial of respect
and continental confraternity on the anniversary of the declaration of independ-

pendence

—

run

the war between the United States and
Spain, an address was delivered to the
United States minister, Henry L. Wilson
on the 4th of July last
ty the board of

The address states
of this country.
that the object of the society, which was
founded nearly fortyfyoars ago Is to encourage and assist In securing the inde-

SSES?""*

POND

ISLAND

teenths of a mile In 10.23 1-5 for the five
miles.
Interstate team pursuit race, amateur
—Three men teams, no limit—Won
by
New York team,Ertz, Krnemer and Schofield.
Time, 13,43 3-5. Distance 6 miles
and three-6ixteentbs.

H.,

M. PERKINS & CO.,

N.

attracting
the American union esteem It their duty
six miles and three-sixteenths, and
at our
to offer to the United States and through
the time 13.43 3-5.
President
Me
of
to
tho
government
you
of race of the East
The log-talked
Kinley the most enthusiastic applause for
against the West, was well contested, its noble and heroic protection of the
and the Western riders captured the event. emancipation of Cuba. Porto Rico and
a
EIGHTH MAINE MAN DIES.
The crack-a-jacks for the meet were repre- the Philippines and to tender to you
salute ns a worthy representaChickamauga Park, Ga August 13.— sented. McFarland wsaiu the Westner respectful
tive of such a great nation in this day of
iizz: OF
The eighth death occurred in the First tenm and
Gardiner and Bald in the glorl.us memories for your country.”
Luther Anglo Eastern.
Maine
this
morning.
The Westerners wiped up the
Clark of Brunswiok, a corporal in Co. K, Easterners.
Stevens was tho only WestgSlOU Reward SPiOO.
from
Division hospital of tpyhoid erner to give
died at
up, whilo ail of those
he
of
will
this paper
The
readers
fever.
tho East quit
except Bill Martin. It pleased to learn that there is at least one
has been
science
dreaded
disease that
three-sixteenths
and
four
required
ORDERS REVOKED.
only
able to cure in all its stages, and that is Camlle3 for tho
Westerners to stop their tarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is Hie only posiSan Francisco, August 13.—It is antive cure known to the medical fraternity.
five
Tho time for the
the Eastern rivals.
nounced tonight that the order for
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, remiles by McFarland, who finished it out
tranquires a constitutional treatment. Hail’s
sailing of troops for Manila on the
taken internally, acting
Catarrh Cure Is
been after passing Martin, was 10.23 1-5.
has
Scandla
and
Arizona
directly upon (he blood and mucous sursports
The
of the first seven of the faces of ttie system, thereby destroying the
sail
standing
will
The
countermanded.
transports
the
national circuit riders at the close of the foundation of the disouse, and giving
augisdct
the
for
Philippines on Monday as meet
patient strength by building up the oonstiE. C. Bald, lution and assisting nature In doing Its
is
as follows:
tonight
stores.
scheduled but they will oarry only
faith
so
much
have
The proprietors
129 points; McFarland, 114; Kimble, 99; work
DR. F. AUSTIN TEWNEY,
otter One
in its"curative powers that they
Cooper, 85; Gardiner, 73; Freeman, 46; Hundred Dollars for any ease that it fails
rich
Builds up the system, puts pure
Send for list of testimonials.
to cuto
41.
453 1-3 Congress St.,
blood in the veins; makes men and Stevens,
Address 1'. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
The summary:
Opp s«»ld'or-* Monument.
Sold
women strong
and healthy—-Burdock
by Druggists 75c.
the
host.
Eyes examined free every Saturday, jly-idtf
Hall’s Family Pills are
One-mile professional, national ohamBlood Bitters. At any drug store.
plated.’’
Deputy

EXCURSIONS.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES,

August 13.—Judge B. F. tho one-mile national champion, regisNew
Cleaves of the Biddeford Municipal court tered it. By the pluckiest kind of work
FRIENDS IN CHILI.
today made a novel announcement in con- ho sped around the oval and although he
Washington. August 13.—As indicating Crockery
nection with the prosecution of the liquor failed to finish within the money he cut the sentiment In Chili toward the United Goods
The claim has been made that re- the record to 4.17 1-2.
laws.
States and expressing the view taken of
on

aglotf

MoFarland, San
JoEe, first; Major Taylor, seoond; Kimball, Louisville, third. Time, 1.68 2-6.
World’s single paced competition record
Cameras, Plates and Films, Self
broken, 2.01, made by Gardiner at LouisToning, Bex and Blue Paper.
CHEAP
ville, In August, 1836.
One-mile national championship, amaIf you want some thing which you can
teur—F. L. Kraomer, Newark, first; E.
print by gas or daylight try
W. Peabody,
Chicago, second; E. C.
New Haven, third; C. M.
Hausman,
Ertz, New York, fourth; George H. ColAug.-1 and each Sunday thereafter
lett, Now Haven, fifth. Time, 2.04 3-5.
until further notice.'
This paper is being used largely by
Two-mile amateur
handicap—George
are
We
Amateur and Professional.
Arohie
210
Walter, Dayton,
yards, first;
FROM PORTLAND
making special prices on Window
Ferguson, Terre Haute, 250 yards, sec- Screen* and Doors, Latvu Mow-TOond; J. D. Syophnnl, Chicago, 225 yards, ers and Hardware.
third; C. W. Donovan, Chioago, 250
yards, fonrth. Time, 4.11.
Two-mile tandem, professional—Martin
and Intermediate Stations.
of Lowell and Mertens of Minneapolis,
Return 4 p. m.
Leave 8.30 a. m.,
first; Tom Butler, Boston, and Becker,
Bound Trip Fare *1.00,
8 Free St.
St. Paul, second; McFarland, San Jose,
Also From
Jly22eodtf
and Stevens, Iowa, third. Time,4.27 1-5.
“d
Last quarter done
In 24 seconds.
East
against West, fivo miles pursuit
TOrace—Five men to team—Won by live six-

pionship—Final heat,

Biddeford,

cent seizures of

■

Harpswell.

first-class
Bound Trip Ticket including
Shore Dinner at the Merryconeag only
■
■~i
r

$100

Xako Steamers of Harpswell Steamboat Co.
from Portland Pier. See time table in this paper.
Casco Hotel Co.
Ask lor Dinner Tickets.

Proprietors.

jly7dtf

CROWN and BRIDGEWORK
and irregularities a Specialty.

EIGHT

YEARS’

Open Evenings.

EXPERIENCE

Trices Moderate.

DR. ELLERY P.

BLANCHARD,

DB3MTXST.
Boom
aug l

35-36-31, Y. 3*., <A <b^®a«ip=>s«*» W«J.
13»

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE PRESS*
Subscription Rates.
Dailt (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
months; §1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
Ihe Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra, charge.
the
Daily (not in advance), invariably at
tate of $7 a year.
published
Maine State Press, (Weekly)
cents tor b
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50
3
mouths.
for
ceuls
25
months;
or
Persons wishing to leave town for long
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
for Jne
In Daily Press $1.60 per square,
insertion?
week; $4.00 for one mon'h. Three
Every other d_y ador less, $1.00 per square.
these rates.
vertisements, one third less than
for one
naif square advertisements $1.00
week or $2.50 for one month.
width of a col“A square” Is a space of the
umn and one inch long.
addlnotices, on first page, one-third

Special

fclonal.
per
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00
Three insertions or less,
square each week.

$1.50 per square.

and classed
Heading notices in nonpareil type
cents per line each
v;ilh other paid notices. 15
Insertion.
in reading matter type,
Pure Reading Notices
-__
nor linn each insertion.
and similar adverWants, To Let, For Sale
In advance, for
tiremeuts, 25 cents per week
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
advertisements under these headlines, and all
will be charged
tisements not naid in advance,
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
tor first insertion, and 50 cents per square
ea'h subsequent insertion.
Adtress all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

THE
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ELECTION MONDAY SEPT. 12.
Republican

Nominations.

FOB GOVERNOR

Llewellyn

s

Powers

Of Houlton.

For Bepresentatire to Congress,

Thomas B. Reed,
of Portland,
SENATORS.
Joslah H. Drummond, Jr., Portland.
Edward C. Reynold*, south Portland.
Cvros S. Witham, Raymond.
Joseph Y. Hodedon, Yarmouth.
FOK

COUNTY ATTORNEY,
George Libby, Po*Hand.
FOIt

SHERIFF,
Oren T. Despeaux, Brunswick.
FOR

FOR CLERK pF COURTS.
Benjamin C. Stone, Portland,

REGISTER OF DEEDS.
Norman True, PownaL
FOR

COUNTY TREASURER.
James M. Thompson, New Gloucester.
FOR

COMMISSIONER.
C. Wifircin. Freeport.

FOR COUNTY
Charles

Now for business.
the blockade of the
Spanish West Indies ought to be of direct
and immediate assistance to our shipping

raising of

The

business.
If the volunteers are needed in the fall
to garrison Cuba and Porto Rico they
will be in much better shape for that
duty if they are sent North now and
given a chanoe to reoruit their health.
Of coarse the shot that struck the San
Francisco was fired in ignorance of the
fact that the
peace protocol had been
signed and both nations agreed upon an
armistice.
But it is very fortunate all
around that it caused no loss of life.
Tho prompt acceptance by Gen. Garcia
armistice and the dismissal of his
troops is an excellent sign. It shows that
he has
recovered from his lit of anger
and is ready to put himself under the
of the

direction of the United States.

tho country with which wo have
Thoubeen at war for four months past.
sands pressed forward to shakejhis hand
mil multitudes cheered him as he passed
of

leot

the streets. It was a well merited
bravo man, who has borne
a
himself nobly in adversity, and it did a
deal of credit to the American peo-

Ehroug

tribute

out
do not havo six days’ rations served
to them in a fort if they moan to stay
there; these men mean to retreat, not to
attack at once.
we

III

great

FINANCIAL.

Sent to Bishop

AS

Powders, because

Hcaly

Trust Co.,

by Spanish

it

possible

to

send

food to the
A
starving inhabitants cf that island.
part of our purpose in going to war was
relieve tho sufferings of the roconceno
It was the speeches of Senators
trados.
Proctor and Thurston pointing out their
erribie
condition
that did more permakes

Rank Rnildingr,
Exchange utid Middle
Streets, Portland, Maine,

They Are With Prisoners
Thank

the

for

Hi,hop

at

Kitlery—

llis

dusting po\vder,.but a skilfully medicated
preparation in powder form, for keeping the skin in a
healthy condition, and for restoring it to health when
is

Many

Kindnesses.

Bishop Healy of the Maine Catholic

diocese was among the lirst visitors at the
Spanish prison camp on Seavey’s island,
Portsmouth harbor. He lias made several
than
laps
anything elso to briug ihe visits thero, conducting services and otSenate and House to the point of declar- endin
g to tho spiritual wants of the
ing war. For reasons too obvious to need prisoners. That his kindly ministrations
nentioning there has teen no opportuni- are appreelaed is manifested ny a letter
ty until tho peace protoool was signed to he has received, signed by two Spanish
lo anything in tho way of fuliilling this
The letter reads as follows:

not

merely

diseased.
All druggists.

offer the

a

of our mission.
On the contrary Most
and Illustrious Lord
Roierend
blockade though necessary as a war
Bishop of Portland, Our Very Bear and
Venerated Lord:
measure, has
directly tended to make
Yesterday we received, through the
the condition of the people wo went to
Pastor of Portsmouth, the kind an highIf we
war to
save worse than it would other- ly
prized letter of your Lordship.
wise have been. But the raising of the had difficulties during our stay in prison,
were
numerous
wore,
they
tney
blockade makes it possible to get about however
not so many, nor so great, as not to bo
this part of our work.
Probably most counterbalanced by the repeated kind
ef the roconcentrados who so caused the ness oil tho part of tho American Cathof whioh wo h3ve been tho objoo
sympathies of Senators Proctor and olics,
and especially on tho part of your most
Thurston are dead, but there are a great
illustrious Lordship.
on the
Island
Thanks to these many attentions we
many suffering people
whom it is yet nob too late to save. have Jacked little in our exile and havo
often had occasion to reflect that wo havo
Shiploads of, food should be sent to the found ourselves surrounded in a foreign
island as soon as possible, and the people land
by such olroamstances, that we have
should be made to understand that wo been enabled to take up again our duties
hold
have never been oblivious to their suffer- toward our parishioners and also to
communication with our kindred whening, but have been all along ready and ever we wish.
anxious to relieve them at the first opporThe rosarie3 of your Lordship have been
regarded with great esteem, gratitude and
tunity.
fevor, not only" because they have been
It cannot be said that the war has been blissed by his Holiness Leo XIII., who
is venerated by the Spanish people, and
severely felt In any part of this country, that
they are sent to us by your Lordship,
or that any industry has been crippled
It.
At
its
outor
Blessed Virgin, patroness of the Spanish
seriously retarded by
brothers
look there was some apprehension that navy, is very fervent among our
who
daily praise and extol her, ns was
the Spaniards might resort to privateerhourly done by the sailors and officers .of
the Spanish navy would the St.
or that
ing,
Louis, and is also done now by
threaten
to
our
the officers of
Camp Long. For this
prove effective enough
Cervera and the General,
vessels engaged in the foreign trade and reason Admiral
the second in command, or staff-offioer,
perhaps those in the coasting business; and many seamen and officers—as many
but this soon passed away, and the dam- as 100—who are at Annapolis would redireot or in- ceive with the greatest delight and most
age to our shipping business
reverence your remembrance.
direct has been inconsiderable. There profound hesitate to assure
We do not
your Lordthem
was apprehension, too, at the beginning ship that the majority will use
of the war that some of our coast oities every day.
servants
To have them delivered your
might be bombarded, but this did not are at your service If it pleases you to
long survive except among the exceeding- make use of them, or they can be sent
to the Naval
ly nervous and timid. New taxes have directly to Annapolis,
been laid, yet they were so widely dis- academy.
have many
we
In the hospital camp
tributed as to be hardly felt. Neverthebut there has been a notable imslok,
the
war
less It is undoubtedly true that
provement among them, so great that
has been injurious to business, not be- out of three hundred, more or less, in the
there are
it has imposed severe financial present oonditlon of things,
cause
eight or ten, God be thanked, who
only
has
it
not
because
impaired may be-said ti be In danger of death.
burdens,
credit, not because it has seriously threat- The chaplains are conceded every opportucare
ened any industry, for not one of these nity and ohanc8 for their spiritual
and comfort; thus far twenty-seven have
has
it
because
but
it
has
done,
things
died and all of them, with one exception,
created a feeling of uncertainty and dis- had confessed and reoeived the sacramentnotori
is
of extreme unction. It is not possible to
trust as to the future. Capita!
viaticum because the
administer
ously timid and hesitates to embark in fever oauees holy
vomiting.
In
clouds
are
there
when
any
enterprises
The kind Pastor of the city has proved
toward
the
the sky. It wants assurance that the to ns that your charity
that
prisoners has no limit and that your
weather is not only pleasant now,but
has decided to placo ¥50 at our
It Is going to continue so for some time to lordship
disposal. If your Lordship will perm!
The war bas;retarded enterprise we
come.
beg him to defer It until January, bebecause it has created an atmosphere cause just at this time the Admiral will
With the remit our application for everything, so
and nnceitainty.
of doubt
that nothing more Is needed, besides,
return of peace this will pass away, and
briefly, he has piomised to pay the
hand when monthly stipends and the arrears, with
close
at
was
whloh
prosperity,
arrested by the declaration of war will which we can manage to get on very
do not thank your
The conditions are comfortably. But we
now move forward.
Lordship any less for his generosity and
favorable for an era of prosperity greater never-failing charity—his kindness will
than this country has ever seen.
always he manifest and fresh in our
hearts, and when God wills that we shall
go dway to be again near to our kindred,
STRANGE DREAMS.
the medals, united with others whioh are
oherished on the hearts of the Spanish
Many a man has dreamed that ho was
prisoners, will recall to themselves and to
falling from a house-top or a high preoi- others their undying obligation to
horhave
details
the
appeared
when
pioe
suplleate the God of all mercy to proLordship, consecrated as it is,
ribly real. He has fel t himself flying serve your
to the service of
fellow-being, and
through the air and finally strikes the also that He may your
Increase your flock by
he
has
rocks or ground beneath. Then
the conversion of this great American
awoke to find that while he had been people to the bosom of the churob.
Heceive, most beloved Lord, our humdreaming be had slept too near the edge
ble thanks and send ns your blessing.
of the bed and that fact will acoount for
his being upon the floor when he awakes.
About one month
my child, which
Physicians will nearly, if not quite, all is fifteen months old,agohad
"an attack of
after
to
bed
to
directly
that
go
agree
diarrhoea accomnanied bv vomiting. 1
eating a hearty meal and lie on one’s back
it such remedies as are usually givwill cause dreams. Three or four obees9 gave
such cases, but as nothing gave resandwiches with a glass of beer, followed en in
lief, we sent for a physician and it was
UJ
At this time
msure a under his care for a week.
the patient lie upon his back,
the child had been sick for about ten
vivid and varied vision.
of
was
a
dream
instance
was
about
A remarkable
having
twenty-five
days, and
that of a Mr. Caloott of Bristol who ob- operations of the bowels every twelve
served to a friend one morning “that hours, and we were convinced that unless
a woman had appeared before him and
it soon obtained relief it would not live.
that
a man attempted upon his life and
and
Cholera
Chamberlain’s
Colie,
this visionary murderess was so strongly
Diarrhoea Remedy was recommended,
impressed upon his memory thatof he still and I decided to try it. I soon noticed a
her.”
shuddered when he thought
for the better; by its continued
Strange to say, about a dozen years change
was brought about
after, while Mr. Calcott was travelling in use a complete cure
Germany, what was his horror and amaze- and it is now perfectly healthy.—C. L.
inn
where
he
was
ment on reacbingjhe
Boggs, Stumptown, Gilmer Co., W. Va.
woman, For sale by D. W. Haseltine & Co., 387
to sleep when he saw the very
and
Edward W. Stevens, 107
precisely the same in dress, in person
his dream Congress street;
features a3 he had beheld
Portland street; King P. Raymond, CumHe
consulted
with
before.
twolve years
berland Mills: Wm. Oxnard, 921 Conthe servant and they retired after supper
gress street; H. P. S. Goold, Congress
where

part
jur

OUIUBO

*•*

—--O
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Square Hotel.

Tlie Belt

to the most delicate skin.

Bland and harmless
25 and 50c.

Sample box

COMFORT

free.

well known stock
Mr. John Mathias,
“After
dealer of Pulaski, Ky., says:
suffering for over a week with flux, and
my physician having failed to relieve mo,
I was advised to try Chamberlain’s Colic.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, and
have the pleasure of stating that the half
For sale by
of one bottle cured me.”
D. W. Ilaselttne & Co., 387 Congress st.,
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland street;
King P. Raymond, Cumberland Mills;
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; H. P.
S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel.

Under ths Personal Management of MU. BYRON DOUGLAS.
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Ws frequently
come
"

hare onstomera

to ui with copy and isy

Put It in attractive form acfl

make the

price reasonable."
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sir.”

“Gentlemen,” said Grant, “troops
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la sufih cases the work la always «
satisfactory and brings entailed* Z

f

results.
THE THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND, ME.

|I

Commencing

MON’DA
evening, AUGUST IStli, and every evening
the balance of the week, with Matinee Every Afternoon,
except Monday.

|||
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

SPRING AID SUMER GOODS
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JTInst Be Sofi<3 Before

Sept.

PRICE OR APPLICATION.

augo dtf

|

ME.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

«

FBSCE IS mo OBJECT.

m
0,

fj
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following goods will be sold at FROM ONE-THIRD TO ONE-HALF THEIR
regular value.

Spring

flT
13
jg

]2

Flounce Skirts.
Fur Collarettes,

n.

R
R'

Shirt Waists,
Leather

v

Belts,

"
e‘

—

STANDISH WATER &

Spring Capes,
Bicycle Suits,
Buck Suits,
underskirts,
House Wrappers,
Silk Waists,

CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

And will continue until all

our

spring and

goods

BanKers.
Portland. Me.
32 Exchange St.,
fcbasatt

a. in.

sold.

A S

The

Laugh
Provoking.

|%l

Comedy

|

Success.

a*

Introducing

HOB
BB3

Bna

fha dirootinn
on

New
Favorites.

a
Mr

TVTr'Pnllnin

538 Congress St., Portland, Me.
augl2d4t

PORTLAND,

DAILY

ASD

Cape Cottage Park.
Special Wight Ascension
Wednesday Wight immediately after
performance at JIcCullum’s Theatre,
when the Daring Aeronaut, Prof.
Jos. EaRoiix, will set off a series of
Fire Works display while in midair.
Take

JOHNSTON,

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & GO.

TIME

s

Drafts drawn

Riverton
PARK.

We are pleased to state
that having become agents
for productions of the extensive mantel and wood finish

plant

THE

FADETTES

NOVELTY
COMPANY.

WOMEN’S
ORCHESTRA.

A company of Ideal Entertainers fn a programme of unusual brilliant vaudeville uov-

A company of superior lady musicians In well
selected programmes of popular and elassi-al
music.

MORSE &

on

on

National

INVESTMENTS.
South Portland, Me,,

Municipal Security

...

Standish Water stud Construction First

Mortgage

United Gas and Electric Co.

building.

First Mortgage Gold
Maine Water Company

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.,
augl3d3t

ton, Gold
Ind. Water
5 Jeffersouvillc

if you exhibit satisfaction even
when your house is burning if
it has been insured in E. C.

Agency, for
Jones’ Insurance
know
your investthen you
and
safe
you will have
ment is
to start in business
enough
acrain. Suppose you hadn’t in.
Syred ? Better take no risks.

E. C. JONES,
Fire Insurance,
Portland, Me.
M
augio eorttf

Send us your address and'you will receive a M
beautifully illustrated prospectus with full par- »
X
ticulars. Boston Star Course Entertainment Co., 36 Bromfield St., Boston.

Congress

auction sales.

F, O. BAILEY & CO.
Men’s
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant!)
Portland Young
Salesroom 40 Exchange Street*
Christian Association.
This Issue Is secured by a first mortgage on
the land and building, on Congress and High
streets, Portland, which cost »150,000. The insurance is $65,000, and the present rental of
stores and offices Is OVER $0,000 per annum.
The TOTAL interest charge Is $2,000, so that
the income is OVEB THREE TIMES THE
INTEREST charges. Legal opinion and furthAll of the
er Information on application.
above three issues are in $600 pieces.
\V'e recommend all of the above securities as
ABSOLUTELY SAFE, and oiler in addition
the following high
grade bonds, in limited
4’s
4’«
4 l*S’i
4’s

PORTLAND TRUST 30MPANY.
_(!tf

augG

BONDS.

WOODBURY 1 I0ULT0N,
BANKERS,

PORTLAND. Prices

Notice to Contractors.

Aug. 10,

189&

auglodtd

ALLEN

_tf

INsTIiUCTIDN.

NORTH YARMOUTH ACADEMY,
YARMOUTH, MAINK.

Tlac 8,it!i year opens Sept. 13,
1898, Board and Tuition

$150 Per Year.

First class preparation for best Colleges and
For full Information, address
for Business.
the Principal,
juj&v.

jd.

l.

onuvi.

-a.. xu.

aug8eod5w&\v5w

FALL TERM

HEBRON ACADEMY,
will open

Tuesday, Sept.

13.

For

catalogue send to
\V. E. SARGEiYT,
j]y20eod2m
Principal. Hebron. Maine.

SEMINARY,
Me.

Deering,

For
65tli year begins September 6. IMS.
catalogue with full information send to the
ItEV. H. S. WHITMAN,
Me.

_Peering.

W. R.

EVANS,

DENTIST,

Union Pacific R. R. Gold 4s

GEO. N. FERNALD,
Commissioner of Public Works.

C. W.

F. O. BAILEX.
marh*

WESTBROOK ::

6s

SEALED PROPOSALS for building a Pipe
sewer in Pay son street will be received at
the office of the Commissioner of Public Works.
City llall, until Wednesday, August, 17th,
1898, at 12 o’clock m.. when they will be pubLcly
opened and read. The successful bidder will
be required to give a bona in a sum and with
sureties satisfactory to tne Commissioners ot
Public Works.
Blanks on which proposals must be made,
specifications and further information can
be obtained at the office of the said Commissioner. who reserves the right to reject any
or all bids, should he deem it for the interest of
the city so to do.
Bids should be marked
“Proposal for Sewer” and addressed to

JlyTdtf

street.

1902-1912 President,
City of Portland 4s due
“
Jly27d8w
1907
City of Portland 6s “
4s
1916
of
Peering
City
“
1917
City of Biddeford 4s
DR.
Town of larn^utli, GOLD 4s due 1926
1914
Slerrimac Co., N. H. 4s
“
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts., City of Zanzesville, 0. 4s
1915
Portland, Hie.Jyldtf
“
1909
Cleveland City Ry., Gold 6s

CITY OF

jf

$10,000

5s

For sale by

Exchange St,

4’S.

4^s Portland Railroad, Gold,
Maine Central, 1st Mtge,
434s
Pori. & Runiford Falls,
4's
4’s
Union Pacific, 1st Mtge,
O’s
Mew York & Mew Eng.
5s
»’»
West Chicago St R. R.
S’s
loilet Railroad, Gold,
Belfast 6’s taken in exchange.
5s

City of Tacoma, Washing-

You May Be Pardoned

1

The Boston Star Course is represented In
Portland by Mrs. L. A. Palmer, with headquarters at M. Stjiuert & Sons’ Music Store. 517

CUMBERLAND_COUNTY

4s V. 8. Bonds. 1925,

5s

Co.

No
1,0 13

$io7ooo

Pnrtlnntl Water.

Co.

City of Duluth, HI inn., Gold

feel certain we have the correct thing for that new home

gBRILLIANT*STAR |I
1W ENTERTAINMENTS W
Oaly Jt.00 for adalss'ton to *11 ten.
sects, 10,15 and 20 cents extra each evening,

amouuts:

wood desired.
We invite your inspection
of these mantels, etc., and

190-192 Middle St., Portland.

Cashier-

JULY

In any kind of

i,

Bwcrvcu

20 YEAR 4PER CENT FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS-

LATEST DESIGN AT LOWEST PRICE

Not only the cheapest but the best

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Provincial

febTdtl

j

city next October

Boston STAR Course

U. S. New 3 Per Gent. Bonds.

_

COMPANY, BANGOR,

this

&*au**^i/V^~***a**

STEPHEN % SMALL President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

We are prepared to show you
and sell you the

Opens in

$26,000

DEPOSITS.

Bank.

of

of

AUC. 15th.

NEW LOANS.

of England, .London, in large or
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence selioitod from IndividBanks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open aoconnts. ae well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through this

MANTELS AND FIREPLACE FIXTURES.

from

SURPLUS

Interest Paid

We sell”

Electrics

The Novelty Company entertainments* open at 3.15 and 8.30, the concerts by the Fadettes at
2.15, 4.30 and 7.30.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

“Yes,

Cope

monument Suiinr*,

S'lNANCIAL.

BAILEY & GO.

lath at

All Entertainments Free to Patrons of the Cars.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

AT 5 P. M.

ommrncinc Aug.

ui/eek

Blties.

MAINE,

IT.

bmTMnsi

COMIQUE

-OF-

^

Sons’Music Store, 517 Congress slreet.

sale ai Stelnert &

HOWARD’S

R. M. LEWS N & GO., Casco National Bank

mmu

Cape Cottage Park.

Week C

I
N I O B E.
B
Reserve d Seats

H. M. PAYSON &G0.,

m.

at 8.15.

rtie

rv

-FOR SALE BY-

_

are

Monday Evening,
Matiness Daily (except Monday at 2.30 p.

Costumed.

by Portland Water Co.

There are too many articles to quote prices on, but by calling you will convince yourselves that this is the place for you to do your trading. SUMMEK VISITORS are cordially
invited to attend this sale aud if purchasing anything at OUR STORE they will remember
LEWsEN’S whenever they come t<» Portland again.
Enough Sf id, WE HAVE DONE ALL THERE IS IN OUR POWER, and hope you
will call early to AVOID THE RUSH.

summer

Coolest, Best Ventilated and Equp-ed
Summer Theatre in Am rich
Week Commencing
AfTfl
1XUH1.
rttll.
AUW.

Handsomely
Staged and

GUARANTEED

Silk Ties.

Sale commences Friday, August 12, at 8.30

OF THE

—

^

BAltTLEl McCtlLI BM, Manager.

Evenings

The

Spring Suits,
Crash Suits,
Bress Skirts,

LIKE

The

Don’t ask for any reasons for it3 being sold so cheap, when you find out the class of
are
goods we are offering and the prices our salesladies will quote; most of our patrons ana
aware by this time that we never advertise whai we cannot back up with goods
prices, in fact

Jackets.

YOU

§

IT.

LIKE

McCullum’s Theatre,

$9U,UUU

1st.

<Sale
AS

*

^

DOUGLAS

Steamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances. Bound Trip Tickets, with coupon admitting to TheaKeserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs In each
tre, 25 oents.
box, 30 cents each chair. Admission without Casco Bay Coupon. 20 cents.
of Keserved Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House
Wharf.

that are exempt
from taxation in this State.

County 4‘s,

ton

a

EVERY...:
MAN j

following

bonds:

h

ever

now

Remedy for Flat.

—

I see; when were they served” “Yester“Were
the same
day morning, sir.”
rations served to all the troops?” “Yos

LIKE IT.

^ and his excellent Stock Company will present Shakespere’s beautiful
U. S. Govt New 3’s.
Pastorial Comedy,
Machias Water Go, gold 5's,
J
Newport, Maine, Water Go, gold 5’s.
Banger & Aroostook R. R. 1st
Cast,
DWith an ITnriYalcd
Mortg. gold 5’s.
Magnificent Costumes,
I ntirely Xew
scenery
City of Ellsworth 4’s.
And Wonderful Electric Effects,
O
of
Boston Terminal Go. bonds.
this great play
seen
giving the most magnificent representation
in this country.
We also offer $25,000 Washing- > i Evening Performance at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. (!asco Bay

chaplains.

c*

YOU

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

■“

Corner

raising of the blockade of Cuba

AUUBEMENTS.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND,

H

Firs: National

Chaplains.

ple.
The

|

AmraCMKNTB.

.1111

to

an’animal,

thusiastic if he had been the commander
o£ ono of our own fleets instead of the

Do not confound it with Talcum

—

\y I ME BESTING LEl'i'EB

1

they lay,
It is generally understood that Col. to a two-bedded chamber,
and beating
hearts
John Hay, now ambassador to England, with cocked pistols
never
came,
event—which
the
will succeed Judge Hay when the latter awaiting
retires from the State Department It
STORYETTES.
is generally understood, also, that this
The house surgeon of a London hospital
selection will not bo altogether agreeable
to the injuries of a poor
to the Hon. Whitelaw Reid of New York. was attending
had been [ severely bitwoman whose arm
The decision of China to throw in its ten. As he was dressing the wound he
lot with Russia, has convinced thought- said: “I cannot make out what sort of a
ful Englishmen that equality of opportu- creature bit you. This Is too small fora
for a dog’s.”
nity in China is a lost cause, unless the horse’s bite and too large
“it was
States
decides to occupy the
United
“Oh sir,” replied the patient,
it was another lady.”
Philippines permanently, in which case not
of Gratz, who has
is believed that
it
England and the
Dr. von Rokitnsky
United States by acting together can just died, was the son of the celebrated
The
compel Russia to keep the door open in Viennese
professor, Roktansky.
Here is the explanation of Eng- latter had four sons, of Whom two devoted
China.
land’s anxiety to have us permanently themselves to medicine, while the other
Self interest is at two became singers and the old man used
retain the Philippines.
the bottom of it.
to say, when asked what their professions
zwol hellen’’—
were: “Zwei heulon und
Undoubtedly the United States will live “Two are howlers and two are healers.”
up to its declaration that it did not go to
Before tko'attack on Fort Donelson Gen.
with the intention or for the purwar
Grant called a council of war to consider
of the
once or
pose of annexing Cuba. The people
whether they should attack at
be given every chance to
island
will
The
rest.
a
few
the
days’
troops
give
form a stable government and administer
other officers favored a rest, while Grant
themselves.
tho island
the affairs of
“There
no opinion.
smoked and gave
is by no means saying, however,
This
was a deserter brought in this morning,”
that annexation will not come. We think
tho general finally said. “Let us see him
it will eventually not on the initiative of and hear what he has to
The first
say.
of
the United States, but of the people
thing Grant did when the fellow came in
Cuba, who'wili find the difficulties sur- was to
open his knapsack. “Where are
rounding self government too many and you from?” the general then asked. “Fort
be
solved.
to
successfully
great
Donelson.” “You have six days’ rations
Admiral Cervera’s reception in Boston
aouid not have been more hearty and en-

11 *"

■■

-H

shal^

^|ight;

[

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
—

on

application.

1945

Correspon-

dence Solicited.

SWAN &

..

.will

remove

to

—

Room 23, Y. 31. C. A. Building:,
Congress Sq.. July 18tU.
jlyl6
__dtt

lARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

jlvZ

Jtl

DR. FILLEBROWN
removed to Y. M. C. A. Rn tiding, Room
30, Tuesday*, other day* by appointment.
Take Elevator. Boston office 157 Newbury
augldlm*
St.
ha*

STEPHEN BERRY,
and

$ookf
not.

Igaid

37 Plum StreeC

AEVEimSEMENTS.

NEW

"TlREMEN’S

muster.

A Hot Time in the Old Town This
Week.

The

Oscar F. Hunt, 563 Congress St.

4000

Here

Will Be

Veterans

Strong.

gome Idea

of What

Be—A Full

a

Great Time It Will
Committee*—The

Fist of

Arrangements

for

the

Play

Out

IVho

Will lie Here.

“Brake her down, brake her down."
The cry will he heard at Deer in g park
nextjl'hursday for the old boys of the old
time fire companies are coming from all
over New England to hold one of the good
old fashioned firemen’s musters and there
is the promise of a hot time in the old
town. Portland people have not found
out yet what the size of this gathering of
the Are fighters is to he. There will be
nearly four thousand of them here and

they will bring with them thirty-one
engines, which as everybody knows,
There
are more familiarly called tubs.
hand

servioe

will be the hand tubs which saw

CURTAINS

LACE
■

I

cuai t

nlarp

fihall

draperies,

nn

sale MONDAY Auo-

move

The

rcth for

week

mv

the

a half century ago and the later and
larger ones built with an eye to tho
trophies to be won at musters when the
There
crowds gather for the playouts.
will be two great events of the day. One
will be tbe parade in the foreneon, when

over

with tho addition of

the

Portland

and

Peering departments the veterans will
turn oat four thousand men and over.
To enliven the march there will be mufic
by fifteen bands and seventeen] drum
This parade will show among
corps.
other things that the Veteran firemen’s
New England States league, which Is tue
leugtby and official designation of the
organization, never held a muster of the
proportions of this Portland one. The

league

was

organized in

1891,

in

the muster was held in
Sinoe then musters have been

year

which
Eo3ton,
held in

Worcester, Lowell, Pawtucket, Hartford,
New Bedford and.Spriogfield. In the
city, the route of the parade was
seven miles in length and as a result
league made a rule that hereafter

parades

should

not

exceed

two

last
over

the
the

mues.

The Portland committee has been so careful to oDserve the requirement that they
have had the line of maroh measured and
found that it is just fifty feet over the
two miles, a fraction so small that nobody
The parade
is likely to kick about it.
will move east on Cumberland street, the
head of the column starting from a point
It will go
near the corner of Chestnut,

is

a

partial

list of

Former Removal
Price
Price

$0.50
6.50
6.50
7 50

6.50
5.00
8.50
5.00
8.00

4.00
4.75
6.75
5.25
4.25
6.75
3.00
3.50
1.50
3.25
3.25
3.25
4.50
6.00
3.25
.80

.55
.45
.85

1.10

2
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
6
2
2
5
2
3
5
3
2
3
1
4
2
5

pr Nottingham Lace
pr Nottingham Laco
pr Nottingham Laco
pr Nottingham Lace
pr Nottingham Lace
pr Nottingham Laco
pr Nottingham Lace
pr Nottingham Laco
pr Point do Arabian
pr Point de Arabian
pr Point de Arabian
pr Point de Arabian
pr Insertion Lace
pr Insertion Lace
pr Antique Lace
pr Antique Lace
pr Antique Lace
pr Cluney Lace
pr Cluney Lace
pr Cluney Lace
pr Tambour Muslin
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Tambour Muslin

Tambour Muslin
Tambour Muslin
Ruffled Nett
Ruffled Nett
Ruffled Nett
pr Ruffled Nett
pr Ruffled Bobinet

some

of the

Former Removal
Price
Price
.80
.50
2.00
1.30
3.50
2.50
4.00
2.70
3.25
2.00
1.70
2.50
1.90
3.00
1.75
2.65
2.00
3.50
2.75
4.00

3.75
3.35
4.25

2.37

3.00

2.0fl
2.20
1-50
3.00

3.25
2.00
4.50
4.50
4.35
6.50
3.75
3.00
1.65
3.75

2.25

2.75

3.35
3.25

4.50

2.75

2.00
2.00
1.13
2.o0
L <■>

3.40
1.33
1.15
1.93

2.30
.9S
•'?»
1.25

bargains.
Former Removal
Price
Price
2.50 1
3.75
3 pr Ruffled Bobinet
pr Blue Chenille Portieres
2oO
3.0
3
Ruffled Bobinet
1 pr Old Rose Tapestry Portieres
l.o
3.00
4 pr Ruffled Bobinet
1-2 pr Sage Chenille Portieres
3.7a
8 pr Ruffled Bobinet
£a0
2 00 1-2 pr Old Gold Chenille Portieres
3.00
3 pr Ruffled Bobinet
3.00 1 pr Blue Chenille Portieres
4.50
3 pr Ruffled Bobinet
.79
1.00
3 pr Ruffled Muslin
1 pr Olive Chenille Portieres
.98
1 pr Ruffled Muslin
1.38
.So 1 pr Garnet Chenille Portieres
3 pr Rufflod Muslin
1.50
.79 1-2 pr Garnet Chenille Portieres
2 pr Ruffled Muslin
1.00
-98 1
5 pr Ruffled Mus'.in
2.00
pr Old Rose T apestry Portieres
.75
1 pr Ruffled Muslin
1.25
Portieres
.98 1-2 pr Garnet Silk Plush
4 pr Ruffled Muslin
1.38
1-2 pr Bluo Flax Velour Portieres
Some Special Values in LACE BY THE
YARD, MUSLIN BY THE YARD, NETTS 1-2 pr Gold Velour Portieres
JBV THE YARD. FURNITURE COVER1 pr Olive Chenille Portibres,
INGS BY THE YARD.
Former Removal 1 pr Rose Chenille Portieres
Price 1 pr Terracotta Chenille Portieres
Price
ISc 1
32c & 25c
Figured Denims
pr Terracotta Chenille Portieres
10o
12Ac
Figured Cretonnes
1-2 pr Light Crown Chenille Portiere3
45o
Pillow Coverings
65c
32c 1T2 pr Garnet Chenille Portieres
50c
Furniture Fringe
ISo 1 pr Rose Chenille Portieres
32o
“
“
9c 1-2
18c
pr Ecru Chenlllle Portieres
9c
12Mc
Rug Fringe
1
Olive Chenille Portieres
pr
15c
25c
Drapery Fringe
6c 3 pr Blue Chenille Portieres
10c
36c 1-2
50c
China Silks
pr Blue Chenille Portieres

to Portland endorsed by all
Aids—Chief of staff, O. F. Dam, J. E, and comes
L. B. Bragg. the critics In the different cities whers
Sawyer, J. E. Lorlng,
J. M. Farnsworth, she has
Nahum Littlefield,
appeared. Mr. T. A. Reynolds,
James A. Martin, Frank
J. N. Long,
a new male member of the company, Is
M. Flovd, B. A. Norton, C. H. LeighTHE PIjAYOUT.
destined to become
very popular with
ton, A.‘j. Cummings, F. B. Moody.
When the four thousand Bremen march
Judges—Assistant Chief Wm. T. Ches- the patrons of this theatre and will make
ohairman; Chief F. B. his first bow before a Portland audience,
Boston,
into JJeerlng park they will find that well,
Chief Frank Morse
elaborate arrangements have been made Moody of Deering,
a light comedy role.
of Bath, Chief C. M. Drake of Gardiner, Monday evening, in
The place will
there for their comfort.
Green
of Boston, ex- Mr. Reynolds is a handsome and talented
A.
Wm.
ex-Chief
look like a circus lot for there are to be Chief Edward A. Mott of Taunton.
young aotor, considered to be one of the
Oiiioial Time Keeper—David L. Adama number of huge tents
pitohed for the
best juvenile men in the
profession.
son of Boston.
accommodation of the visitors. One of
the play will be
The stage setting of
commence about 12
will
Tho
playing
these tents will be the dining hall for the
elaborate as the skill and exmade as
o’clock. Eaoh engine will be allowed ten
Bremen and will seat 500 persons. As
of Manager MoCullum can make
perience
the
draw
onto
minutes to
platform,
soon as the parade reaohes the Oaks the
and he promises an interior soene,
make its play and vacate the platform. it,
playout will begin. The platforms have
next week, that will eclipse any other
for the platforms, hose
The
enclosure
already been prepared on the level ground
has ever presented. Those who are
ho
lines and
playing grounds will be 525
near the Portland & Roohester tracks.
of Niobe are
the plot
familiar with
and
the
40
feet
and
feet
wide,
long
One engine will play as the next is getaware that owing to some workmen, who
and
70
feet
wide,
propengine platform
ting ready so that there may be no delay. erly roped off. None but authorized per- are putting electric lights into the home
Of course there are prizes to lend ad- sons will be allowed within the enclosure. of Peter Amos Dunn, winding some of
For the water supply there are three
ditional strength to the arms of the vets.
their wires around the feet of the statue
tanks, two of them ten feet long, two
the
The league allots $500 which is divided feet
wide and three feet deep, and the of “Niobe, she comes to life when
200 gullons of current is turned on.
into prizes of $300, $150, $100 and $50 for supply tank will
hold
This fact suggestThe three tanks are connected ed to
the eDgines making the longest plays. water.
Manager McCullum thejidea of an
three-inoh pipes. The pipe platform
In addition the league turns over to the by
stage setting (with electrio
is built of two-inch plank and is 20 feet elaborate
winning company a handsome silver long and 10 feet wide, with a straight lights in profusion, and he has had the
torch which remains in the possession of edge aoross it 10 feet from each end.
wired
scene
by the electrician of the
The following is a partial list of the enThis
the viotors until the next muster.
Mr.
Kendall, and Mr. Fox,
Ralph
theatre,
gines and companies entering the tournaIn electrical
trophy was won last year by the Baw- ment: Eagles, Lynn, Mass. ; Gen. Put- the dealer
supplies, has
bees of Gardner, Mass., and they will nam, Lowell, Mass.; Geo. Bomord, Wat- famished the most handsome chandeliers
Then there is a ertown, Mass.; Baw Beese, South Gardi- and wall
carry It In tli>» parade.
lights that his stock affords.
; Boston Vet., Boston Veterans,
a brilliant scene and one that
be
loving cup, now held by the Hartford ner,Mass.
It
will
Kennebec, Brunswick; Veterans,Charlesoompaay, which, will be awarded to the town; City of Lowell, Gen. Butler asso- will add a charm and attractiveness to
te3t organized and equipped company. ciation; Hartford, Hartford; Chauncey, the play. The cast oalls for the services
In addition there is a trumpet, the gift of Hyde Park; City of Homes, Springfield; of almost every member of the company,
Lowell;
Nonantum, Newton;
a lady, to te given to the
company com- Vixen,
New Bedford;
City of Lynn, and although the burden of the fun
Whaler,
ing the longest distance, and the news- Lynn; Unnamed, New London, Conn.; making falis to Miss Leigh and Mr. McCamall have happy and oongenial
papers of Portland have combined in the J. W. Plaisted, Portland; Deluge,
Cullum,
Water Witch, Pittsfield; White
com- bridge;
of
a loving cup for the
entation
is the cast of characpre
role3.
Following
Somof
Somerville,
Salem;
Angel,
City
pany having the largest number of uni- erville; Watch City,
Waltham; Okom- ters:
formed men in line. So there is plenty makamesit, Marblehead, Koxbury; Gulf Peter Amos Dunn, President of UniRiver; Torrent, Manchesof incentive to the companies to put the Stream, Fall
verse Insurance Co.,
Tiger, Newburyport; Teknosnoow,
Bartley McCollum
best foot forward both in the parade and ter;
Woonsocket; Piscataqna, Portsmouth.
Cornelius Griffin, his wife's brother,
on the trials.
ass.
The Deluge of Cambridge, a
.which
Stephen Wright
Among the rest of the veterans to arrive is to be brought here by the Red Jackets, Phincas Innings, his wife’s brother’s
in
the
hand
tub
the
country,
is
M. Reynolds
Thomas
from
largest
friend,
will be a company 2B0 strong
measuring 12 1-2 in- Jefferson Tompkins, a millionaire
having cylinders
Charlestown, Mass., who will come by a ches. It tabes 76 men to work her.
with a craze for the antique,
nmtwinn in 'D/vrtfl nH Cl f.
7 SO
me neaaquarters or toe aew n,ngianu
Norman Conniers
be
at
will
be
acofficers
and
will
League
jugdes
on Wednesday evening.
They
Parker Silox, a merchant,
the Preble house and the prizes will be
J. R. Armstrong
companied by a band of forty pieces and awarded there after the play
out.
ouuu, a bchuuv,
will inarch from the station to their
of
Wm.
T.
Cambridge, Carolina Dunn, Peter’s wife.
King
Capt.
quarters at Swetc’s hotel and the Port- Mass., lieutenant of Engine 5, and exMary Davenport
land Tavern. Other companies wi 1 come foreman of the Bed Jacket V eteran Firo Helen Griffin, his wife’s eldest sister,
rethe
to
men’s
association, is in
city,
Genevieve Reynolds
pouring in Wednesday night and early main until after the tournament. The Hattie Griffin, his wife’s youngest
Thursday morning until the town puts captain wears a handsome gold rnedalBeatrice Ingrain
sister,
which was presented
to him
on a holiday air and the streets are brightby his Beatrice Silox,
Dorothy Kent
friend3
lire
at
Camin the
Bessie Taylor
department
Madeleine Milton,
ened by the red shirts and gorgeous uniLisle Leigh
bridge.
jjiobe,
forms of the visitors. It will be one of the
The Hartford Veteran association will
seats are on sale for all the
Reserved
held
been
has
even
arrive in the city Wednesday evening at
biggest musters that
this week at Stelnerc &
10 o’clock and will he quartered at the performances
in the state.
Son’s musio store, 517 Congress street,
West Eud hotel.
uuu considerable
disappointment will
THE COMMITTEES.
be avoided bv securing soats at the earliAND DRAMA.
MUSiC
moment.
Portland
the
of
est possible
The
committees
who
association
Firemen’s
Veteran
AS YOU LIKE IT.
McCULLUM’S THEATRE.
havo worked early and late to make the
“The Ensign” closed its engagement of
This enchanting comedy is perhaps the
occasion a success are:
two weeks at McCullum’s theatre, last most purely ideal of any of Shakespeare's
Chairman of Executive Committee—
night, before one of the largest and most plays, although tho plot is borrowed
James W. Plaisted.
Finance—Wm. G. Hart, G. M. Tolford, appreciative audience of the season. Mr. from the novel or tale of Rosalynde,
Thomas Lodge, a contemporary writC. F. Plummer, Henry Fox, Chas. Q. McCullum is so encouraged at the recl

Cumberland as far as Smith street,
thence to Congress, to State, to CumberGoodhue.
land, to High, to Portland, to Green to
Route of Parade and Positions—J. W.
a
Peering park. At the City ball
big Plaisted, M. N. Elbridge, A. J. CumN. Long.
reviewing stand will be ereotod and the mings, Geo. H.iRolfe, John
Entertainment of Press—Geo. W. Beale,
parade will he reviewed by the mayor and R H. Ball, Frank E. Dow, B. A. Northe distinguished guests from away.
It
ton, B. L. Sawyer.
Is the hope of the Portland veterans that
Printing and Advertising—Chas. H.
J. B. Brown, A.
the people will also turn out in good Ray, Chas. H. Ford,
E. Knight, A. Wiggin.
numbers to see the procession. It will bo
W.
Plaisted, A. McDonReception—J.
worth it and then the Portland flremun ald C. H. Leighton, N. Littlefield, A. H.
do not want the visitors to march through Hatch, R. W. Jackson, R. H. Ball, J.
W. Heale, Chas. i.
Geo.
empty streets. It has been the custom in if. Harmon,
Dam.
other cities where the musters have been
and
Engines--J.
Hauling
Unloading
held for the business houses and manu- B. Brown, John Bond, J. H. Eernald,
facturing concerns to give their employes John E. Loring, J. W. Buok.
Transportation—Jas. W. Plaisted, Leseither tho whole or a part of the doy and
ter B. Bragg, John M. Stevens.
it is hoped that the same thing may be
Grounds and Laying Out Same—A. J.
Cummings, A. W. Small, A. H. LenTEETH FALL OUT
ham, L. E. Robinson, E. S. Griffin, J.
W. Small.
Care and Storage of Engines—Jas. ParIf Too Much Soft Food Is Used.
ker, G. H. Huntress. W. W. Ruby, C. D.
Deutists and physicians maintain that Skillings, Louis Castelle.
Barges for Judges and Committee—
if mankind always ate soft food, tho
Jas. E. Sawyer, Chas. H. Leighton,
teeth would finally drop out. Reasonable Philip H. Silva.
Entertainment of Visiting Companies
resistauce iu grinding food, strengthens
—Jas. K. Sawyer, S. M. Hammet, Jos.
and adds to the life of the teeth.
Maxtield, Jas. T. Jason, J. M. FarnsChewing is the method nature intend- worth.
can
be
Privileges—Chas. F. Dam, G. E. Aned by which the necessary juices
drews, vV. Willis Goold, Wm, G. Hart,
of
the
out
gums.
brought
S. M. Hammett.
These facts were remembered by tho
FINAL ARRANGMENTS.
originator of Grape-Nuts, and those who
A meeting of the executive committee
enjoy the new food will appreciate how of the Portland Veteran Firemen’s assoIt is possible to produce a food that It is
ciation was held at the rooms of the asan absolute pleasure to masticate.

over

flavor crisp and satisfywell fed feeling after the meal

Add to this

a

ing, and a
and the popularity of Grape-Nuts is not
difficult to understand.
They are made by the Postum Co. at
Battle Creek, Mich.

A

in^o larger quarters shortly, and make’tlJse

following

$11.00
1 pr Brussels Laee
11.00
1 pr Brussels Lace
10.50
3 pr Brussels Lace
11.00
4 pr Brussels Lace
0.50
1 pr Brussels Lace
7.50
4 pr Brussels Lace
6.00
1 pr Brussels Lace
8.00
1 pr Irish Point Lace
3 pr Irish Point Lace
12.50
6.50
3 pr Irish Point Lace
7.35
4 pr Irish Point Lace
9.00
3 pr Irish Point Lace
8.00
2 pr Irish Point Lace
6.00
4 pr Irish Point Lace
9.75
2 pr Irish Point Lace
4.00
4 pr Irish Point Lace
5.00
3 pr Irish Point Lace
2.25
3 pr Irish Point Lace
Point
Lace
5.00
5 pr Irish
Point
Lace
5.85
Irish
1 pr
5.75
1 pr Irish Point Lace
6.75
3 pr Swiss Lace
8.00
3 pr Swiss Lace
4.75
4 pr Swiss Lace
1.30
4 pr Nottingham Lace
.90
4 pr Nottingham Lace
.68
9 pr Nottingham Lace
1.25
3 pr Nottingham Lace
Lace
1.65
4 pr Nottingham

one
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An Advertisemeni
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To
an£
Tourists
in
Portland
Strangers

by

sults attained by this play that he has decided to extend his season four weeks and
devote his effort3 to the presentation of
even

more

elaborate productions

than

“The Ensign.”
and
conCommencing
tonight
tinuing every evening during the week
with daily matinees
commencing Tuesday, Manager McCullum and his splendid
company will display their versatility in
the celebrated classio comedy of Harry
and Edward Pauiton, entitled “Niobe.
It will ho remembered that this highly

in passing the materials furnished by the novelist through
the alembio of his own imagination, has

er.

Yet

Shakespeare

characters and incidents
created
and has imbued the whole with a higher
cast of thought and feeling than could
be attained by Lodge. Itijs in fact the
alchemio transmutation of the baser
new

the pure gold which genius
metal into
in its adaptive faculty can alone achieve,
the comtemplatlve Jacques that prince
of philosophical jesters, Touchstone, and
the rustical Audrey are puro creations of
Shakespeare’s fancy, worthy of the mas-

scored one of the biggest
hits of the season last summer at the isl- ter mind that gave them birth.
Mr. Byron Douglas will try, and withand, and Manager McCullum presents it
next week by special request of a largo out a show of a doubt, succeed in presentMiss Leigh will ing on the stage of the Gem just what
number of his patrons.
she so eapably Shakespearo has portrayed in “As You
role
the
“Biobe,”
play
and Like It," a
forest scene. It is
season’s
in
last
production,
filled

amusing play

typical

Former Removal
Price
Plica

Former Removal
Price
Price
$12.00 $ 6.50
5.00

3.00

6.00

4.25

6.00

4.25

8.50

5.75
6.00
5.75
5.75

0.00

6.00

24.00

13.50

28.00

19.50

20.00

12.90
2.50
3.75

8.00
10.00
6.00

3.85
6.00

2.60

5.75

i./5

5.75

4.00

2.75
2.75
3.50
5.75

8.50
4-60
4-°°

2.75

2.00

2 prs Buff Chenille Portieros
2 prs Blue Chenille Portieres
1-2 pr Red Chenille Portie res
I- 2 pr Old Gold Chenille Portieres
2 pr Old Gold Chenille Portieres
1 pr Old Gold Chenille Portieres
1 pr Brown Chenillo Portieres

3.75

2.00

2.98

1.98

pr Green Tapestry Portieres
pr Green Tapestry Portieres
pr Rose Tapestry Portieres
pr Garnet Tapestry Portieres
pr Olive Tapestry Portieres g
3 prs Brown Tapestry Portieres

1
1
1
1
1

2. i5

2.75

ing

2.50

8.00

1 pr Olive Chenille Portieres
1 pr Olive Chenille Portieres
2 prs Blue Tape sty Portieres

8.50

5.00

3.85

1 pr Old Gold Chenille Portieros
II- 2 pr Rose Chenille Portieres
3 1-2 prs Garnet Chenille Portieres

3.75

4'°°

2 prs Red Chenille Portieres
1-2 pr Brown Chenille Portieres
1 pr Garnet Chenille Portieres

5.50

forcibly
ing many of her inflections

are

reminis-

oent of that actress.
Mr. Ryron Douglas will be the Orlando, and his host of friends will be glad
to see him in a part so woll suited to his
With his handsome face and
abilities.

1.98

where there is

3.50

save

2.75

2.00

3.S5

2.50

7.85
3.75

4.50

1.9S

1.50

1.98

1.50

2.00

3.75

2.00

3.85

2.50

elegant figure ho should make

a

splendid

Orlando.

with spool wood.
Noarly all the yaohts which have been
making harbor sailed Saturday, among
them the Starling, Intrepid and Grampus.
Fishing schooner A, L. Wyman has
gone on the railway because of a bad

Following is the cast of characters:
11
Mr. Byron Douglas leak.
Orlando,
Mr. George Alison
Lighthouse tender Lilac arrived and
Duke,
Alison
Mr.
George
Frederick,
sailed again.
Mr. Scott Cooper
Jacques,
Men were engaged repairing the PilMr. Francis Byrne
Oliver,
Mr. Lester Waliack grim which met with an acoident on the
LeBeau,
Mr. Robert Lowe 9.30 trip to Peaks island Friday night.
Charles
Mr. Charles Barringer
Adam,
The
Salacia oarried a large freight to
Mr. Waiter Thomas
Touchstone,
Mr. Howland Bangor, one item on the manifest being
Eustace,
Mr. Marble a full car load of flour.
Donni9,
Mr. Doming
Louis,
| A large searoh light with a 30-inch proMr. Tallman
First Lord,
jector, was in the freight shads of the
Thorne
Mr.
Second Lord,
boats Saturday.
It was adMr. Francis Byrne New York
(jorin,
Mr. Lester Waliack dressed to Major Hoxie of the engineer
Silvius,
Lowe
Mr. Robert
William,
department, and is destined for use along
Miss Lansing Rowan
Rosalind,
the eastern coast.
Johnson
Miss
Virginia
OeJia,
The repairs of the deck of the Montauk
Mias Agnes Proctor
Audrcv.
Bliss Biyruo may are now ahmit cmr,nlatnri nnrl she will
Phoebe,
This will be the first appearance of Mr. move to a new anchorage oft Cushings
Alison anil Mr. Charles Bar- island. The floating targets are all ready
George
who have recently come from for practice and an opportunity.is likely
ringer,
New York to join Mr. Douglas’s compa- to be offered the gunnel's to show What
Seats should be secured early at the
ny.
proficiency they have attained in this
Casco Bay ticket office, Custom Bouse
very important part of their duty.
wharf.
Schooner James A.Garfield arrived yesKIVERTON PARK.
After reading this take your ladder—or terday loaded with hard pine.
The steam yaoht Loon arrived yesternot possess such an article,
if you do
from Philadelphia and the Helen
borrow one—then stand it straight up in day
the air without leaning it against any- from Boston.
Schooner J. Chester, for wood, arrived
thing, and try to climb the rungs of it.
Impossible, you said ? Of course it seems light; schooner Hiram, light; the paoket
and the steamer Horatio Hall
it is, to anyone but Carlosa, Delaware,
and
so,
the King of the Ladder. He is a remark- from New York, oame in at 2 p. m., with
able acrobat, who has discovered the un- a large list of passengers.
The bark Normandy sailed with spool
of balancing an ordifathomable triok
the Eimiranda for
nary ladder in an exactly perpendicular wood for Glasgow;
the Alfaretta S. S.
Amorloa;
position while climbing to the topmost South
J. S. Winsring on one side and descending on the Snow, Henry Withington and
gone to the Kennebeo for ice, and
other.
When at tho top he still further low,
astonishes beholders by standing on his schooner Emma to St. John, light.
The
Cumberland RowiDg association
hands, still balancing tho ladder. This

Where

prices
tractive,

2.35

1.50

is only one of the many excellent features
of Howard’s Comique Novelty Company,
at Riverton park this
which appears
week. Others are Harry Clark and Mat-

wharf at 7.c0

a.

m., weather

NAVAL

have been made.
They are promotions in
the ordinary course of events and have no
reference to the promotions for gallant
service made the same day: Commander
B. J. Cromwell to be captain; Commander C. F. Wilde to be oaptain; Liout. Commander C. O. Taussig to be commander.

In Bangor, August 9, W. J. Charlton ancfMIss
Nellie Gulliver.
In Edinburg. August 9, Forest M. Farnham
and Miss Angie Bean.
±\J, UUUU

21.

Miss Una Sherman.
In South Fenobscot. August 3, Albert E. Blake
and Mrs, Frances E. Fasule. both of Brookliti.

In this city, August 13, Harry Jackson, only
child of Harry J. and Susie B. Howartb, aged
7 months 6 days.
[Funeral this (Monday) afternoon at 2.30o’clk,
at parents’ residence, 1015 Congress street.
In this city, August 13, Charles J., infant sou
of John T. and Winnefred E. Forter, aged l

Hoey.

Kuightville.

largo excursions over the
tie Temple, who introduce in their pleas- Grand Trunk and Maine Central yesterand Old Orchard. The
ing sketch, “The PasslngJShow," danc- day to the Islands
did a big business.
The
ing, yodling duets, and the wonderful island boats all
a musioal Maine Central excursion to Fabyans was
hand; Mazziota,

talking

,,

In Falmouth, August 13. Elias Lel.oy, only
child of Henry and Hannah Maliar, aged 7 days.
la Soarboro, Augnst IT, Mary, wife of the
late Frank Nugem, aged 78 years.
[Funeral Tuesday morning at 9 o clock Irom
her late residence.
[Services at the chapel in Calvary Cemetery at

10 o'clock.

marvol; Carroll and Hinds, blaok-face well patronized.
[The funeral sorvices of the late Corp. Carl W.
Some miscreant cut tho mooring buoy
and Burto, presenting unique
Libby of Co. A, 1st Maine ltegt.. will lake place
and
Swirl
near
this
and
of
Fish
[Monday) afternoon, at 2.30 o clock. at his
the
Twilight
juggling,
specialties in balancing
mother's residence, 813 Cumberland street.
Performances every afternoon and eve- Point, Saturday and out the Swirl’s anning. Concerts by the splendid orchestra, chor cable.

comedians;

Officers Madden and Smith had

a

seance

Saturday night with a drunken seaman
from the bark Normandy who declined
to
go abroad his vessel, but the officers

had
aboard.
soon

braoelets

on

him and took him

CiiilRTkucheon/

lK||

THE DEATH KATE.
There were 14

deaths

in Portland dur-

Bed

oough._

Tears of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of Doan’s Ointment. Never
fails. At any drug store. 50 cents.

j

(

on

noses.

Here’s

of

kind

another

ft

store than that,

And what
This is
ing

on

contrast!

a

store front-

spacious

a

three wide streets.

roominess, coolness,

comfortableness.
You may come in at one door
and take your pick of three

(Currents
thing.)

doing that

of air aro

very

Strangers often go out, and
on wander in at another of

later

the doors, thinking they

are

in

another store.
Elevators lift you easily from
floor to another.

There are resting balconies,
with desks and stationery where
letters may be written.

request.

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO., U. S. A.

help

Often Piano-recitals

en-

liven the visitors.
We call all
It’s

“Visitors.”

comers

to say whether

them

for

they will be customers

or

not.

nagging to buy.

no

Here’s every up-to-date
to

venience

make

con-

shopping

pleasant.
The managers of this business
realize that

keeping

something

more

doors

oach

the

store means

than

opening
morning, and

yelling “Bargains”

in the news-

papers.

They also realize that loud
advertising never puts merit in
poor merchandise.
You
make

are

heartily invited to
your homing

this store

place.

P. S.
You’ll be glad

to know that

the Whitman Grocery Co. will

Prepared by a f
\I
|||
and f
peculiar
IW
Saturday MI \V **X\ |J
dericate process ’i
The deaths were duo to angina ■ V
noon.
V
original with its j
manufacturers.
/i
(
/
pectoris, intestinal catarrh, congestive %
a
IS Sr.iinlteSy
1
•
ohill, convulsions, aonte diarrhoea, hip /
superior to \\
tt'lrk /g-A Ijn
HJSLi
ordinary canned 1
joint disease, carcinoma of the liver, 1
At all &
\
meat.
meningitis, nephritis, nervous exhauspulmonary
hemorrhage,
tion, phthisis,
1
“Luncheon Beef' booklet mailed
|
gy phil is, whooping

ing tho week which ended

rundown

lifeless to be at-

And the clerks are Augnststruck; where the only sign of
life and activity is in its flies
playing tag in the air, and hopscotch on perspiring employees*

Tbero’s

DEATHS.

island in the steam
Basket
went to
and steamer Josephine
launch Vivian
were

too

«HIU

Miss Marlon A. Bowers, liotli of Burlington.
In Caribou, August 8, Hallman Masked aud
Miss Bertha Tuell.
In Fort Fairfield. August 6, George F. Ashby
ana Miss Lizzie Waldron.
In Stroud water, August 8, Charles E. Libby
and Miss Eloise Midikon, both of Scarboro.
In Fenobscot, August 6, Merle F, Bridges and

month 21 days.
In this city, Augnst 13, Axe! W., infant child
of Fred C. and Mary Kyle, aged 11 months.
In this city. August 14. Jdin J., son of Ann
and tlio late Thomas McGowan, aged 23 years,
6 months, 21 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter,
Elizabeth II.
In Kuightville, August <13,
Crocker, aged 78 years ana 11 months.
at 2
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon
o’clock at her late residence, No. 2 D street,

There

and

atmuspiioio,

one

MARRIAGES-

AUgllSb

mer-

wilt

others to go out at.

PROMOTIONS

Washington, August 12.—Tho following
promotions in the navy Hated August 10

JlII aUHlAUll,

very

to

the

even

are

Here are

EXCURSION TO MONHEUAN.
On Friday, August 19, steamer Salacia
will make an excursion to Monhegan via
Squirrel Island, Boothbay and Christmas

the

seems

wuuiu m iuu uuuuu

7.00

can attaoh it to any
You
chestral.”
piano in two minutes. No musio too
hard for that.

Cove, leaving Franklin
permitting.

Stores where

chandise

3.00
2.00
4.00
0.00

Also about 00 different patterns in 1-2 pair lots, comprisvery handsome things at very low prices.

loaded

yards where refuse and rubbish
are stewiDg and steaming in tho
sun glare.

4.25
3.00
6.00
9 00
0.00

3.75

ventilation

no

ventilation into back

the

10,00

some

Dook, Scotland,

STUFFY STORES, insufferably hot these sultry days,

2.98

practice
Sohooner Robert Pettes arrived, light.
Well, go down to Cressoy, Jones
play.
Steamer Ardanconaoh sailed Saturday &
Allen’s, and hear the “Angelus Or-

for Glasson

“cul-de-sac’

are

stores, Cave-like; having;
one
entrance, hut nc
exit. You must come ou'
where you went In.

4.S5

VJixiu.
niXiEi GUAliii 1U
“As You Like it,” is tbe most popular on the regular oars and thus assuring
On Friday
them that their party can make the reevening Recorder Levi
out-door
for
an
producin
the
world
play
of 25 Turner of the Portland Municipal court,
tion. It is given at all the most fashion- turn trip together. Private parties
oan have special cars placed who was elected clerk of the corporation
once during the or more
able watering places
line of the Cape Eliza- at the original meeting of the directors,
summer season; it is played out doors in anywhsre on the
that Is most convenient for dumped Into the Portland post office a
it. beth line
the forest and thousands go to see
half-bushel of letters addressed to the 1500
The part of Rosalind has been played by them.
The letters
stockholders of the concern.
aotresses in the world,
all the greatest
It is not so bad after all to be obliged had been seat him from the Boston headIs the boast of our theatre-goers
and it
to stay in the city all summer, if one oan quarters, all directed and stamped, and
that they have seen thees great actresses
Miss
keep cool and find pleasure at home. his only part in sending them out was to
Lansing
the
in
In the world
part.
the box and mall the letters in the
Rowan will assume the character at the Nothing will help do this more effectual- open
local post office.
Gem; it is one that is not new to her by ly than Williams’ Root Beer, delicious
In and economical.
Every letter contained an official notiany means. She has played Rosalind
of a meeting of stockholders to be
fication
last
and
year
of
western
cities,
the
many
HARBOR NOTES
held at Mr. Turner’s office in Portland,
played it every night for six weeks in
The meeting is expected to
were:
Bark next Friday.
The arrivals Saturday
Kansas City.
The[ critics [[were [loud
One Carrie Winslow, loaded with ooal, and be but a formal affair, for the ratification
in their praise of her performance.
Rosa- steamer Treinont, which reached port at of whatever business is done by the stocksays Miss Rowan was a charming
her freight holders at their informal discussion of the
in 7.15 a. m., and transferred
well
lind, she looked exceptionally
and passengers
to the steamer State of company’s affairs, to be held in Boston
doublet and hose and developed a faciliMaine. The latter soon afterwards sailed the preceding day. The Boston meeting
ty for reading blank verso that surprised
for Boston.
is likely to be exceedingly lively. ProbaHer
best.
her
know
who
even
those
bly only a small delegation of tho stockDoane
had
in
tow
Nathaniel
P.
Tug
Rosalind was
delightfully capricious,
holders will attend the session in PortNo.
8.
Standard
Oil
company
The qualities barge
land.
foroeful and interesting.
Tug Juno brought in barge Indepenof her voioo were also a surprise. She
rominded one dent, one of the largest afloat anywhere,
which
Yes, I like musio, but the kind I like
brought tones
to
too much out of
of Julia Marlowe,'and in read- with coal for A. K. Wright & Co.
best I’m

on the
Fadettes, will be given as usual.
McCullum will provoke roars of said that it Is impossible to improve
character of nature,
his original
perhaps not, but there are some
laughter in
CARS FOR THE CAPE.
Several new mem- sequestered spots more beautiful than
Peter Amos Dunu.
An
arrangement has been made by
whoro all nature seems to smile
bers will make their first appearance others
and with the offiMoCullnm
Manager
her
bountifully.
company,
McCullum
Monday
and
have
showered
gifts
with the
wi’I be greatcers of the
who
of
road,that
Cape
occasion
ingeneral
It is such a scene that the thousands
evening, and an
this ly appreciated by the ladies who attend
will be the return of oharming attend the performance at the Gem
terest
the evening performances at MoCullum’s
Genevieve Reynolds, one of last season’s week will see. The entire stago represents
to t::o company. Miss a scene in the forest of Arden. When theatre in small parties. Commencing
favorites,
greatest
audi- Monday evening a special car will leave
Dorothy Kent, one of the new members, tho curtain rises on tho first act the
regular
with the
be seen in an ingenue rolo, ence will see tho perfection to which the Monument square
who will
theatre trip at 7 30 p. m., that will be denext week, is an attractive young lady stago artist and mechanic have brought
voted exclusively to ladles attending the
whose talent has brought her to the front the gi-eat production of the present duy.
the theatre without male escort. After the
theatricul
until
the
in
will
not
fall
profession. Last Tho curtain
again
sociation Saturday evening. Only rou- rank
a
member of tho same play is done. The stage will he simply show this car will leave for the city from
tine business was transacted. The iinnl season she was
music tho side track on tho west side of the
arrangements will he completed at the company on the road as Mis3 Leigh, and darkened between the acts. All the
for thc theatre.
One of the advantages of this
ladies
two
that
became
be
which
the
was
written
next
warm
will
personal
Tuesday evening.
regular meeting
be arrangement is that it entirely avoids
also
Miss
Kent
will
friends.
and
the
officers
have been an
just closed a success- piece
songs sung
The following
the necessity of ladies t, ho are unattendful engagement with the Wm. Courtleigh those that
were composed for the pronounced:
ed
by gentlemen hurrying to get seats
stock company at Bay City, Michigan, motion.
Chief Marshal—Chief M. N. Eidridge.

Mr.

ON CONTRASTS.

SOLILOQUY

old unsalable patterns, but the latest and most up-to-date
entire line of Lace Curtains and Portieres. These are not
This is an excellent opportunity to purcnase
low prices on desirable goods in order to sell out everything possible.
There

The railroads have granted
done here.
reduoed fares and there promises to be a
big attendance from outside the olty.

Trumpet for the Company Coming
Longest Distance.

PORTIERES.

AND

^!

Y

^j

continue their demonstration of
"Minute

Tapioca”—aud

ute Gelatine”
Mrs.

Clark

“Min-

another week.
works delicious

wonders with these two eatables.

Sample them, they’re

free.

FOlt

WESTBUOOK.
A hearing is to be held this evening
by tbo Westbrook aldermen on the petiIlluminating
tion of the Cumberland
poles
company for permission to erect
and wires over the streets of tho city for
and
the transmission of electric light
he
power. The chief objection seems to
that it is a dangerous current owing to
the high voltage that they propose to carry

Tho Little American Craft Won

j of Dcrval,
the
|

raters
club of

WiT AND WISDOM.

13.—The first race
between the champion
senes
of tho Royal St. Lawrence yacht

Que.,August

this

new

boat.

Three

of

a

series of five
winner. One

Saturday after- races will determine the
Smith on a race will be sailed each day,
noon appeared Merrill C.
commencing
charge of assault on Mr. George Wheeler. with Monday.
the
complainthe
hearing
At
MORE THAN ONE DEFENDER.
ant. after thinking the matter over careof
fully, decided to ask for a suspension
Bristol, August 13,—It is pretty generthe case, and accordingly he withdrew
settled that thore will be no further
ally
a
fine
The judge imposed
the complaint.
of $8 and costs, which owing to the suspension of tho case were not exacted from
the assailant. Tho judge also heard the
case of Alice Lowell against Harry Sar-

gent

on a

charge of malicious mischief.

This case was evolved from a family
quarrel which occurred several days ago.
satisfactory financial
On promise of
settlement the defendant was discharged.
A letter received in this city Saturday
from Private Alfred H. Jordan of Co. M,
now at Chickaraauga announces that he
is in good health, and that he has just received a promotion, being now the
cook for the company.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Boston—Boston, 5; Cleveland, 2.
At Philadelphia—Philadelphia, 5; St.
Louis, 4.
At Baltimore—First game, Baltimore,
Second game, Balti8; Pittsburg, 2.
more, 0; Pittsburg, 3.
At Washington—First game, Washington, 2; Louisville, 1. Second game,Louisville, 9; Washington, 2.
At

Brooklyn—Brooklyn, 1; Cincinnati,

0.
At New

York—New

conferences between C. Oliver Iselln

and

York, 9; Chicago,

arrival of Builder Fife with the dimensions of Sir Thomas Lipton’s challenger.
As soon as Boat Builder Fife arrives at
New York Mr. Iselip will meet him, and
the information whloh he thus obtains
will be

immediately conveyed

“Nat."
There is

a

probability

that

to

Capt.

the two

The Herreshoffs are rather pleased than
otherwise at the prospect of another confor George
cern building a racing yacht
Gould or some other millionaire, who is

VICTORY FOR SOUTH PORTLAND.
and Westbrook
Klerks played a very fine game of ball on
the Warren Park
grounds, Westbrook,
yesterday afternoon, resulting for a shut
out for the Klerks by a score of 9 to OL
The

South

Portlands

SAI.E

use

for

The Kind

Chas. H. Fletcher.

on

bath, admirably arranged,

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

use

signature

for

more

of Chas. H. Fletcher.

than

thirty

years,

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

ior

than

more

thirty

LODGE, U.

outing

at

LACE DRAPERIES, PORTIERES,
and DRAPERY YARD GOODS.

O. of I. O. L,

Rosedale cottagt

last Tuesday was a most enjoyable occasion. The hospitality of Mrs. Jewett and
Mrs. Stone was unbounded,and too muot
cannot bo said in praise of their oharm-

For One Week,

iDg

summer home.
The broad piazzas
very tastefully decorated with flags,
evergreen and
golden rod.
The tables
spread in the shady orohard, laden with
many dainties, presented a pretty sight.
The chowder was pronounced one of the
best.
In the afternoon the ladies were
entertained by selections from the graphaphone, after which a social time was enwere

Col.

staff,

Former
rrice.

pairs Brussels Lace, $26.00 $20 00 8 pairs Irish Point Lace,
28.00
18 00 8 pairs Irish Point Lace,
6 pairs Brussels Lace,
15 OO 3 pairs Irish Point Loco,
20.00
3 pairs Brussels Lace,
lO OO 4 pairs Irish Point Lace,
17.50
1 pair Brussels Lace,
16.60
10 OO 6 pairs Irish Point Lace,
3 pairs Brussels Lace,
16.00
lO OO 6 pairs Irish Point Lace,
3 pairs Brussels Lace,
10.00
lO 09 1 pair Irish Point Lace,
2 pairs Brussels Lace,
16.60
9 OO 1 pair Irish Point Laoe,
3 pairs Brussels Lace,
16.00
8 OO 1 pair Irish Point Lace,
1 pair Brussels Lace,
16.00
9 OO 8 pairs Savoy Lace,
4 pairs Brussels Lace,
13.60
9 OO 2 pairs Savoy Lace,
2 pairs Brussels Lace,
10.60
7 SO 1 pair Savoy Lace,
3 pairs Brussels Laoe,
10.00
7 OO 1 pair Savoy Laoe,
8 pairs Brussels Lace,
5.76
3 50 4 pairs Bobinet Lace,
1 pair Brussels Lace,
16.00
lO OO 1 pair Bobinet Lace,
3 pairs Egyptian Lace,
7 50 1 pair Fish Net,
3 pairs Pt-DeOalais Lace, 10.50
15.00
7 50 2 pairs Fish Net,
4 pairs Antwerp,
6.60
4 50 5 pairs Fish Net,
3 pairs Novelty,
7.60
5 OO 4
6 pairs Novelty,
pairs Fish Net,
8 OO
1 pair Irish Point Lace, 13.50
3 pairs Cluny Lace,
9 OO
3 pairs Irish Point Lace, 12.50
8 50 5 pairs Cluny Laoe,
3 patrs Irish Point Lace, 12.00
8 OO 1 pair Cluny Lace,
8 pair Irish Point Lace, 11.60

has struck pay dirt. A repreof the syndicate will leave here
the fall with six months’ pro-

visions for the entire party.

unusually
groups on
and kept

PORTLAND.

visited yesterday by
large orowds who gathered in
the rocks, occupied the settees
the waitresses of the Casino
attending to their various

Cape Cottage

was

very busy
Chandler’s Band gave a delightneeds.
at 3 o’clock, of which this
concert
ful
the programme:

was

Sousa
March—Beau Ideal,
Overture—Princess of Trepizonde,
Offenbaoh

\Mk/

Nesvadba
Schubert

The

South Portlands play the Emmets
at Diamond island Wednesday afternoon
and the
Riversides on the Westbrook

Seminary

grounds, Deering, Saturday
A large crowd of “rooters"

end,
international trial

races

they

will have to

get them elsewhere.
_

DEERING.

afternoon.
will accompany the club

at both games.
Theretis to be a special meeting of Hose
on Tuesday evening at 7.80
LOVELL DIAMONDS. 11 3, Morrill’s,
o’clock to arrange for the attendance of
The Emmets of Portland defeated the
the company at the New England FireLovell Diamonds at South Portland yesmen’s muster at Portland, August 18.
terday afternoon by a score of 13 to 11.
Rev. C. T. Ogden, leaves in September
The Lovells were handicapped by the abfor New ITork, where he is to act as a
sence of some of their best players.
The
tutor in a school.
Emmets hit Skinner hard in one inning,
A hell tower is being placed on the hose
scoring seven runs, but after that he was
A bell is to be
house at North Peering.
very effective.
hung and connected with the fire alarm.

EMMETS, 13;

The Peering
department, through
STIVETTS RELEASED.
Chief Engineer Moody, have secured the
Boston, August 13.—The management
services of the Maine State Fife and
fire

of the Boston baseball team has relensed
“Jack" Stivetts to St. Louis for a money
consideration, as the Boston management
has no place for one of the St. Louis

players.

SUMMER

Misses Ella A. Bailey and Helen A.
Reardon, teachers at South Natick,Mass.,
are spending their vacation at
Peaks,
good progress
having rooms in H. H. Ricker’s cottage. of the rooms are now plastered.
The
Walter Thomas of the Byron Douglass
other work is progressing finely but the
Gem oompany is rooming for the balance
building will not be completed until late
of tbo season at H. H. Ricker’s Ocean
in the fall, so that the building will not
View Cottage.
first oi
the
be occupied until about

January.
A large brush fire

Common

glass-ware
is made to

in

progress on
the land of Mr. Richard Smith neat
Mitchell’s hill, Saturday afternoon.
The work on the Ocean street sewer is
progessing as rapidly as can bo expected
in view of the fact that a ledge to the

sparkle like

CUT GLASS

was

depth of six or seven feet is being blasted
for quite a distance.
A quantity of electric railroad iron has

by simply washing it with arrived and is being unloaded at the
The iron
Fels-Naptha soap and a power house, Peering Point.
little cold water.

Fe
Qi Grocers.

s

&

Co.,

Philadelphia.

IN HOLIDAY ATTIRE.
Portland thirty-si]
years and never before have I seen thi ,
city building look so handsome as it doe;
tonight,” so remarked a man Saturdai

in

is to be used in the construction of the
avenue and Mitchell’s
Stevens Plains
hill extension of the Portland Railroad

company’s tracks.

—

Minute

Tapioca!

Always Ready.
Requires No Soaking.

HAS NO

EQUAL.

S
W

*

Makes delicious and inexpensive desserts.
The genuine is put up by

the.^

Whitman Grocery Co., tH.
*
Orange, Mass.
Also manufacturers of the celebrated
Minute Gelatine.
For sale

__

|K

under this head
weak lor 35 cent*, cash iu advance.

Our little Booklet, over 30 Dainty
I)epfiorte,( free) by mail.

I

j

Orocei

%
w

SALE OR LEASE—Brick
FORCongress
and
street, 12
rooms

779

house
bath

room,

heat, nice condition, location
unsur passed, good place for physician or private family, or for letting rooms, if taken on
lease steam heat will be furnished if desired.
Inquire of JOHN F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange
street, or E. HAbTY, 12 Green street.6-1
hot water furnace

_

_

two flat house at Deering,
NEW
from electrics; cemented cellar;

minute

one

papered

and heated; 5,000 square feet of land; upper
MARKS Si
rent taken; $3,000, $500 down.
EARLE CO,0-1

500 YDS. LACE.
FISH NUT and MUSLIN in lenqths
from 2 to 15 yards each at ONE HAL F
REGULAR SELLING PRICE.
HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS to be
offered, not enumerated In the above
list.

and

I

typewriting at

home for.

Forty words Inserted under this head
for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one week

WANTED-Farm,

at
Applv
v

as

housekeeper

and

middle aged woman.
address 1230 Congress street, City.

or

»-l

__

1

DENTIST’S

Backing envelopes

a

WANT ED-J. Bailey and family
the

of Cushings
year ou some

tT
Island want to work by
island. Will lease or work on shares. Can
All business must be
or references.
bonds
give
9-1
signed agreement.

WANTED.
Situation by a young man wlio understands
to work.
Two
bookkeeping and is willing of
Graduate
Gray’s Portyears experience.

IaOST AND FOUND.
TO

pocketbook
L0ST—£r
lost from Congress
money
Allen
was

aug8d2w*

Maine.

Bangor, Me., August 13.—The August
grand jury reported today with a list of
indiotments. The following were among
them: State vs. Sumner Soucl and Ida
Bertha Wright, laroeny, plea not guilty;
four Indictments against Charles H. Harris for laroeny, plea not guilty, ln each;
State vs. Arthur Smith, robbery, plea
nolo contendre; State vs. Charles Smith
forgery, rlea not guilty; State vs. Medville

McKenzie,

assault

with intent to
State vs. William

kill, plea not guilty;
Page, compound laroeny.
There were
Ufty liquor indictments. Court adjourned
till

Tuesday

at 10 a. m.

containing
street

car

at Fort
park.Thursday afternoon. The
finder will confer a favor and obtain reward by
leaving word where same can ha found at 48
Union street.
12-1

FOUND-Found loose

Congress
fcunday Julv 31
black mane’ and tail’
1898,
both hind legs spavined, white spots on hack
and sides. Weight about 950 pounds. GEO
w. SYLVESTER, City Marshal. Portland, Me.'
Aug. 8. 1998.
J9 i
clock a.
dark brown mare,

land Business College. Good references furnished. Address CHAS. 1. ALLEN. Skow-

began,

*

or

HORSE
street at 3

Manufacturers.

SALE—Building
FOR
Deering Laud company offers for
favorable tmms desirable building

lots at Oakdale.

The
sale

Iota
William, Pitt, and Fessenden streets, Oakdale.
Apply to CHAS. C. ADAMS, Treasurer, 31 Excuange street, Portland.
on
on

je6tlooteow*

a

WEDOINC RINGS.

o

on

m.

WANTED—PEMALE HELP.
Forty words inserted coder this head
week for 25 cants, cash in advance.

one

WAITED.

to

in

Portpersona

expen.es will he paid.
good salary
Apply
between 1 ■and 6 p. nt. at 114 Pearl St., city.
ROBINSON.
MRS.
15-t
_

girl for genera!
88 Beckett street.

WANTED—Capable
work.

exceptionally

well

located

No. 217 and No. 219 Brackett street, containing 10 and 11 rooms, with
baths and all other modern improvements;
special inducements to desirable families. Real
Estate office. First National Bank, FREDER1»1
ICK S. VAILL.

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

Waitresses, and other help for
Fa’month Hotel. Only those
with references and experience
need apply. Call daily at 3 p. in.,
at hotel office.
augi2dst*
lady
solicit orders
WANTED—A
land and vicinity. To the right
ond

RENT—An
FORmodern
house.

Waltham and Elgin Watche3. A large stock
of new model Watcnes will be sold on easy payAll
ments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
Trices. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument
MALE HELP WANTED.
man to learn
WANTED—Young
ture
business.
Address
Press

Ofllce,

retail furniBUSINESS,
12-1

TVANTED-First class journeyman shoe»*
maker. None but skilled workmen need
MITCHELL BROS., 7 Temple street,
121
City.

house- apply.
1
9-1

marlUdtt

Square.

Inserted under this head
week for 26 cents, cash in advance.

forty words
one

the beautiful, growing suburb
following new houses: 11
house on Forest Avenue, $5,200 ; 9 room
house on Glenwood Avenue, $3,800; 12 room
house on Glenwood Avenue, $4,200 ; 9 room
house corner ot Deering Avenue and William
street, $4,500. These houses are up to date and

FORot SALE—In
Deering, the
room

TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
Interest as can be obtained m Portland; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal properInquire of A.
ty or any other good securities.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
augl3-4

MONEY

have eleltric lights and bells, laundry, flro
places, steam heat, etc. We make terms to
suit our customers, DALTON & CO., 478 1-3

Congressistreet,9-1

investigation
BUSINESS
my office will lead to your getting into good FOR
OPENING—An

at

SALE-21-2 story house No, 35 St. Law-

rence street, containing 13 rooms and bath;
paying business; an open field, first come, first has iurnance heat, cemented cellar, Sebago
for
live
now
is
the
man.
served;
opportunity
water, gas, water closets, fitted for two famiCHaS. WAKKEN DAVIS, 170 1-2 Middle St., lies: lot 50x100; for further particulars inquire
of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 421-2 Exchange St.
(Boom 1.)11-1
augo-4
OBTGAGES
NEGOTIATED—81.000,
81,500.
Hf
ill $5,000., or more at 5 per cent interest. We
musical instruments
SALE—Elegant
have funds of clients to invest in first mort- FOR
just received, pianos, music boxes, regigages on real estate security. Parties desiring nas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars, harloans ran obtain same by applying at the real monicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, superior
estate office, First National Bank Building, violin ana Danjo strings, popmai musin uuu&s,
FBEDKBICK S. VA1LL.10-1
HAWES, 414 Congress
Please call.
etc.

MAINSPRINCS,

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.mar!9dtf

for

want to call your attention to
1JACTS—I
following: I do landscape gardening,

the

fall

and grading, clean windows, do scrubbing. clean and lay carpets. All my work is
done in a satisfactory manner; it will pay you
to give me a call; refer by permission to Career Bros.
LOUIS KLINEBICK, No. 9 Boynton Court. Telephone 750.
aug2dtf

pruning

LOANED

MONEY
mortgages,

nnlinifis.

first and second
estate, life insurance

on

real

r»nll.ltprji.l
security. Notes discounted; rate of interest
5 per cent a year and upwards, according to
nntAo.

aug6-4

street.

75c.

ltnnrla n/nrl crnuri

securtiy. W. P. CARR, room 6, second lloor,
Oxford building, 185 Middle street.
jly!6-4

SALE—Examine the fine editions of lOo
sheet music for sale by HAWES, 4X4 Congress street; also music books, popular songs,
superior strings and musical instruments of all
aug6-4
kinds.

FOR

OK SALE OK LEASE—Brick house 105
Winter street, thoroughly built, 12 rooms,
beside bath and linen room, fourteen closets,
cellar plastered and cemented, containing laundry, storage rooms and water closet, furnace
heat, two open lires, lot 50x100 very pleasant,
P.
overlooking flue gardens and State street.
C. MANNING, 2S4 Middle street.
]ly29,tf
SALE—Our “Made Strong” Trousers,
in seam or buttons come
for
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50 per
off,
pair. Also white drill overalls, blue drill overalls, grocers’ frocks and outchers’ frocks at
HASKELLS JONES’, Monument Square.
jy2S-4

FORthat will not rip

SALE—New house on Pitt street, OakWANTED—All persons In want of trunks
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS. FOR
dale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods with sewer, lias large lot. ami will be sold on
and can therefore
give bottom prices. easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS,
Wo frame No. 31 Exchange street. Portland.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
Jly27-4
*»
563

pictures.__U-3

Xj£3A.S£:.

The property on the corner of India and
Commercial Sts., known as the ‘'International
House”. That part of the building to be leased
contains tliirty-ilve rooms, is in good repair and
is heated by steam. It is in close proximity to
the Grand Trunk Railway passenger station,
the Foreign, New York and Boston Steamers,
and has been successfully run for vears as a
small hotel and boarding house. Will be leased
for a term of years to the right parties. Apply
AUG. P. FULLER,
to
492 F ore St., Portland, Me.
jly26dlm

vrEW three flat house on Park street; hot
-IN and cold water in pantry and bath; electric bells, speaking tubes; everything desirable; will pay 13 per cent on price asked.
MARKS & EARLE CO.9J__
One hundred of them to select from. All
styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold.
Largest and best stock cf rings
in the cl tv. A thousand of them. McKENNEY,
the Jeweler, Monument Square.juno7dtf

augl3S&M
MISCELLANEOUS.

TO

_

PENOBSCOT "COUNTY OFFENDERS.

yo

pairs Nottingham Lace, 1.25
3 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 1.25
2 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 1.25
8.00
8 pairs Silk Curtains,
8.00
1 pair Silk Curtains,
2prs Jute Velour P’tieres,50.00
V/i prs Velour Portieres, 14.00
1 pair Velour Portieres,
8.00
4

BOARD

WANTED—Situation
companion by

:

§

Forty word* Inserted
one

and writing postal cards a specialty^ Address
12-1
8. M.. care Portland Daily Press Office.

■

yj)

3.50

TO

--

do

section of trolly poles from the Unioi
station to Washington street, along Con
grass street and on Middle from Monu
ment square to Exchange street.
Strings of incandescent lights are to b<
another feature of the decorations ani *
will be plaoed in a manner similar ti

$

Nottingham Lace,

8 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 3.25
1 pair Nottingham Lace, 2.00
0 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 1.75
3 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 1.75
-1 pair Nottingham Lace, 1.75
2 pairs Nottingham Lace, 1.50

TO

in Boston.

W

'8 rairs

TO

fn f.V>« Vinner

that of last year, from Washington streo
to Monument and Congress squares.

on

Call and see it McKENNEY,
Monnment Sq uare.
marl9dtf

$7.00 $3 50
ly pairs Satin Derby Por15.00 10 00
tieres,
1 pr Satin Derby Portieres, 10.00
5 00
2 pairs Tapestry Portieres, 9.50
7.00
Woodfords, new ten roomed
1 pair Tapestry Portieres,
9.00
6.00 HOUSE—At
house with
modern convenience:
8 pairs Tapestry Portieres, 8.50
6 00 large lot; excellentevery
location; one of the most
1 pair Tapestry Portieres,
7.50
5.50 showy houses ever built; price £4,200, $600
3 pairs Tapestry Portieres,
6.50
4.60 down, MARKS & EARLE CO.9-1
13J prs Tapestry Portieres,
FesseDden Park, new six roomed
assorted colors ana patterns, 5.50
8.00 HOUSE—At
house, entirely modern in every respect:
5 pairs plain Chenille, as$2,500, only $300 down, balance easy. MARKS
6-1
EARLE CO.
sorted colors,
4.50
3.25 &
9 pairs Chenille, assort^
Fessenden Park a new ten
roomed house; everything first class and
3.50
2.50 HOUSE—At
colors,
to date: $4,000, $500 down, balance as rent.
S.00
1.50 up
Mpair Chenille,
9-1
MARKS & EARLE CO.
3.00
Sy pairs assorted,
2.25

TO LIST.

WANTED—To

Cortland has returned to hii
home in Lewiston.
Mrs. Nettie Libby has been entertain
ing Mrs. Louis Goddard of Deering.
Mrs. Thomas Caine, the guest of Mrs
Lizzie Copp, has returned to her homi 1

been

the high-

10

Former Cut.
Price. Price.

2 25
2 OO
1 OO
5 OO
I OO
2 76
2.50
2 00
1 OO
1 25
1 25
75c
90c
90c
85c
75c
4 00
3 00
30 00
10 00
4 OO

wishing board In the counLET—Flat, 5 rooms, 186 GRANT ST.
unfurnished room with alweeks can find It at the ■WANTED—Large
» »
Price $10 per month.
13-1
cove in western part of the city; also table
Plenty of fresh veget- board. VY. H.
Press
office.
15-1
X.,
ables, eggs, etc. Terms reasonable. Address,
new modrro
LET
SELL—The
OR
beautiful,
9-1
MRS. cTMURCH, West Baldwin. Me.
WANTED—An unfurnished room t- ern residence. 89 North 3treet, fine location,
and board in a private family in the west- large corner lot, everything up to date, just the
summer and winter, for men, women
ern part of the city.
References furnished. place for thrllty business man to get line home
and children; quiet place, llshlng and sailH. H. SHAW, 92 North street.
on easy terms.
Address with terms, MISS M.. Press office.
ing; good chance to keep horse and carriage;
16-1
_9-1
wholesome flood; near Sebago Lake, White’s
Particulars given,
Bride: terms reasonable.
LET—At Long Island. West End, fully
buy a medium priced house,
furnished cottages last week In August and
addressing ELLEK FREEMAN, North Whidin good location, one arranged for two
at reduced rates, pine wood, fine
liam, Maine.9-1
September
families preferred.
Address OAKES, care bathing and fishing.
Inquire of MILLIKEN,
13-1
OUMMER BOARD—Parties wishing board Press office.
West End, L. I,9-1
S3 address BURNELL FARM, Box 4. Gorham,
Me. Noapplications answered without refer- WANTED—Hotel help for a first class hotel rrtO LET—One of the most comfortable dwell"
in Portland: 10 table girls. 2 men. assist- 1 lugs in olty, brick house, 81 North street,
ence^^__1-8
II. H.
and and vegetable
26 kitchen and pantry 11 rooms, all modern conveniences.
t?OR good country board in a flue locality for girls, dishwashers,cooks,
9-1
92 North street.
scrub and
washwomen. SHAW,
I fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleasAlso
for
widower’s
housekeeper
family.
Applv
shade
trees.
Broad
LET—An
tenement consisting of 9
ant drives and plenty of
upper
at
Immediately
MRS. PALMER’S EmployA quiet place lor rest and comfort
Dlazza
rooms and bath, has gas,
Sebago water,
ment Office, 3S9 1-2 Congress street.
121
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raygood cemented cellar and modern ImproveJei6-12
Me.
ments
mond,
; finely located on New Gray street. Inni ANTED—To buy in a small
manufacturing quire of A. 0. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
”
town a good paying business with a fair
9-1
WAKXKO-MTUAXIUM ».
stock of goods. Terms cash. Address M.,Lock
Box
97,
Me.
woodfords.
12-1
under this bend
LET—The suite of three rooms, second
Forty worsts Inserted
cash In advance.
floor, now occupied by Little. Woodbury &
one week for 25 uente.
60 to 75 acres, suitably di- Co., 92 Exchange street, just the place for a
vided, good buildings, near schools, fiwith- broker or law offices, steam heat. Apply to
man of 27
WANTED—Situation by young
in 10 to 20 miles of Portland. Would pay $200 COLESWORTHY BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange
»"
Ten years’ experience in wholesale and
or exchange
down
Wholesale business
equity in good rented proper- street.9-1
retail grocery business.
oearBOTtom
Address, with particulars,
preferred. Six vears as proprietor. Can furnish ty
W.
LOTON
10-1
BRYANT, Reading, Mass.
jiurro LET—At 153 Cumberland street, a first
best ot references as 10 reuaumij, eiu.
15-1
wiui uaui
office.
class upper rein oi eignt rooms,
dresa G, Press
light doublelharnesses In tub and liot water connections, also hot water
WAx<j.nw—snoi
condition.
good
Box
10-1
condition
and
in
fine
would
heat.
like
459,
up to
City.
Everything
typcWANTED—A voung lady
date.
yf
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street,
writing to do at home evenings. Would
TED—A
TITAN
of
to
loot
high
second
hand
cash
Exchange
street.aug2dtf
correspondence
grade,
take dictations and attend
"
Must be in good condition.
register
ofofflce where It would not be advisable to
price. Address
hire stenographer by tUe day. Owns typewriter. Give description and spot cash H
OFFIctf TO LET—The Dental
Box 1609.
9.X
Parlors now occupied by Dr, D. W. FelCity references. Address DICTATION, Press P. O.
lows. 211-2 Free street, comprising 2 operating
Office._12~!
WANTED-Caseot bad health that R-I-P-A-N-s
room and work room; possesand will not benefit, bend 5 cents to Bipans Chemical rooms, reception
WANTED—By a lady stenographer
sion August 1. Also offices over as and 90 ExTf
typewriter of experience a permanent po- Co.,Bcw Yorlqgor 10samples and 1,000 testimonials. 'cliange street. CHARLES MCCARTHY, JR.
sition would also like a few more customers to
or BENJAMIN SHAVV.
jly2Gdtf

Board,

Philip

“I have

on

perfect

lars address P. O. Box 634, Freeport, Me. 10-1

$300 y pair Velour Portieres,

8 pairs Muslin Curtains, $4.60
3.76
1 pair Muslin Curtains,
3.60
1 pair Muslin Curtains,
1.50
2 pairs Muslin Curtains,
10.00
2 pairs Sash Curtains,
8.00
3 pairs Sash Curtains,
8 pairs Nottingham Laoe, 8.76

wanted.

one

by Illness.
Mr.

RESORTS.

a

PLEASANTDALE.

onnflnArl

Cut

Price.

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

Pequawket Douse.

Rev. J. A. Roberts has gone on a car
rlage drive to Monmouth to revisit th(
scenes of his former pastorate.
Mr. Frank Delano, one of the trainer:
Is

mansion

SALE—One 15 horse power boiler and
FORhorse
power engine. For Ifurther particu-

Reliable House Furnishers

BOARD—Any
few
try for

He has accepted
ohurch in Eastern Illinois.

Riohv nark.

Former
Price.

TPC'EJ

Forty words Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, in advance.

as he looked at the decorations which hac
jest been put on the building by A. B
Pmm corps to escort the department in Allen of the U. S. Flag & Decoratioi
the parade to be held at Portland, August
company. In this oonneotion it is worth:
The Peering department will be of note that the same. Arm
18th.
.will decorafci
represented by eighty-live of the mem- with red, white and blue bunting ever;

bers.
The steam pipes and other apparatus
for heating the new Peering High sohool
have arrived and will be placed In posiThe plasterers are making
tion at once.
on their work, as nearly all

PEAKS ISLAND.

a

£k I

28 FREE

parishoners yesterday.
call to

Former Cut.
Brice. Price,
$10:80 $7 50
7 OO
10.00
6 75
8.75
6 50
8.80
5 50
8.00
5 OO
0.75
3 75
0.75
3 25
0.25
150
2.75
5 OO
6.76
2.75
3.75
4.60
3.00
2 50
3.75
4; 50
6.50
5.50
8 50
2 50
4.25
3.50
2 25
1.5 0
1 OO
1.50
1 OO
12.00
8 OO
6.00
3 OO
5.50
3 OO

Vf AL I Ln VWllt

Rev. W. L. Nickerson, the new pastoi
of the Baptist church at South Portland
Heights, having returned from his vacation, resumed his pastoral duties yester-

a

FOR SALE—Elegant

lands of Deerlng; was built for homo of
now a*
merchant at cost of $20,000, and
when completed; about 25,000 feet of land; eleotrlcs pass ihe premises eight times hourly; a
forced sale; price #6,000. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle St.
10-1

EARLEJUO.

___

that is the Herreshoffs will build a defender for the Iselin-Morgan syndicate
and no other. All the negotiations with
the prospective rival syndicate are at an
and if they secure yachts for the

bago water, central location, full rental $624
per annum and all occupied, will pay 16 per
cent above all outlays; a choice Investment;
price $3,500. W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180
Middle St.11-1

HOUSE—At

day.
Atlantio lodge, F. and A. M. of PortHerreshoff yards there is material enough land,
will have its annual outing and
of
some
and
on hand to start the boat,
clambake at Mitohell’s, Spurwink, or
in
The South Portlands batted
hard and the ship carpenters have been ordered
Saturday next. Rev. H. B. Long, pastoi
fielded finely, completing two very nice Monday morning.
of the Bethany Congregational church,
1.
mi_
m_i_
One thing is now positively certain, and
preached his farewell sermon to his ole
scoring in the seventh, but Hamilton got
his man at the plate by sharp fielding.
The battery work of Cobb and Robinson
of the South Portlands was gilt-sdged,
only one safe hit being mado off Cobb.

12-1

Deering nice, cozy, six roomed
stable: lot containing 5,000
house and
on
sunny side of the street; price
square feet;
$2,000, only$300 down, MARKS &

Koenig
Caprice—The Post Horn,
Idyll—The Vision,
Eilenberg
March—Comique,
Pryor
Praphrase—How Fair Thou'Art,
Serenade—Cornet Solo,
Mr. O. M. Brooks.
March—Bride-Elect

Cut

Prices

3

PAY DIRT.

dicate, which left Portland last spring
for the Klondike, has received word that
the Stewart river detachment of the ex-

SOUTH

Address Box 1669, Portland, Me.
SALE—Two brick

houses, three storied,
FOR3 flats in each, with water
closets and be-

ever

W. J. Mayberry of the Governor’s
of the officers of the Maine syn-

sentative
early in

SALE—A sell inking Gordon printing
FORpress
In first class condition.
Price very

low.

market
Jeweler,

one

pedition

dale.__

a

of Pine Cone.

HAVE; STRUCK

Beginning Monday Morning, Aug. 15,

-*■
light, late style whalebone, piano box,body
24x60 inches, whipcord trimmed spring cushion,
carmine gear, good as new, no use lor it, sell
low. G. H. FISHER, ll Noyes street, Oak12-1

SALE OR EXCHANGE—A nearby farm
FOBlocated
within live minutes walk of depot,
We shall offer the greatest values in Draperies ever shown in Portland. All Curtains advertised post office and electric cars, suitable for gentleman's suburban residence; would exchange,
foi city property; also other properties forexwill be on exhibition and marked in plain figures.
change. Beal estate office, First National Bank,
FREDERICK s. VAILL.10-1
Terms strictly cash and no exchange. We give below a portion of the former price and cut
BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon
tb#
put
price catalogue of bargains.
tha

joyed. When the hour for departing came
all pronounoed it a red letter day in the

history

road wagon.

I? OR SALE-Fine gentleman’s

It is important that every officer and
member of Pine Cone lodge be present
next Wednesday as there will be an offlo
ial visit from the Supreme Deputy, Mr&
Wilson of Massachusetts.
The annual

THOUSAND RINGS

A

Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
select from.
llubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKKNNEV, the Jeweler,
marlOdtf
Monument Square.
To

___o^>-

years, and

■’Mother,” tlio little Spanish boy screamed
"it is said that the ships of the Yankee pigs
have been seen off the shore.”
"Be calm, my sou,” replied the mother, “lei
us not cavort about after the manner of liysteri
cal Bostonians.”—(Indianapolis Journal.
CONE

1

You Have Always Bought.

The Kind

PINE

MIDSUMMER SALE

1

and

You Have Always Bought.

The Kind

night.

Capt. “Nat” Herreshoff has assured
Mr. Iselin that the construction of the
next cup defender can begin within 24
hours after the submission of the dimenAt the
sions of the challenging yacht.

story frame house situated
line. 8 rooms and
lower floor finished
in cypress with hardwood floors; designed for
use of builder (who now occupies it) one year
ago. Lota out60x100. BENJAMIN SHAW,
12-t
511-2 Exchange street.

FORiu SALE—Two
electric
Deerlng

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.
than

more

(Jeutennial
13<1

PROCTOR,

class now house, 10 rooms
in latest style, heated
floors
maple and quarted oak,
by hot water,
and most attractive
one of the best located
Portland
and Woodfords.
houses between
W. H. WALDRON
Price $4,200; easy terms.
St.
13-1
St CO., 180 Middle

CASTORIA
In

F.

FORandSALE—First
bath, finished

[Scranton Republican.

signature of

Bears the

No.

Apply to JOHN
Block.

Sousa
looking for sport.
Davis
Plantation Soene,
Mr. Iselin is also not averse to seeing Finale,
Blanchard
like
would
for
he
a rival Defender built,
The lawn party which was to have ocvery muoh to have some trying out races curred on the grounds of Capt. H. F.
with any boat of new lines that comes Davis, at Knightvllle, last week, but has
along. As for himself, he expresses his been postponed from time to time, will
willingness to pit a Herreshoff. yacht occur this evening if fair, and if not the
floats under next fair
that
against anything
sails.

2.

—

289

TO I.ET—House
1,1011State street.Oli Possession
given August 1st.

designer “Nat" Herreshoff until after the

Herreshoff brothers, who are interested
in getting out the new Defender, will
visit New York also, and have a meeting
with Mr. Iselln and other members of the
head
New York Yacht club’s recognized syndicate, but of course this will not be
necessary until after the arrival of Fife.

At

Hobson kissed me when we mer,
Down his loftv nature bending,
Ami that incident will yet
With my epitaph be blending.
Say. the other girls are mad!
Say that marriage may have missed me.
Say I’m sillv; yes, but add
Hobson kissed me.

city; and tho SeawanhakaCorinthian yacht club, whose headquarters are at Oyster Bar, N. Y., was sailed
today and was won by the American

his

Inserted under thts head
week for 25 rents, cash in advance.

Forty woids
one

Foul.

on a

boat on a foul. As tho boats were crossthrough the city.
ing the starting line, the Challenger, the
The regular monthly
meeting of the United States boat, was on tho starboarii
nest
committee will be held
senool
tack and therefore had the right of way.
Thursday evening.
The Dominion was on the port taok and
M
failed to come
about in timo to avoid a
Curp. Frank E. R. Libby of Co.
has been promoted to a sergeant’s posi- collision.
The
committeemen
on the
tion.
official boat saw the foul and practically
The funeral services of the late James came to a decision regarding it before the
afterR. Hopkins were held Saturday
race
had
Mr.
properly commenced.
residen ce,
noon at 2 o’clock from his late
Crane’s protest was formally
received
conducted
were
Main street. The services
and
at a committee meeting this evepastor of the ning tho race was given to the Chalby Rev. J. F. Clothey,
deBorean Advent church, of which the
lenger. The race was a splendid one from
was
ceased was a member. The burial
tho start to the finish. On account of a
at. Woodluwn cemetery.
the Challenger; the
slight accident to
stores
Friday start was delayed until after 2 o’clock by
The proposal to close the
owing to which time a high wind had given place
evenings has fallen through
me refusnl of several dealers to close.
to a light but varying southwest breeze.
Arrangements are in progress for a The buoys were two miles apart and the
at
base ball game Saturday, Aug. 20th,
yachts rounded each three times, making
The Dominion's clme
Augusta between the Saccarappas of this 12 miles in all.
city and tbejAugustas.
was 4.27.30; Challenger’s, 4.27.36.
The S. D. Warren company is putting EgHad they gone 100 yards further the
ia new machinery lor cutting pap9r oi Challenger would undoubtedly have won,
The
any thickness into various whites.
as
she gained vary
rapidly on the last
first maohine which is the latest im- leg.
Those who knew of tho foul at tho
proved pattern is being placed in room time it was committed lost interest as
No. 10, and takes the place of a machine far as tho result was concerned, but everyhas been in constant use for one watohed closely the work of the two
which
thirty-five years.
yachts. Both were handled carefully and
be as closely
The Westbrook hoard of registration showed themselves to
In no particular
have issued notices calling attention to matched
as possible.
the sessions of the board to bo hold Sep- ana nno show herself to be sunerior. sn
tember 6. 7, 8 and 9, at the assessor’ office the results
of the remaining raoes are
Odd Fellows’ block.
very much in doubt. The Challenger was
letters
received from sailed
recent
From
Clinton H. Crane and the
by
Chiekamauaa it appears that Private Dominion by Aemilius Jarvis, commoEugene Conant and Ellie Graham are dore Of the Eoyal St. Lawrence Yaoht
G. H. Duggan, who
both very 6ick and have been sent to the olub of
Toronto.
hospital. Conant is suffering with dysen- designed all the Montreal boats that have
tery and Graham is sick with malarial won the cup, if suffering from illness,
Conant is considered as being in but he will be at the tiller of the Dominfever.
He is one of Canada's
a very critical condition,but the prospects
ion on Monday.
for a rapid recovery are in favor of Gra- best sailors and thoroughly understands
ham.
Before Judge Tolman

SAUK.
__

TO CHALLENGER.

will pay the highest
NOTICE—We
Is for household goods or store
any description or receive the same

cash prices
ilxtures of
at our auct-

GOSS &
rooms for sale on commission.
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.19-4

ion

WANTED— AGENTS.

Agents Wanted.
dollar outfit consisting
baggage registry, and special
thousand dollar policy issued by the United
States Casualty Co.
Liberal terms. UNIVERSAL IDENTIFICATION AND RECOVERY
Church St., New Haven, Conn.
CO.,
To sell our new
of identification,

one

aglldlw*

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice to Contraciors.
proposals for furnishing about 2500
^ square yards of “New York”granito
paving
blocks to the street department |of the
city
of Portland will be received at* the office
of the Commissioner of Public Works.City Hall,
until Friday, August loth, 189s, when they will
be publicly opened and read.
Specifications
and lurther information may be obtained at the
office of said commissioner, who reserves the
right to reject any or all bids should he deem it
for the interest of the city so to do. Bids should
be marked “Proposals for Granite Paving,” and
addressed to
GEO. N. FEKNALP,
Commissioner of Public W orks.

^EALED

August 12,1898.

augl2dtd

lliOR SALE—Farm m Bethel. Maine, 120 acres
F good land, 2 t-2 slory house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
394 Fore St.
No.
MISS SARAH B1DEN,
mar9-tf
Portland, Me.
171 OR SALE OR LEASE-A lot of land at the
Jr
West End, corner Forest and Congress
streets, containing shout 4.224 feet. Apply to
jan25dtf
E. HARLOW, 919 Congress street.

To

FOB SALE.
desirable purchaser only,
valuable tract of land,

a

that
about SO acres, known as the
Base Ball and Circus grounds,
City of Heering, about one mile
from Portland City Kail; electric cars pass every few minfor a
Bare opoortunily
utes.
Syndicate; but few pieces gooil
unimproved properly remaining: unsold near the city.

BENJAMIN SHAW,
51 I-'-’

anglQ

Exchange St.

dlw*

MARRY ME, N E LLIE,
I will buy you such a pretty King at
McKeimey’s. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
ail other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler. Monument
mar22dtf
Square.

And

..

<1

Scb
Card. Calais for Stamford.
Splitting prices, large cod, ?1 40 p cwt; meSell Keuben Kastman, Linuell, Calais lor New
dium do 80c, cusk Sioo, bake 46c, haddock
Vork.
60c. pollock pOc.
Sell 0 W Dexter, Martin, Calais for Boston.
We quote prune Georges Codnsh new 85 60
W H

SHOT HIMSELF.

SPEAKER BEED TAKES A BAUD.

FINANCIAL ANDCOMERCIAL

Accident the Cause of the Death of Oren

Urges War Department
Our Boys.

to Send Home

Willie.

Mr. Oren Willie accidentally shot himafternoon at Freeport while
Here—
Corporal Libby’s Body Arrives
putting a gun.in a wagon. Mr. Willie
Important Letter From Private Lynch, was visiting at William Ward’s in the
eastern part of the town. Mr. Ward and
Co. A.
Willie had been gunning and was getting
The movement for the speedy return
ready to start for home. He was standing
Gblckamauga
from
Malna
the
of
troops
assis- behind the wagon where he had placod
to their homes received valuable
Deed the gun when it went off and struck Mr.
tance Saturday noon when Speaker
Willie in the breast. He only lived about
made an appeal to the war department
ten minutes. Mr. Willie’s home is in
for prompt action. Mr. lteed’s message
addressed
Windham, Me. He was 20 years old.
a
of
telegram
form
in
the
was
Reed
Mr.
of War Alger.
to Secretary
DRAM WILL BE TRIED.
telegraphed that he hoped Secretary
Boston,
August 13.—United States Dissent
Maine troops
Alger would order the
trict Attorney Jones, who returned from
instant the publio service
north
the
today, was the bearer of a

Washington
note of permission

to Marshal Swift to
take the witnesses in the Bram murder
summer resort on the seathe
case to some
by the friende of those at shore or at the mountains for what he
ters received
of these written to
Camp Thomas. One
might consider a reasonable length of
is a
a
The marshal is authorized to exBangor man by his brother, who
time.
membor of Co. A, is printed below. It pend a reasonable amount of money in
tells its own story.
caring for their wants and he will see to
Within the past two weeks, the bodies it that the men are provided with quarof three young men who left home only ters
that will be a relief to them after
about three months ago have been re- their long conllnement.
The men who
ceived here, all the victims of typhoid, are thus affected are Henry Slice, Charles
oontracted at Camp Thomas. The last Brown, Oscar Anderson, Folke Wasson,
nf the
ihVH hodies name liv exnress last
Henry Purdook and Frank Loheac. They
It is that of Carl Libby. While have been In conllnement for more than
night.
the Maine regiment has seen no aotual two years pending the trials given Bram
service, military funerals over the re- on a charge of murdering Capt. Charles
mains of these young men who died for I. Nash of the barkentine Herbert Fuller.
their country
although they never saw The men were released this week, Bram
a
battlefield, have brought the sad fort- having been sentenced to a life term in
unes of war home to Portland people.
nricnn. hut t,hfiv were at once taken
Last
Monday, the remains of the late into custody again as witnesses against
Percy Broughton of South Portland were Bram on a charge of murdering Second
followed to the grave by a military escort Mato Blomoerg of the Herbert Fuller.
and the muskets rang out their parting The United States authorities have ordered
salute and the bugle sounded taps over Pram to be tried on that charge.
the grave.
Yesterday, from the resiA CARGO OF GOLD.
J
dence of his doubly bereaved mother,
New York, August 13.—The steamer
oconred the funeral of the late Charles
H.
Lovell, the High School Cadets of Campania, from Liverpool, which arrived

permit.

prompt action in behalf of
Maine regiment is shown by the let-

The

need of

which he was an officer only a year or two yesterday, brought $1,200,000 in gold conThe total
the signed to
Lazard
Fretes.
Today,
acting as escort.
ago,
amount of gold engaged in Europe for
funeral of young Libby will be held.
It is not onlyJ the funerals of the dead this firm since the present movement bethe Maine gan is $2,700,000.
show
the dangers
■which
troops have been subjected to in the fever
LEWISTON BOY A VICTIM OF YELThe soldiers
nfested Southern camp.
LOW FEVER.
who come home ill also bear witness to
13.—A
Lewiston,
August
telegram rehave
the
Major
what
boys
undergone.
here this afternoon announced the
Collins, who reached home several days ceived
ill and the doctors are death of Fred E. Stuart of the Signal
ago is seriously
Corps at Siboney, Cuba, on Friday. It
ho
was able to make the
that
surprised
Stuart died of yellow
is supposed that
condition.
in
his
enfeebled
at
all
journey
he was at the yellow fever hosThe war is over. Maine people desire fever, for
He was formerly a member of the
that there should be no delay in sending pital.
Maine Ambulance corns, under Capt. W.
the troops home from the Chickamauga E. Rlker.
camp.
THE POPE FAILING.
Tho following letter has been received
by John M. Lynch, of | Bangor, from
his brother, Private Hugh F. Lynch, of
Co. A, hirst Maine regiment, which is
at present at Camp Thomas, Chickamauga:

Quotations of Staple Products

in tlie

Leading Markets.

q"r

|10

..

Retail Grooers'

snsr.r

rtftt.s

Portland market—out loat 7: confetlon ra y
pulverised 6oj powered, flej grauulaieu
Koaee crusUed Be; yellow *
oys
Portland

Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. Aug. 13.
The following are todys wholesale nricei of
Provision. Groceries; etc.
Float.
I
Oram
Suveillne tt
Corn car
42®43
do bag lots ..
low grades.S G5g3 76
44
Meal Dag lots
Spring Wneat baa042
ers.ci ana st385@4 IS Oats, car lots
34®35
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
036
wneat... 5 1505 25 Cotton Seeo.
car lets.OO 00023 00
alien, sir’an.
bag lo<« 0000024 00
roller.... 4 1604 25
clear do.. .4 0004 15 sackea Hwt
car lots. 14 30016 00
tl.ouis si’g
4 15:14 25
bag lotslO 00017 oo
roller...
clear do..40004 16 Middling 80000017 to
w, nl’r whoa,
bag ots. .800017 00
parents. 4 50<E4 76 Mixed Iced.... 1700
Flsn.
Cortes.
..

■

(Buying* selling price) Klo.roastea

llgis

Iava&Mocha 0026028
Molasses,
Porto Blco..... 28@30
laroadoea.
..2«r«B9

Coe—Lars*
Snore ....4
amah do.. 2
Pollock .. ..2
(1 addock... 1

600(47;
oo®3 2£
2603 2;
7602 m Fancy.32036
Too.
links.2 0002 2.
..

11 erring, box
Scaled....

8gl4<
UackerenO)
snore IS *22 00037,
Snore 2S *16 oogil.
Large 8s $11014 oi

moys.23@30
.....26050

ongous..

Japan.30@38

ormoso...36066
Bogart

6465
tandardGran
5 465
.x cllne Quality
Froanoe
5 80
iiixtraC....'
Capo CranDernes
crate.. 3 60M3 60 Yellow Extra C....|49i
0 001
Baod
Maine........
3 65®3 78
Pea Beans.l 65gi 60,TlmotllT.
Yellow Jtyes.i 76*1 80 Ciover.West, e%@!>
N, Y. 9V4®I0
Cal Pea.. ..1 60S1 6(i do
lo*10Va
Potat’e. DUS
00800 Alstko,
Newl’otatoesl 60® 66 Bed Top.
16017
FroTlelane.
B-d sweeis 2 75@3 00
ao Yellow 4 76.uto 00 Pork13 Z5
Heavy
do Vineland,
0®S
Onions. Bet 0 00@0 00| medlumlZ 00012 25
siiort cat ana
do Egyp d 2 00@2 25

16@18

Chickens....
Xurkevs, Wes,

13® 16

Northern do....168)17
bowls,,.
10012

clear

Beef—llghtlO 2501076
heavy,..11 6o@l2 uO
BnlosWViiD* 6 76®
Lara, tes

ana

applet,
Berlin, August 13.—The Rome corre- Eatingappl’sS
00®3 60 Va bbhPure 094S694
of the Cologne Gazette says:
do com’nd, 4s,* ©d
do common 12 " 3 00
no longer
The condition of.the Pope
Baldwms OOO-fcOO aalls.compd 5 Va ®0
pan*, pure 7*4®71A
admits of disguise. His health has grad- t«ap*»n>
io&i vao
8V408va
pureilt
Lenenk
ually gone from bad to worse and His
00
5
Bams,...
9
®9Va
Messina
0006
who
old
man
now
a
Holiness is
decrepit
aco.v’ra
California
rarely speaks. His voice is of the weakOIL
Oranges.
o 00@C 00 Kerosenel20ts
8>4
est; thinking tires him and prayers con- Florida

spondent

..

Chiokamauga, Aug. 9, 1898.
fuse him. He has been observed to com- California, 3 75;a4 00
My Dear Brother—Your welcome letter mence the same prayer ten times without do Scedlngs 3 26 0,3 60
received and would have anwered it be- notioing the repetition.
xtggi.
Cardinal Ramfore, but have not been feeling very well. pola. papal secretary of state, conducts Eastern extra.. 17G18
breshWesiern..!z;i7
from
of the stuff 1

I ate so much
got
all Vatican business.
home that it threw my stomach all out.
In regard to our having a big time down
KAILKOAD3.
here 1 fail to see it that way. I have been
writing and trying to put the best side
out, but I think I will loosen and tell yon
Now starting with
about our big tima
the cunteen it was tho only thing that
kept us alive; if it were not for it We
TO ===Z
would starve. The money taken was dialled among the companies in the regiment
Since we
and went to bny grub for us.
have changed our camp they have not
opened it. They sold beer, which by the
way was not 2 per cent, (and it would be
R. R.
VIA. M. C. and B. &
Impossible for a man to get intoxicated
a.m. p.m. p.m.
were
on it, the very few drunks
got in
leave Portland M.C.R.It., 8.45 1.25 5.55
Chattanooga) lemonade,cigars nnd tobac- Trains
11.33 4.10 8.51
Arrive Harrison,
The Maine regiment was not the
co.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
5.20 9.25 5.10
only one that patronized this canteen. Returning, leave Harnsoar
a.m. p.m. p.m.
Regiments from all parts of the park
8.10
12.12 7.42
were
the
Arrive Portland
Of course
went to it.
receipts
Stage from Harrison to Waterford.
quite large, but I fail to recollect the
A.
J.
BENNETT, Supt.
time when tho receipts went to anywhere
B. & S. R. R. E.
augl2dtf

ALL RAIL LINE

Held.

Bnttwi.

Ligomo. 8Va
Centennial. sva
Pratt’s Asual ..1 OVa

In halt bbls la extra
Raisins.
Musctl.60 10 bxs6©6Vj
London las’rll 75©20C

Coal.
Creamery.tncy ..18011)
Retail—delivered.
S18
GIltEuee vr’mt.
Ciucberiana 00003 00
Choice.
Chestnut*. •
(good
Chsese.
800
N.’Y, Ici’rv 3*4®9Va Franklin...
@600
Vermont... 89a®yVa Lehigh.*.*
*60
iOViiPea..
Sage,..**

New 4’s
..lllVa
112
w.
Now 4’a COUP
Denver & it. G. 1st.Xl()3/a
Krie sou 4*.... 747/s
Mo. Kan. & Texas 2ds.. • GoVa
Kansas Pacific consols.
Orocou Nay. Isis....112

Bridglon, N. Britton, Harrison
S. R.

near

$500

or

$800.

Our rations consists of boot leg coffee,
the chepest of tea, sour meat, which they
<all bacon, beef, which is of the Chicago
kind and is kept in storage so long that
when we receive it, it is .full of^maggots
and is most of the time condemned by the
doctors, and bread and it is never half
cooked.
In, my tent we sleep on the ground
with shelter tent and rubber blanket
under us, which by the way is no better
than

n

lion&nnnpr

and

WOrtlflll

blanket over ns. The sanitary department
In tact the park is
is something rotten.
no

place

to

keep

an

army.

The
The soldiers are dying every'day.
last week we had an average of a death a
There are only about 600 tit for
day.
duty; by that I mean in condition for
an invading army.
If they keep us much
louger the regiment will be pretty well
thinned out when we get home. You
would not recognize the Bangor boys,
they having lost from 20 to 60 pounds.
The boys were overjoyed when we got
the news that we were going >o Porto
Rico, they are willing to go anywhere
out of this place.
Why, the water we
drink, is condemned 1
I do not believe the government is
aware of the way
we
are used.
I have
given yon only an outline of the way we
are being treated.
It is something terriI received the tobacco and was
ble.
Very glad to get it.
Well, I will close, hoping to hear from
you soon.
I am your affectionate brother,

TINNIE.

FOR A GRAND PEACE JUBILEE.

Omaha, Neb., August 13.—Today the
managers of the trans-Mississippi exposition agreed that a grand peace jubilee
would be held on the grounds during the
week of October 10 to 17.
Invitations
from every governor of a trans-Mississippi
state will be sent to President McKinlej
Invlta
and members of the cabinet.
tlons to the President and the cabinei :
wlil also be transmitted by the expositioi
managers and a strong delegation headed
by Senator John M. Thurston will leavi 1
this oity within a day or two for Wash

ington to urge upon President MoKinle;
an acceptance of these invitations.
It is expected that governors from man'
western states will be present, each witl

mom hers of his staff and that some of shi !
most celobrated orators of the nation will
grace the oocasion. Should events favoi
the attendance of a large force of return
lng soldiers, it is stated that several regi
ments of volunteers from neighborly
states will be mobilized here during the
peace jubilee week and that there will b
a grand review of these victorious troops

No matter how long you have had th< 1
cough; if it hasa’t already developed inti
consumption. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pirn
Syrup will cure it-

Closing.. •••«•■
0 jsning •■«•*.*.•«*

Portland & WorcesterLine.

OQVfc

64V8

Sept.
62Va
3294

Dec.
F2»/*
32ca

Sept.

Dec.

POBTLMII & ROCHESTER B. B.
of Frefole St.

Station Foot
On

and after Monday. June 27,1S98. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. nu
For Manchester. Concord and Mints North at
7*30

a. m.

ana 12.30 p.

m.
a.

in,

12.30, 3.00,

m.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills. Westbrook
Junction and Woe chords at 7 A0, 9.46 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.30 and 6.20 p. n.
Tlie 12A0 p. m. tram irom Portland oonneets
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Route”
lor the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, and with the New Vork all rail via

"Springfield.”
Trains

arrive at

Portland from

Worcester

at 1.30 p. m.; irom Rochester at 8.30 a. m, 1.30
and 6.43 p. m.; irom Gorham at 6.40, &A0 and
10*60 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.48 p. Hi.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 9.25
a.

..

*|J26
9 06
Eec.
64v*
t>0J/8

COil.V

Kept.
C’nsiui.
,S25fe
32^8
•.
Opening.*

Dec.

SHYa
33l/a

70

do

do

m.

Leave for Rochester and way Stations. 6.1S p.
m.

Juiy.
Opening.......
Closing.
I'OT.A-

Portland

Dally

Corrected by
Middle street

Swan & Barrett,

176

16%

16%

Readme.! 18
Rocklsiana.102%
S; Fan!.x06%

18
102
103%
154

Out A Western.

bid..io4ya
St Paul A Omaha. 83%
no
..f 64
St Paul. Mum. A Mann.161V3
18Vs
Pacific.
Texas
Union Paoific pfd.63%
an

Wabash....

8S"4
164
101%

12%
68%
7%

J%

■■

16“
98
193

P.o'ion A Maine._
New YorkSNew England pfd, 98
Old Colonv.19o
Adams Express ..103
American Express.... .132
ir
Kxor*ss.
Peoples Gas..

tu f

132

..

Homestakc,
Pacific Man..133
puiman

^2

Palace.r^,,
1°or//a
3/a
Union.••••••• 93/a

Wastern 1

southern; Ry pfd...
Union Pacific.

Boston Produoe Market.

BOSTON. Auk 12, 1898—The following
to-clay’s quotations oi Provisions, etc.:

Portland,

axe,

~~

*«•

—.

Clotli MarKet.

(By

Manteca.

Telegraph *

Aug 13. 1898.
for
NF:W YORK—Wheat closed au 7iV«c
Sent: 158% c asked for Dec.
for
37^2<J
STV*
Sept;
at
Corn closed steady
k

for Dec.
Oats closed

at 25% c forSepr.
cash
CHICAGO—Wheat closed at 60Vic forasked
635/*c
and Aug. e^VaOBVac for Sept;

^opts"

20% @203A for cash, Aug and
closed
for Sep; 238/8 May.
9 05 for cash and Aug; 9 10
at
Fork closed
fo** Sy nt. 8
,o
6 42
5
Lard closed at 30 for cash and Aug,
at

TV"..

MILWAUKEE-Wheat

at

78®77c

for new

cash.

DETROIT—Wheat closed at 70c for cadi
Willie;cash Red 72% c; Aug7lc; £ept|67%c

6e]if.

ST.LOUIS—Wheat
8ept.

closed

72c for cash 166%

__

Cotton Market*.

*0^8
Sept.

.EyTelegraph.'
AUG. 13, 1898.
Cotton market to-nav
<I|!IV VORK—The
middling
uplands at 6c; do gulf
e’nsedamet;
at 6V*cj sales j.m>o oaies.

floatations.

European

Markets.

By Telecranli.>

Bankers, 1S6

nt
LONDON. Ang. 13. 1898.—Consols closed
and 110*, for aocount.
110 11-16 for money
r 1VERP00L. Aug. 33, 1898—Cotton market
3 16-32d; sales
is lower-American mtdling at
including 300 bales tor specula-

STOCKS.
Bid. Asked
Par Value.
Description.
110
103
Canal National Bank...100
i02
100
..••100
Bank....
Casco National
32 E.uOO bales,
30
Cumberland National Bank. .40
tion and export.
Bank.
Chapman National
joo
lOi
08
Fiist National Hank......100
111
10J
Bank-76
National
Merchants
9J
a >
sailing gays of STEAJISniPS.
National Traders’ Bank.100
103
104
FOK
FROM
Portland National Bank.100
135
130
Portland Trust Co.100
Majestic.Now York.. Liverpool... Aug
bb
60
York..
Antwerp....Aug
Gas
Company-Portland
pO 103
104 Kensington_New
Portland Water Co........ .100
Scotsman.Montreal... Liverpool Aug
13b
130
Laurentian ....Montreal—Liverpool...Ang
Portland St KMlroad Co. .100
Montreal.. .Liverpool.. Ang
Maine Central Ky.go
Yorkshire
m
50
48
100
ILK.
Aug
-New York. Hamburg
&
Portland
Ogdensburg
Pretoria
BONDS.
K Wilhelm II..New York. .Bremen.Aug
..

fSSlSSt

STEAMERS.

~”ALLANL1NE~
ROYAL MAIL

STEAMERS.

Montreal and Quebec to Liverpool.
From
From
*

Liverpool Steamship
12 May
California,
19 May.
Kumidian.
26 May
Laurentian,
2

Montreal
28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June
25 June

June.
Parisian.
9 June.
Carthaginian.
16 June.
Canionnan._30 June
Steamers sail from Montreal at n a. III., eon?ec5M?JS "dto Grand Trunk trains leaving Portland tlie previous
evening.
Laurentian carries cabin passenge.'s only.
Carthaginian carries secoud cabin passengers

The Saloons and Staterooms

are in
the cenmotion 13 lelt.
Eleolighting the ships throughout, the .ights being at the command of tne
passengers at any hour of the night
Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
Ratos of passage $62.50 to;$7U.OO.
A raduotion is made on Round Trip Tickets

where least
H?i*.paft,
hlelty 13 used for

Seoond Cabin—To Liverpool, London ’and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26- return
° UIn'
$66.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
X. P. McGOWAN. 420 Congress St.. J. B
KEATING. 6lb» Exchange at., ASHTON’S
TICKET aGKFGY. 931 1-2 Congress St.. [1
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 stalest, Boston,
and 1 India SI, Portland.
Jlyaidu

BWftMWKkrrB

Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.114
Bath 4 Vs s, 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Kefnndlug.100
Belfast4s. Municipal......102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....100
I.ewiston 6s,’ 1901. Municipal.105
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.103

Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central lilt 7S.1912.cons.nitgl33
10b
4VaS
••
’’4scons. mtg-103

ees.l9O0,cxten’sn.l03
Ogd’ggBs, > 900. 1st mtgl.04

•*

Portland &
Portland Water CV s 4s. 1927.103
Boston
The

following

;»»

8
110
103
102
105
102
107
105
102
135

107
105
104

ICO
104 Vs

stock Market.

were

the

closm;

quota-

tions of slocks atl’.03tou:

GSVfe
Mexican Centr
Atchison. Top. & Santa.Fe. R. new. i*Vs
Boston & Maine.114
.158
no old
Maine Central.133
Union Pacific.

2e%

Union ... CSV*
.281
A-"- an Bell
common.IBS8/.
.sugar,
Amerlc
llfVa
sugar, old..
Cen idsss.’nid.
do common
.«|

COB

Gloucester Pish Market.
THE WEEK ENDING Aug. 12, 1898.

i.ast sales tresh halibut 14c f lb for white
and 10c for gr»y.
Last sales of Georges Cod from vessel S3 50
for largo and $2 26 for medium; Bank do 2 u0.o,
1 75.
Mckaerel in fishermen’s order at|$lu 60
bbl
for large and $8 for linkers.

steamer

Sardinian

....

*8.00. 9.30 p.
Leave Forest

7 30

Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00. 9.00. *10.30, 11.00
m., 12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30. 5.00, 6.15 *7.00,
*8.00, 9.30, p. m.
Return. Leave Cushing's, 7.00, 8-15,9.15, *10.45,
11.20, a. III.. 12.45, 2.00, 2.55, 3.30, 4.45, 5.40, 6 40.
*7.20, 8.30, 9.45 p. ill.
For Trefethen’s. Evergreen, Little and Great
Diamond Islands, 5.30. 6.00. 7.00, 8.00. 9.00,
10.30 a. III., 12.00 in., 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.45, 6.15,
7.20, 9.30 p. nLi;
Trefethen’s. 6.20, 7.00, 8.00,
Return. Leave
9.10, J0.20, 11.50 a. rn., 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25, 6.55,
m.
8.30, *10.25 p.
6.15, 6.55, ..55,
Return. Leave
Evergreen,
9.05, 10.15, 11.45 a. rn., LOU, 3.15, *4.30, 5.20,
б. 50, 8.25, *10.20 p. 111.
Return. Leave Little Diamond. 6.30, 7.10,
8.10, 9.20, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 1.15, 3.30, *4.45,
5.35, 7.05, 8.40, *10.35 p. m.
Return. Leave Great Diamond, 6.25,7.05, 8.05,
9.15, 10.25, 11.55 a. PL, 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 5.30.
7.00. 8.35, *10.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30, 6.00
7.00, 8.00. 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, *3.15,
4.20, 5.45. 6.15, 7.30, *9.30 p. HI.

17
J7
13
18
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
23
23

Cld, ship I

F

Sid' sells I, M Tliurlow, Bath-. Levi Ha-t. Belfast; ICoramerce, Rockland; Hattie b Collins,
Haverhill: S Sawyer, Black Rock; Grace Webster. Hobokeu lor Beverly: John H Buttrick,
Guttenburg for Boston; Ella E Crowell, Elizafor Portland; Georgie Berry, Amboy
bethport
for North Haven.
Ar 13th, schs Joseph Eaton. Jr, Fhllbrook,
Boston; '.lendy Burke, Stauwood. Providence.
Cld, schs Fostina, Phtlbrook, St John. NBi
Florence Randall, Thompson. Fernandiua.
Sid, ship I F Chapman, Sau Francisco;:sens
Herald ot the Morning. Lewes, Del: .1 Frank
Seavey. Newport News; Addle Jordon, Philadelphia; J Henry Edmunds, do; Maud Snare,
Bangor; Right Away. Bourne; WmRlce, Jepny
Hall and Edith McIntyre, Boston: Henrietta
Simmons, New Bedford; Grace P Willard, Cottago City; Sardinian. Boston: Joseph vy Hawthorn. Weohawken jor Portsmouth, NU; E G
Willard, Amboy for Boston; Wesley Abbott,
Eddyvllle lor Portland: Georgie Berry, Perth
Amboy for North Haven; Modoc.-.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, sch Mary E Crosby, from
a coastwise port.
Cld. schs Henry S Little, Pierce, North Boothbay and Philadelphia; M C Moseley, Brown,
Somes Sound and New York; Eliza S Potter.
Sawyor, do and do; Dreadnought, Allen, Kennebec and Philadelphia; Albert T Stearns,
Allen, do and New Y'ork.
Sid, sells Hattie E King, St John. NB; Henry
S Little, North Boothliay aud Philadelphia; A B
Perry. Shu'.ee, NS; Peniaquld, Rockland; Wm
H Davenport, Bath; Itrarnhall and Catherine
for eastern ports; Crescent. Kennebec and
Washington; Bertha Dean, do ana thence south
warn: Chas D Hall, Roeltport and Portsmouth
Va; Mary Augusta. Gardinerand Brooklyn,NY
Ar 13th, schs Frank T Stinson, llodgdon
Philadelphia; t.yula M Doeriug. Swain, Balti
more ; tug Seglliu, Bath, towiag barges Beaver
Barfiegat aud Bravo; tue Herald. Hersey, Portland. towing barges Belle ot Oregon and Chal-

Vmk coal >o
Barque Carrie Winslow. Montgomery,
delDliia, coal to B & M Kit.
Barge No 08. New \ork. oil to S O Co.
Sell Robert Pettis. Perkins, Boston.

QUEENSTOWN.

July 23,
Augll.

Steamer.

S. S. New England,
S. S. Gamma.
RATES

_Huston.

Aug. u, 0.00 p. m.
Aug. 25. 3.00 p.m.

OF PASSAGE.

Return
First Cabin, 800.03 and upwards.
$114 and upwards according to steamer and accommodation.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonRedonderry and Oueenstown, 835 to 840.00.
$70.00, according to steamer
turn 800.50 to
and accommodation.
Loudon
Steerage, to Liverpool, London,
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfastderry
steamer.
to
according
825.50
82250’to
McGOWAN,
Apply lo J. B. KEATING, 1. E.For
Hand, oi
J j; JENSEN, O. ASHTON,
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen. Agents,
jel8t.li
Montreal.
...

m., 2.00. *3.15. 5.45 p.

a.

For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.
l.25p.m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton. via
Rail and Songo River, North Comvay. Fabyans,
Lancaster, Colebrook,;Quehec, Lunenburg, St.
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
6.55 p.m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish, Bridgton, North Conway and Bartlett.
8.30 p. m.
For Sebago Lake,
Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, St. Johnbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
daily except Saturday. Lancaster, Colebrook,
Lime Ridge, Quebeo. Sleeper to Montreal.
SUNDAY TWAINS.
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor.
8.45

m.

4, New

mette.
Clo. sch Young Brothers, Towne, Kennebec
and Washington.
Sid. schs Maude Sherwood hnd Horatio L
Baker. Kennebec and Washington; W M Oler
and Wm E Downes, do and Ba.tlmore; Maggie
G Hart, Wm Mason and Adella Corson. Kennebec and Philadelphia; Julia A Berkele. Gardiner
and New York: Hattie A Marsh. Long Coveaml
do; Maggie Mulvey, Bangor; Silas McLoon and
Miantouomab, Rockport; Polly and Lizzie Carr,
tor eastern ports; American Team and George
Gurney, supposed eastern ports, to load stone
J Chadwick. St Jolm.NB;
lor New
Young Brothers, Kennebec and Washington:
Albert T Stearns, do and Now York; Dreadnaught, do and Philadelphia; M C Mosely and
Eliza S Potter, Homes Sound and New York;
Emma S Briggs. Bergen Point; R L Tay, Calais;

7.25 a.

From Boston every Wednesday and
From

Pliili.elpiiji

Saturday.

Wednesday and

every

Saturday.

From Central Wliarf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
InFine street Wharf. Fhlladolphla. at 3 n. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Fenn. B. R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ol
commission.
Bound Trip $18,001
Fassage $13.00,
Meals and room included.
For freight orpassage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central wharf, Boston.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 88 State St. Fluke Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
ass.
_

_

Summer Arrangement.
steamer
after Monday. May 9th.
Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Keturning leave St John and Eastport same
days.

Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
destination,

North

Bridgton,

Songo Kivor, Naples,

and Waterford.
route through
Winding Songo and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
conOn and after June 27th to- make close
nections with steameP for above plaee3. take
M. C. B. E. (Mountain Div.( train for Sebago Lake, leaving Union Station daily at
.leaves
steamer
m.
l. 25 p
Returning,
Harrison 7.45 a. in., North Bridgton 8.00 a.
m. Bridgton 8.30 a. m., Naples 9.15 a. m Connecting at Lake Station witli 11.45 a. in. train
Information and
for Portland and Boston.
tickets obtained at Union Station.
C. L. WOODRIDGE, Mgr.
jnoGtf

Brhlgtun,

The
the

Harrison

dally excursion

famous

MAINE COAST

NAviOftTIQK CO.

PORTLANDand BANGOR
Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

SALACIA
STEAMER
Tuesdays
Wharf,

Steamer Percy

Ar at

Bangor

Will leave PORTLAND PIER,

Ar

at

V
W

PORTLAND,

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier 9.30 a. m.. Orr’s Island
Harbor 12 m.
Airive Cundy's
11.15 a. ni.
Leave Cundy’s Harbor at 2 p. m., Orr’s Island
3 p. 111. Arrive Portland 5 p. m.

J. II. MCDONALD,

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
three trips per week.
The steamships Horatio Hall and ManFranklin Wharf,
hattan alternatively leave
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
York
direct.
for
New
Keturning, leave
at G p. m.
Pier 38, E, K., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Satur-

day 3

at 5 p.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
The 365 Island Route,
Beginning July 2nd. 1898, steamer Aucocisco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as
follows:

For Long Islaud, Little aud Great ChebeagIsland. So. Harpswoll. Bailey’s and
Orr’s Islands. 8.50 a. m„ 1.50, 6.10 p.. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr's Islaud, via
above landings, 5.50,11.00 a. m.,3.50 p. m. Arrive
Portland, 8.15 a. m., l.oo, 6.00 p. m.
ue, Cliff

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little and
Great Chebeague, Cliff Island, aud So. Harpswell. 10.15 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpsweli. via
Jenlt’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long
Cliff Islaud,
Island, 11.45 it m.. 3.45 p. m.
3.45 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. m.
return
Sundays,
Fare to So. Harpsweli and
350, other landings, 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.

peaks°Island

Str.

Island

Sid fin

ro

Aug

Mullen. New York.

13th.

shit

Honolulu July 301b, ship Aryan, Dick

iusoj, New York.

In Effect

EASTERN DIVISION
For Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Amesbnry, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.0U,
9.00 a. m.. 12.45, b 1.45. 6.00 p. m. Arrive Bosm.
Leave
ton, 5.57 a. m., 12.30,4.00, 4.30 9,00 p.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 1-.30, 7.00,
a.
11.45
m., 12.00,
9.45 p. m. A rrive Portland,
4.30,10.15 p. m., 12.40 a. m.
TRAINS.
SUNDAY
For Biddefoid, Portsmouth, Newburym., 1-.45 P-m.;
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston,2 a.m.
Leave BosArrive Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p.
ton for Fortland, c 9.00 A m., 7.00, 9.45 p. m.
a. m
12.40
10.15
m.,
p.
Arrive Portland, 12.10,
North Berwick and Exeter
at
a.

June30tf

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. GD.
aud Alter July 19 Steamers will
leave Portland Pier

On

For Great Diamond Island at 7.10,9.00 10.30
aud 12.10, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 6.15 p. m. For Falmouth 9.00 and 12.10 a. 111., S.UO and 6.15 p.
T or Prince's Point, Yarmouth, 9.00 a. in.
in.
and
3.00
in.
For
Cousins
and
p.
Littlejohn’s Islands, 9.00 a. in., 3.00 and 4.3u p.

Stops

Division to North Berwick;
0Ifl7'Western Jet.
and Portsmouth on.
stops Kittery

r'Kol.anivna

nml

1-ti

IU

ti ItWll1f(Y«

Neck, So. Freeport and Porter's Landing, O.oO
and 4.30 p. m. For Mere Point and Harpswell Center, 4.30 p. m.
EETUHN—Leave Great Diamond 7.30,10.50 a.
Leave Falmouth
m., 1.45, 2.35 and 5.40 p. m.
0.00 and 7.50 a. m. 1.05, 1.25 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Priuce’s Point, Yarmouth, 7.35 a. m„
l. 10 and 4.45 p. m.
Leave Littlejohns and
Cousins Islands 7.20 a. in., and 12.66 and 4.30
m.
Leave
p.
Chebeague 7.10 a. m. and 12 45 p.
in.
Leave Bustin’s Island 0.45 a. m. and 12.20 p.
m.
Leave South Freeport 0.25 a. m. and 11.55 a.
in.
Leave Porter’s Landing 0.10 and 11.40 a. m.
Leave .Mere Point via Bustin’s and Freeport at
5.15 a. m. Leave Harps well Center via Bustln s

IMir loiAn

Freeport

5.00

a. m.

Sunday

Time Table.

NflVtll

BWlCK.

je27_____d*_

!

Portland & Homtsrd Falls R’y.

a. m.

and

from

D. J. FLANDERS, G. P, & T. A. Boston.

a. m.

V.,

June 27th, 1898,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Scarboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12,00,
1.20, 3.55, 5.15, 6.20, 6.50 p. m.; Scarboro Beach,
ine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.15, 9.05. 10.00 a. m., 12.00,
l. 20, 3.30, 3-55, 5.15, 5.50, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. 111., Old
Orchard Beacll, 5.20, 7.00, 7.10,8.15,8.40,9.05,
10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30. 1.20, 1.45, 3.30, 3.55, 5.15,
5.60, 6.05, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. m; Sacs, Klndufnrd
7.00, 8.15, 8.40, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30, 120,
3.30, 3.55, 5.15. 5.60, 6.20, 8.00 p. m.; Keunebunk,
Keuncbunkport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.30.5.15.0. 05.6.20,p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00,
8.40 a. m„ 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Dover, Soineiswortli, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 6.15 p.n).;
ltoohesier, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.; Lakepori, Laconia, Weirs, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m., 12.30 p.
Island
in.; Weirs, Centre Harbor, Long
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. m; Woraud
Hocliester), 7. a.
cester (via Somersworth
m. ; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
a.
3.30
m.,
p.m.; North iterJunction), 7.00
wick, Dover, Exeler, Haverliid, Lawrence
a
5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. 111.. 12.30,
Lowell, Boston,
3.30, 6.05 p. m. Arrive Boston, 8.40. lo.m a. m..
9.15
Leave Boston for
4.02.
7.15,
p. m.
12.42,
Portland, 6.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.15, 4.15, 6.00
Arrive
10.10,
11.00, 10.55 a. tn.,
m.
Fortland,
p.
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Scarboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
2.00. 3.40.4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Scarboro
Beacll, Pine Point, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15. 5.10, 6.15, 7.13 p. m.; Old
Orchard Beach, 5.20, 7.10, 8.15. 9.20. 10.15 a.UL,
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 6.30. 6.15, 7.15 p. in.;
Saco, Biddelord, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m., t2.55,
2.00. 3.40.4.15.5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.;
Kennebunk, 12.55, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. m.; Koch*'8ter, Tarmin^too, Alton Bay, 4.15, 5.30 p.
Haver
m.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter,
a 5.20 &. m.,
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston,
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston .8,40 a. in.,
5 28 8 32 9.42 p. in. Leave Boston for Fortland
3A5a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

June 27, 1898.
DEPARTURES.

[In Effect

Prom Union Station
A M and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanlo Falls. Buckfleld. Canand Bemis.
ton, Dixneld, Rumlord Falls
From Union
t.10 and 6.10 p. m.
m.
8 SO
s <10

a’

Station for.Mechantc Falls and intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at BemH for all points in the
Raugeley Lakes.
..

Summer Excursion Tickets

on

Sale.

jlylOdtf

DOWN leaves Portland Pier
Week Days

n 50

Not

*11.20
7.36*8.20! 9.20.10.20,
4.20, 5.20. 6.30 p.
2 3o

run

*3.2,1,

ill stormy

or

Portiana & Boothbay Steamboat Go.

''’'Arrive'in

FARE FIVE GENTS.

*

CoSsh?s
3“0

Belle.

Return

Newcastle.
Shanghai nrevions

BOSTON & MAINE R. K.

_

Hull Aug nth, steamer Auracan

(Br),

nx.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger trave1 and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.09.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent
ocwdtf
TnOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt

Mau.,

Foreiirn Ports.
Opor'.o Aug 8th. brig LFMunson, Watt
a

to 4.00

On and after July 19th steamers will leave
west side of Portland l’ler lor Great Diamond K. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Office. 158 Commercial St,
Portland, Maine.
Island, Mackworth’s Island, Falmouth,Cousins,
aug3dt£
Telephone 46-3.
Islands, E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent.
Littlejohn's, Chebeague and Bustm's
-.00
Rumford Falls. Maine.
Wolle’s- Neck, So. Freeport at lo.ou a. ni.,
Jel8 dtf
2.00 and 0.00 p. in.
p. m. For Porter’s Landing
KETUKN1NU —Leave Porters Landing at
via all
STEAMERS.
9.00 a. 111. and 4.00 p. m. lor 101 tland
m.
4.1o
landings. So. Freeport at 9.Io a. in.,4.-0 p. m.
and
Wolfe’s Neck at 0.20 a. m.
m.
4.30 p
llustiu’s Island at 9.30 a. 111. and
>
(Island at 9.4o a. m- and 9.4 p. m.
at 0.50 a. m.
and Littlejohn’s Islands
After
and
at 10.20 a. m. and 5.00 Sum me r Arrangements—On
an
p. m. Falmouth
a. m. and
Juu® lSlli. IS9S.
Mackworth's Island at 10.35
p m
m.
5.3a
and
m.
a.
10.45
p.
Diamond at
ON
5 25 i) m
GOING WEST.
Portland at 11.25 a. 111. and 0.00 p. m.
Arrive
oTIt. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
a. m. and 6.00
For llarpswed Center at 10.00
O for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. in., touchn
in weather permitting.
Heron isat So. Bristol tChristmas Cove.
Returuing leave llarpswell at 8.00 a. m. and ing
and
land.
iOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor
Island.
0.00
m.
11.25
a.
at
Squirrel
m.,
Portland
p.
G
a. m. for
at
Damanscolta
Wednesday, leave
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject
Portland, touching at above landinKs.
to eliaiig without notice
at 6 a.
Friday, leave Pemaquld for I ortland
M. SEABUEY, Gen. Manager.
lftiN'J.
DamansFAKES
The steamer that brought the
m.,ion riling at above landings except
For Bay View Landing, 8.00. 9.00, 10.00 a. in.
1.30, 2.15, 5.00. 0.15. *7.00, fll.00 p. m.
Return—<5.20, 7.25, 8.25. 9.20. 10.20 a. m.f
1.50, 2.35, 4.25, 5.20, *6.30, *7.20 p. in.
SUNDAYS.
For B<W View Landing. 8.00. 9.00, 10.00.
12
m., *1.30, 2.15, *3.00, 4.00,
•11.00 a.m.,

via

up

New York Direct Line.

SCENIC ROUTE OF CASCO BAY.

Boston lor New York.
Sid. sells Calvin 3 Edwards.

gS**Freight received

m.

For Tickets aud Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P.C. HERSEY Agent
marledtf

SEBAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

..

_

■
,,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
to

Arrivals In Portland.

On and
will leave

to

Paper train for Lewiston.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
daily, Lewiston an i Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.,
Waterville, Ilockland and Augu-ta, 8.35 a. m.,
augeley, Farmington, Berols, Rumford Falls,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.15 p. in., Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, 11.50 a. m,; Beecher
Falls, St. Johnsbury, Bridgton, 12.13 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
Greenville, Bangor, 1.16 p. m.; Lewiston, 3.25 p.
m.; Lancaster, Whltefield. Fabyans, 5.00 p. m.;
Skowhegan,Waterville, Augusta and Rockland,
5.20 p. m. daily; St. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor,
Rumford
5.30 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Lancaster and Fabyans, 7.42 p. m.; Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. dally;
Halifax, St. John. Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Augusta, 5.08 a. m. daily.
Sundays—Lewiston, 9.58 a. m., 5.13 p. m.; Bar
Harbor. 12.25 n. m.. and Waterville. 5.20 p. m.
GEO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
ie25dtf

and all parts of New Brunswick.
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Cainpobello aud fat. Andrews,
N.B.

p.

in.

6.00 p. m. For Lewiston.
8.30 p. m. For White
Mountain Division,
Montreal, roronto ana cmcago.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express for ail points.
12.65 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

Steamship Co.

FOB

a. in.

12.30 p. m. For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville. Bangor and Bar Harbor.

.Halitax, N.SEastport. Lubes, Calais, St. Jo'n. N. B.Nova
Scotia

Portland,
leaves Franklin
and Saturdays at 6 a. m. Touching at squirrel
Island, Kockland, Camden, Belfast, BucksArriving at Bangor
port and Winterport.
about 7 p. m.
Ketu ning—leave
Bangor Mondays and
Thursdays at 5 a. m., making above landings
July Fourth. Bangor; Nile, Rockland; Dela- Touching at Nortliport and Sandy Point for
ware, lilt Desert; Decorra and J Chester Wood,
or passengers on signal.
Arriving at
eastern ports; C R Flint. Bergen Point; Sedg- freight
Portland about <1 p. m.
wick, Round Pend and Savannah. OD WitherConnections—At Squirrel Island for Boothed Kennebec aud Baltimore.
Heron Isl nd, Christinas Cove and
BALTIMORE—In port 12th, barkentlne Nin- bay Harbor,
At Kockland
for Vinalahven
eveh. Walls, from New York; sch Cora Dunn, Pemiiquld.
and Stonington.
North
Haven
Harrington, from Batll.
FAKES FROM PORTLAND TO
Old. sch Frances M, Boston.
Ar 13th,sch Lavh la Campbell,Vail Kennebec. Squirrel Island.75c, round trip, #1.25
Cld. sen C A White. Connor, Weymouth.;
2.25
Bockland or Camden. .61.25,
BATH—Ar 18th. schs Damietta Ss Joanna, Belfast.. 2.00,
3.50
"
Wallace. Portland; Wm H Davenport, Stacy. Bangor.
2.00
3,50
L.'
1 M.ir/I
Crt-v-p
Rnatan
IgTHS—
Weather permitting.
cent, Mehafiey. do: Rebecca A Taulaue. QrovvO. C. OLIVER, President.
ell. and all passed up.
CHAS. B. LEWIS. Treasurer.
je35 dtf
Sid, sens P T Rarnum, Blake, Piladelphlila:
R D Bibber, Plnkham, Washington; Fred W
DflDTIAMn AMn QMAII DfllWT
Balano, Sawyer, Now York.
nmi
■ win
yiimbb
I viiibmiu
Sid I2ih, sells Falmouth, Wallace, PhiladelSTEAMBOAT CO.
phia; Chas K Schull, Fall, do; Oliver S Barrett,
HarD
Buchanan,
Irwin, Washington; Oracle
rington. Baltimore; Bessie C Beach. McKeague,
PhlladelDhla: Sunlight, Green, New York.
BELFAST—Ar 13th. sch George B Ferguson,
Bangor for New York.
BLACK ROCK, Ct-Ar 12th, sch S Sawyer.
Roney. New Y'orfc.
■
BOOTHBAY-Ar 12th, sch Viola Beppard, Capt. Clias. II. IIo%v,
Duntoii, Boston.
Sid, sells Peerless. New York; WmPickering,
Lhinell, do; Emma T Storey. Foster, do; E ArDaily at 2.00 p, m.
en artus, Osmore, do; Willard Saulsbury, Jordan, do; Sarah Mills. Johnson, do.
For Orr’s IslaDd. Card’s Cove, Quoliog Bay
BRUNSWICK —Ar 12th, sell Gertrude L East Harpswell, Ashdale, Ilorse Island Har
Trundy, Dennison, Darien.
bor, Water Cove, Small Point. West Plilpps( Id. sch Herald, Lowell. Kingston.’
burg and C indy’s Harbor.
Chi 13th, sch Harriet S Jackson, Veazie, New
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
York.
6.00 a. in.; Aslidale. 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 6.45
A
sch
Clara
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 12th,
a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.; Orr’s Island, 8.00
Donnell. Brendige, Boston.
Arrive in Portland at 10.00 a. m.
a. m.
for
M
J
HYANNIS-Std 13th. sells
Morales,
Every Saturday will make round trip from
Bath; Julia & Martha, for Calais.
Portland leaving at 2 00 p. m. Return about
NEW LONDON—A1' 13th. sch Helen, Cotton, 8.00 p. m.

York;Maggie

PhH*- Mobile.
Ar at

Sch Lillian. Grinclle, Boston.
Sell Northern Light, Bobbin*, Sullivan *or
New Bedlordt.

—

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

a.

White Mountain Division,

f. 40

7.45, 8.50. 9.50, 11.20 a. m., 12.50, 2.50, *4.05,
6.10, 6.25. 6.55, 8.15, *10.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 9.00,

_

EStemner'l’ercy9V,1
HTubg Juno, with barge Independent, Baltimore,
No

F Ci\

m.
in.
m.
m.
m.

From

Liverpool.

Chapman. Thompson, San Fran-

T3TVVS

barge C RR
C<Tug°Nottlifgliain.^with
Randall & McAllister.

Toririinir

VIA.

F'rom

а.

Uahao'o

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

lOOJST'OPSr
LIVISKI’OOL

TO

For

A.iirm

■■

••

Scotsman

Interuational

nebec.

13.^_

j

PL

Dominion
Labrador

City Landing, C.M. 7.20.
11.30 a. IP.. 12.20, 1.00,
8 30 9 30,10.20. *11.00,
*7.30.
*2.15 2.45. 3.i0, *4.15, 5.00. 5.3J, 6.05. 0.30,
or
at close of entertam10.15
p. in.,
8^0. *9.00,

Quebec.

From

••

_

•.

MABINK

no'

Montreal

Aug. 13. daylight Aug. 13,2.30
20,
2o, 2.3U
27.
27, 2.30
Sept. 3,
Sept. 3, 2.30
lo,
to, 2.30

Scotsman
Yorkshire

BUY STATE AND PORTLAND,

..

ool

*7

Return.

10.30

..

Moon'rises!!

From

Steamer
ISOS
Summer Arrangements, July 3,
Island 5.45,
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’
i-.OO ni.,
fi 40
8 00 9 00. 10 00, ’10.30 11.00 a. 111..
liSO »L45, 3J5, 3.00, *3.45, 4.30 5 00, 5.45, tl.15,

7 00

He turn. Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Ism., 3 00, *4.15, 6.35 p. m.
land, 10.00, 11.30 a.
New York, Aug 12—A despatch from YokoTime Table.
Sunday
hama states that the ship Baring Brothers has
Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
been burned at Hiogo and is a total loss. [The For Forest City Landing,
9.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. in.. 12.20, *$1.30, 2.15, *3.15.
Baring Brothers was a wooden ship of 20U1
m.
3.45, 4.45, 6.15. 7.30 p.
Daily I,tnc, Sundays Included,
tons net register and 2160 gross. She was 243.7
9.00,11.00 a. m., 12.20,
feet long, 42.2 feet breadth ol beam and 22.6 For Cusli ng’s Island. 8.00,
TUB NEW AND PALATIAI. BTEAMKKS
m.
2.15.3.45, 6.15.7.30 p.
,,
Little and Great
1877 aud had a thorough overhauling last year. For Trefethen’s, evergreen,
m.
a.
10.30,
8.09,
9.30,
7.00,
Diamond Lslands,
The vessel hailed from Tliomaston and was
12.15. 12.00. *3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, *7.30 p. m.
owned by E O’Brien. The ship was In command
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 7.00, 8.00,
of Capt. Smalley, aud was last reported at Yokoleave Franklin Wharf. Port9.30, 10.30 a. rn.. 12.15, *$1.30, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, alternately
hama July 7, at which port she arrived May 22
land. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
5.15, *7.30 P. m.
for
with earliest trains for
from New York.
connection
season
9
30,
For Marriner’s Landing. Long Island,
points beyond.
10.30 a. m., 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.15 p. m.
for
Providence, Rowell,
tickets
Through
Domestic Ports.
♦Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
■Worcester, New York, etc.
$For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island and
Returning
leave India Weakf. Boston, every
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, schs Abbie Bowker, Ponce’s
Landing, Long Island, only.
Lewis, Bangor: O H Brown, Brown “Hath for
itveningat 7 o’clocK.
over this line to the Gem
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
Philadelphia; P C Schultz. Kennebec for New Tickets sold
Theatre.
*
^’COMB, Gen. Agt
York; Florence I Lockwood, Hull. Kennebec
Eeptl l897_
for Plillaaelphla; Emily H Naylor, Watson,
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
Lanesville; J Howell Leeds. Bateman. Long change without notice.
General
Cove; Edith & May, Kelley. Augusta; William
T.
Manager.
C. W.
CODING,
Butman. Lewis, South Gardiner; Nat Meader,
Jly4dtf
Dunton, Gardiner; F1 R Baird, Chadwick, Ken-

Davis. New York;
Charlie Sproul, Lloyd (from Block Island), New
York.
Campania_New York.. Liverpool. ..Ang
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, sells William
Normandie_New York. .Havre.Aug
Roberts, Thibodeau. Fall River.
Aug
York..
New
Trinidad...
Irrawaddy
sells Alfred W Fiske, Kelley, NewburyOld,
Button.New York. Pern’buco.. Aug
port; Anna E J Morse, Crocker, Portland:
Furnesia.Now York. .Ulasgowli.. Aug
E Randall, Charleson, Boston; Matilda D
Clara
Maasdam_New York.. Rotterdam.. Aug
Borda. Norton, Portland,
Trave.New York.. Bremen.Aug
Ar 12tli, sch E C Allen, Kenuebec.
gervia.New York.. Liverpool. ..Aug
Sid 12.:h, sells Elm city. Portland; J Holmes
Aug
Antwerp
York.
f*
Noordland.New
do.fr
Birilsnll.
-*
Aug
Germanic_New York. .Liverpool....Aug
PERTH AM BOY-Sid 13th, sells A F Klnd2+
Abvdos.New York. .LaGuaira At k 2o herg, Kendall. Bangor; Henry Crosby, Slubtis,
F Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburg
Belfast; Right Away, Smith. New Harbor.
A R
Canada.Boston...... Livrepool. A
PLY'.MULSH—CIO 12th. sells Chas 11 Sprague,
t 20
State Nebraska New York. Liverpool...
Matherson, Greens Landing and New Y’ork,
*
Dominion.Montreal.. .Liverpool... Aug
SALEM—Ar lath, sch John Francis, Norfolk.
Sid, sells I, a Plummer, Hillsboro; Lizzie
Lane.
Bangor; Uranus Now York; Everett,do;
MINIATURE ALMANAi .AUG.
Maud Mullock, New Loudon; City of Augusta,
Sun rises. i 5=I High water
y 45 bound east.
SAVANNAH—Ar 13lh, sell Stephen G Loud.
Height.<><»''■ 11 O
Baxter, Now York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13th, sells Osprey,
Pembroke, Ns, for Now York; Mattie Holmes,
for do; Abner Young. Bangor for New
Bangor
is
Bedford (and sailed i.
steamer
Slu,
Williamsport. Bangor for PhilaPORT OF PORTLAND.
delphia: sells Red Jacket Matilda Brooks,
W
Hairy
Haynes and Mabel Hall.
SATURDAY, August 13.
Passed—schs Viking. Baltimore for Portland;
John I Snow, eastward; Post Boy, Bangor for
Arrived.
New York.
St John, NB, via
WASHINGTON—Ar 12th, sch John J HanSI earner Tremont. Colby,
s li, Kennebec.
How, Pliipsburg via Cundy
Lid, sell Bertram N Vvhite, Baltimore
...

....

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

le28dtf

are

FLOUR.

Spring ratents. 4 GO a 5 25.
Spring,3 hear ana eiraurht. 3 25&*
Winter patento. 4 00 d 4 50
Winter, clear ami straight, 3 40a
Extra and Seconds ou.
Fine and Supers

■

For ihrough tickets tor aU points West and
South apply to D. C. PALMER, Ticket Agent,

A

common.........135%

Sept.

..

Press Stock

33%
73Va
132%

34%
pfd. 73%

com

Northwestern.133%
do
pfd....175

for

OATS.

For Gorham at 7AO and 9.46
6.30 and 6.20 p.

CiOSIQS *••■•••

m.

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Rive; at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.30 p.

Sept.
6«»4
6o5/j*

lt>%

60

asked for SM;
Sept.

Opening.Tr.

5

108%
28%
89Vs
37%
91%
119%

cash and for Aug; 32fy»
^Corn closed ^3*2^
32^^32% asked for Dec;34<*>

20 ‘X

2094

Opening.
Closing.
Saturday’s quotations.

103%

6
Mexican Central.
Michigan Central.108%
28
MmuiA St Louts.
Miun & 8t Louis of. 89%
Missouri Pacific.! 37%
New Jersey Central.. 91 Vs
New YorkCeutral. j.19%
New York. UhicagoA St Louis 14%

Domestic

67 Vt

PORK,

15
192
65

15

RIVER, Mass. August 13. 1393.—Tho
print coth market quoted at 2c and steady.

OATS

■n-nlng.
Cosing.. o ..

13%
35%
108

FALL

Dec.
64*4

CORN

Opening.
Closing..*.,.,*

150
f3%

Lake Shore...19a
Louis A Nash. 55%
Manhattan Elevated .103

W3SAT.

Sept.

114

107%

rne.new.f4

pf

,»

169

36ys
■:o 1st prefer
Illinois Central.108%

ao

WEEK DAY TBWSE TABLE.

lr. effect June 27 ms.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, (Lower)
Bath, Booihbay, Pophsm Beach, R ekland, Aiv
gusia, Waterville, Skowhegau, and Belfast
8.30 a, in. For Danville .ic., Rumford Falls,
Bemis. Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley.
11.05 a in. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen, St. Andrews.
St. John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.30 p. m.
Express for Brunswick. Bath.
Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville,
Bangor.
Bueksport, Bar Harbor, OldNewport,
town and Greenville.
1 10 p, m. For Danville Jc., Rumford Falls,
Bends, Lewiston,
Farmington, Carrabasset,
Rangeley, Bingham. Waterville. Skowhegau.
For Freeport, Brunswick. AuI. 15 p.m.
gusta, Waterville, Skownegan, Belfast. Dover
and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldiown and
Mattnwainkeagand to Bueksport Saiurdavs.
5.05 n. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland.
Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m. For Danville Junction. Mechanic
Fails, Lewiston, Saturdays to Rumford Falls.
8.oo p. m. Express to i-ewiston.
II. 00 p. in. Night
Express, for Brunswick,
Bath. Lewiston Augusta, Water vUle, Bangor,
Aroostook county via
Moosehead
Lake,
Old Town, Bar HarDor. Bueksport Vapeeiioro,
St Stephen. St Andrews, St. John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxoroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.

QUEBEC >o LIVERPOOL.

MONTREAL an!

Memoranda

24%

Cmoaaos Alton.159
do
pfd

Print

Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF i'RV.
Friday’s quotations.1

14
3o

Chloaca* Kuril acton & Qulncyll4%
Del*war*A.Hudson OanalOo.108;
Delaware.l.acltawana A1 Westloo
Denver A BKlo uranoe. J3%

Northern Pacific

A

Augl**.

Auc. 13.
___...'14
Atchison pfd. 3oVj
Central Pantile. *7:
Chos. s .. 3*va

~

Grain

Go
112

Closing quotations of stocks:

..

Glasgow Aug 12th,
iBr). Vipond, Montreal.
Sid fm

A MhUnn

Lake ErieA West.

EXCHANGE DESPATCHES.

To"

■■■<

■

MAINE CENTRAL R. R«

Custom House Wharf-

TJ

IWr,

RAILROADS.
----

BAY STEAMBOAT

CASCO

at

self Friday

would

Soli W C Norcross. Cole. Kockport for Boston.
large and?;; 76®$4 25 [or small: Bank
Sell David A Story. Ulmer, Boston.
2rMj4 76 for large and $3 00®$3 60 for
Ben Lucy Devlin, tlsh.
small; Dry Bank at 4 oo and$5 oo for liirge and
3 5U(s4 00 for small; Shore at $5 76 k e 26 far
Cleared.
large and 3 60 to 4 <jo for small.
We quote cured cusk $3 76@4 25 p otl; hake
Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, NewYork—
12 25 o 2 76; haddock S3 2'.®c2 50; hoavy salted pollock’nt 82 oOPotl; and English cured do j F Liscomn.
Steamer Balacta, Oliver. Bangor via Bucksport,
3 00$®:; 26P qtl.
&c—C K Lewis.
Best handllne honeless Geogs cod OV* for me- Camden,
Steamer Enterprise, Kaee, South Bristol and
to TVic large; middles 6 60®*9: boneless
dium
Kaee.
New York Stock and Money Market.
Bonthbay—Alfred
Grand
Bank do 6@7Vic; cusk,
Shore do 6@7c;
Barque Normandy, Murphy, Ardrossan—J H
.'By Xelegrap 1.
53/4,ajiy3c; haddock 3“4(aiy.; hake at2Vi@d; Hatnlen & Son.
16c
fsney brands oflentlrely honed cod 11 to
Sch .1 S Winslow Smith. Kennebec and PhilNEW YCRK.Aug. 13.
P’lt; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
S Winslow & Co.
Money on call was steady lt/bfio l or cent; pib.; extra thick 10 Vi ; medium Oc; small 6Vi; adelphia—.!
Soli S P Hitchcock, Sorensen, Kennebec and
last loanlya:prime mercantile paper ataVi®* chunks 10®1 le.
S Winslow & Co.
Philadelphia—J
Smoked salmon ISO P lb: Med herring 0®13o
rercent. Stirling 'Ixcnange steady, with actual
sell Lincoln, liobertsou. Cherryfield
J H
bo<- tucks 13c: lengthwise 12c: No Is atluc; Blake.
business In bankers bills 4 8B%®4 86% tor
do
1
10: canned
Bloatrers 1 00®$1 60. shore
Sch Eldorado, Strout, Cherryfield—J II Blake.
demand and 4 84(f4 84*4 (or sixty days; post- Trout 8160; fresh halibut 82 20; salmon 1 30;
Sch Kallroad, Simmons,Friendship—J H Blake
American sardines,
ed rates !41/2®4 8tiIA, Cornu erclai bills are lobtsersl2 20: clams 81.
Sch M J Sevvall, Beals, Jonesport—J II Blake.
BO 00; tliree-ouaroils, 83 10; lmU oils.
Sell Lycenla, Look, Addison—J II Blako.
4 83.
ter mustards. 82 80. spiced. $.1.
00 for
SAILED—Steamer Andancorracb, Oreenock;
Silver certlflcatos 63%@say2.
Mackerel—Blook lsand quoted lat
afew Gape schs s P Hltchoock, Kennebec; Cyrus Chamber2s. *L4®816 for 2s, $12 for 3s;
Bai Silver E95/s.
Tliontaston.
lain,
60®S1’2.
S'oro 2s held 11
Mexican dollars 46.
SUNDAY. August 14.
Bound shore herring $4(g$4 .6.
00
3
at
Government Bonds firm.
round
2cns4
New omul land herring,
A r rived.
Railroad bonds firm.
p bbl,.snlit5 26@6 00.
Steamship Horatio Hall. Bragg, New York—
Pickled codfish 6 00g'6 60: haddock $4, halipassengers and mdse to J F Liseontb.
but heads S2.__
Hides.
Sch James A Garfield, Wood, Jacksonville,
Bonds. with hard pine to G X Ky Co.
i The following quotations represent the pay- Now lark
Quotation. Stocks and
Sch Annie (Br). Doucette, Meteghan, NS,
ing prices in this market:
with harkwood lumber to J 11 Ilamlen & Sou.
Cow and ox hides......7 c ^ lb
(By Telegraph.'
Bulls and stage.6 c
Sch Delaware, Black, Boston.
s
The follomg ware to-day’s Closing quantum
Sch J Chester Wood. Haskell. Boston.
Calf skins, trimmed..
9o
of Bonds
do untrimmed.....
12.
8%c
Aug.
Aug. 13
SAILED—Barques Normandy and Elmlranda;
Lamb skins.50 to 80o cD New
127V* sells Alfaretta S Snaro, .) S Winslow, Henry
-27V*
45. rrg
127/4 WlthlngtOLi and a licet of coasters.
127Vi
do coup.
for

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS._

a. m.,
111.

1.00,

foggy weatlier.

ilylOdtiaay U18UJ0HN TEMPLE. Manager.

Portiaid, Mi. Oaseri ?.ni Macblas Sibt. Co
Str. “Frank .lones.”
Beginning Friday, July 29lh, 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fr days at li.oop. m..

arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p m.. for
Boekland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and intermediate landings. Keturning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in., arriving iu Portland about 11.00 p. m.
Passenger and freight, rates the lowest, service the best.
GKO. F. KVA NS,
General Manager.
marisdti
on

,,

cotta.

„.

v.r

GOINvt LAS a.
Portland, at 7
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave
.touching at Squirrel
Damariscolta,
for
a m
Point, Heron
Island, Boothbay Harbor, fOccan
Island. tChristmas Cove, So. Hilstol and East
for remat 7
^Tbursiays, leaveat Portland
above landings except
a. in.

aquld. touching

will
^OrTsaturday
Boothbay.
to East
t Passengers

return

conveyed by

from Damariscotta
team.

Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers Tor Pern■iQuid conveyed bv ferrv from So. Bristol,
ALFRED RACK. Manager.
\17dr

CHARLES If. LOVELL.
ADTBBnSItHmW

MC1V

( *v en, MoOre &
,1. Ik Libby Co.
Oscar F. Hunt.

IOD41’.

Co.

The First Funeral of

Stock for Sale.

Portland

a

Soldier.

_

Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost. Found
end similar advertisements will be foun under
tneir appropriate beads ou page G.
New

touching

services

at

MOTHER’S HOUSE.
Bears the

Sn

use

Address

The Kind You. Have Always Bought.

By Kev.

School

Israel

Baee—The Bigh

Cadets Escort the Body to the

Grave.
In the quiet of

Syrup,

Suoiams

“lira.

bright and beautiful
summer Sunday morning there occurred
yesterday the funeral of the first Portland
soldier whose life was sacrificed durlog
a

__

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Frederick F. Pidgeon of Westbrook was
arrested Saturday) charged with forging
his brother’s name to a check for $7.85
that he gave Benj. Mack of Fore street,
His brother

clothing.
In payment
denies the signature.
Mrs. Harriet D. Collins of Rhode Island preached at Friends’ churoh yesterfor

much pleased congregation.
The law court adjourned finally Saturday having been in session about four

day to

a

weeks.
The Portland Wheel club had a run yesterday to Scarboro Beach, with dinner at
the Kirkwood inn.
Fern lodge, No. 2, U. O. of I. O. L.,

friends, will hold their annual pic-

and

nio at Cape Cottage, Wednesday, August
17th. Car will leave at 10 o’clock.
are complaining of the
The lawyers
lack of necessary blanks for use under
the new bankruptcy laws.
In order to accommodate the winter
steamship traflio at Portland, the Grand
Trunk railroad has given orders for the
erection of freight sidings for the storage
of 9000 oars.
Albert W. Bean, who stood trial in the
municipal court Saturday on a charge
of intoxication, was sentenced to 30 days
in

jail.

Owing to a misunderstandling, and
selections
not having brought suitable
:,ir. Murry did not give the organ reoital
at
the Second Parish Church as anthe morning
nounced. but played at
service yesterday.
Atlantic Bodge No. 81, F. and A. M.,
will hold its 20th annual clamnake at
Spurwink. Barges will leave Hardings,
Monument Square, from 1.15 to 2.15 p.
m.
The bake will be opened at 4 p. m.
sharp. All members of the fraternity are

cordially invited to be present.
George Nadeau has secured bail and has
gone to his home in St. Francis. Two
Portland gentlemen, Wra. H. Gray and
Frederick A. Ramsay, furnished sureties
for him. He will come back for sentence
October 27.
The
Parliamentary club will meet
with Mrs. Barker, 188 Pearl street, this

evening.

WagUll

uiuikcu

was

Sterling found
used until the

a

iiDatij

vu.

i/opudj |

which will be
wagon is repaired,

And the young and beautiful life of our

patrol

PERSONAL.
F. Ayer of Philadelphia and
E. R. Hunt and family of Germantown,
Pa., are at the Peaks Island house.
Prof.
Granville R. Lee, instructor in

; Rev. Wm.

the Portlind Athletic club gymnasium,
arrived home
Friday from Harvard,
where he has been one of the instructors
in the Hemenway gym.
On motion of Hon. Isaac W. Dyer, U.
5. District Attorney, Fred G. Allen of
Banford was Saturday admitted to praoiice in the United State courts.
STRUCK WITH PARALYSIS,

this sublime principle in the j service of
his country, and in his end. The opportunity has been brief indeed, but in these
few shore years he has Bhown a devotion
of his life to interest outside of himself.
When the country oalled for her loyal
stand by her in the solution of
sons to
the problem of human liberty for the opCubans

pressed

which

Providence had

nation to solve
who respondamong
ed there was no one better fitted by loyalty of spirit to respond to the call than our
his early schooling in
young friend, and
military tactics in which he had shown
more than ordinary enthusiasm had add-

evidently thrust upon
the

300,000

our

or more

other
his
qualifications. And
Williamson, mother of Mr. John ed to
YUliamson, the well-known druggist, though he was not permitted to go upon
was getting out of bed yesterday at her the battlefield and face the foe, the moral
loiue on Sherman street, when she was
which he and thousands of othicrlcken with paralysis. She is In a seri- influence
ers gave to the campaign by their quick
>ns condition.
and hearty response to heaven’s call for
of the oppressed and
the deliverance
*******
suffering masses of Cuba, weighed more
the foe than
by far in the victories over
Mrs.

Delij*ht

a

|
i

of the
Housewife ji-$

Is a flavoring extract that is y^.
pure and never varies in h.
strength or quality. Cake ^
and Creams made from
j-.

I Baker’s mf
«
-te

jf
jg

£

£

J

ifl.-wrs

Extracts l

These Extracts
mnlike many others as they never va ry
isxjmality or excellence; you should insist
oKi your Grocer
giving you Baker’s every
tinxi. To bo convinced
are

simply perfection.

them just once.
Your Grocer Sells Them.

Try

\
*

j$y±

j

J

»*¥»*»»»¥ ¥¥¥¥¥*i-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥»

score

of

regiments.

the nassace to the cominor structure.
He also spoke of the Lutheran church,
which though so young in Portland, is
third in order of age of Protestant
the
nlied

churches
Delaware

worship,

in Amerloa, being founded in
in
16S8, the first edifice for
a rude
building of logs, with-

oorner-stone, being put up in
He reminded his hearers that the
liberty bell whioh proclaimed the news
out

s.ny

1639.

in Philadelphia, was
Swedish man, and the first
American flag made by a Swedish wom-

independence

of

rung by

a

an.

by the male choir admade in Danish by the Rev.
Neilson of the Danish Lutheran
H.
church in this city and in German by
the Rev. Mr. Aaron. Mr. Nielson took
of
for his text I Chron. 28-30. Remarks
nature were also made
a congratulatory
Mr. Josiah C. Ward, olty inspector of
After singing

dresses was

by
buildings, who

terms of
spoke
the lot and the plans for the edifice and
expressed the sympathy of the Mayor and
the city government for the congregation.
He presented a handsome copy of the city
in

high

for 1896 and 1897, which were put
Letters of reunder the corner stone.
gret were read from Rev. Oscar Nielson
of Rockford, 111., Mr. Oscar A. Henry
of Woburn, Mas3., Mr. O. N. Becker of
Portland, and Mr. J. A. Forslund of
Brooklyn, N. Y. These also were placed

reports

of God’s
young friend was one
ministers in the sublime victories which under the corner stone together with all
has achieved over the op- the Portland daily and Sunday papers,
one
nation
in Swedish
pressor of peoples, and the sacrifices that copies of the Holy Sorlptures
ho made in tearing himself away from and English, psalm books in Swedish,
a home that was dear to him, from a sick
English and German, a church book in
und dying father and from an affectionate English, the Concordia Pia, Swedish and
Our

mother, and giving himself to the hardships of the camp and danger of the battle, gives him rnnk not only with those
who fell on the battlefield,;but in his

English

with
Him who gave himself
to the larger work of lifting an enslaved
world to the liberty of^the sons of God.
His life was brief,jbut [he lived long and
much in
helping to settle one of the
greatest problems of the world’s history.

coins.
Then

measure,

sai<^ by

It was
hath will

“All that a man
ho
give for his life." Our
young friend has given the life to that
satan:

FORTY

hall

was

leased for

a

year.

was

for

succeeded

of

graduate

other fields of labor anc
bv Rev. Oscar Nelson. £

Augustana

Theologica

Seminary.

catechisms, Swedish denomina-

tional

papers, a history of the church,
lists of members and donors to the building fund, and a collection of American
Mr.

G. H.

Lidbaok read the fol-

lowing interesting historical sketch:
In the fall of 1892. while attending Au-

Theological SemiRook
Island, 111., it happened
the course of making acquain-

gustan* College

and

nary at
that in
that I
tances
among my fellow students
met one Olof Becker, who is now a resioil*

P

theme of
lUllucSa

ui

his

discourse

iuo

uicooiug

being:
vu

“In the

v'xxxxbii,

ui-

today.

size and
,

large

bleached

Bath

Towels,

at 23c, been 37 i-zc.

One lot

of

edge
linen

Handkerchiefs

at

DRAPERIES ROOM.

One lot of tamboured
Muslins for chamber curtains, sash curtains, etc.,
many designs, 28 inches

|

Pimples, Blotches, Blackheads, Red, Rough Hands,
i nl*

uavj mvuiuuv^pi

v »

ItTT
wuivuvj

at 9

wide,

Shapeless Nails, Dry, Thin
and Falling Hair and Simple

1-2C

yard,

a

great bargain.

for

ties

neck

sleeves,

yard,

been 18c and

at

11c

I

SILKS COUNTER.

fine

38c,

*_

C
Wk

Tussah

yard today,

a

marked down from $1.
lot

of

stamped
Tops at

Denim Cushion
IOC.

tlie most effective skin purifying and beautifying soap
in the world, as well as
purest and sweetest for
toilet, bath and nursery. »>

After Golf Cycling

IT% Z

Athletics, a bath with CUTIOURA SOAP prevents chafing, redness and roughness of the
ekln, soothes Inflammation and Irritation, and
when followed by a gentle anointing with OUTICURA, purest of emollient skin cores,
proves most beneficial In relieving tired, lamed,
strained or Inflamed muscles.
CCTICCEA SOAP Is the only preventive of
pimples, blackheads, red, rough and oily skin,
red, rough hands with shapeless nails, dry, thin
and falling hair, and simple baby blemishes,
hecanse the only preventive of inflammation
and clogging of -the pores, the cause of most
minor. attentions of the ekln. scalp and hair.

Price, CUTISold throughout the world.
CURA SOAP. 25c. CTJTICCRA (ointment), 60c.
POTTER DRUG AND CHUM. CORP., Solo
Props., Boston. British Depot. 1 King Edward
“How to Prevent Pimply, Oily
st., Lcradtm.
Skin,” free.
Oliver Anderson, Rev. A. Aaron, J. G.
Olson, G. A. Rhedin.
On April 26, 1897, th e building committee were empowered to have plans of
church edifice made and submitted
a
Messrs. E. F. & F.
for consideration.
donated

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

An

lot

assorted

skirt

of

Belts, with

soiled leather
harness

and

buckle

attach-

supporter

marked

at 25c,
ment,
down from 50c.

down

marked
29c,
from 50c.
at

lot

Cards,

Playing
packs for

at two

hold our services In the vestry as early
eoleslastias the first Sunday in October,
cally known as St. Michael’s day.
outline of history of Immanuel
This
Lutheran church of Portland, Me., read
at the corner-stone laying this 14th day
of August, A. D. 1898.
After singing the
hymn, Christ Is
Our Corner-stone,” Mr. Aaron assumed
and cross of a Lutheran
cassock
the
the solpastor and read from the ritualoooasioh.
era n servioe
pertaining to the
stone was
laid, the pastor
the
Then
repeating the creed and the Lord’s prayer.
Remarks were subsequently made by
Prof. Mangr of Nebraska, and the-Rev.
of the New Jerusalem
Mr. Worcester
The Rev. Mr. Nielchurch, this city.
son pronounced the benediction.

of

Military
Stationery packets, containing paper, envelopes,
pencils, pens, etc., at

A lot of

of

Japanese

imported glass
with

Jars,

enameled

cold

richly
silver

sterling

cover, at 49c,

gain.

Good Appetite

Y.

nominee

and the

widths
edge and
a

9c

sold

we

yard,

Tecks,

mostly,
edge,

satin

crown

20c

at
to

35c.
ECKWEAR COUNTER (Women's)

One lot of white

12

ribbed

was

then declared the

meeting adjourned.

four

at

stripe,

P.

Drawers

at

CO.

or

and

plaited

and

1-2

Hose,

sizes

at

29c,

10,

$7 each,

half the

rocks,'at

fancy
from

$2

to go

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

collars

yokes,

and blouse

fronts,

sted. silk

jet
goods,

and

wor.

fancy

worth 75c
to $6, to be sold today at
beaded

half price.
NOTIONS COUNTER.

One lot of best

English
sizes,

at

Hair
two

quality

Pins,

all

packs for
Saturday’s

price.
Also

a

lot

break” Shoe

of

6c.

$1.50.

.TO.

MONHEGAN
Squirrel Island, Boothand
Christmas Cove, on
bay

STEAMER SALACIA,

today at
marked prices.

A lot of

Japanese
piazza

via

PARASOLS COUNTER.

to

39c.
of

EXCURSION

marked down from 50c.

Twenty-five
Parasols, worth

lot

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

small lot of silk

Half

splint Lunch

Golf

at 39c, been 50c.
a

^

at

(Men's.)

Bicycle Stockings,
fancy worsted tops,

Also

sizes,

col.j|
two

One lot of silver plated Butter' Dishes at 79c,

been

footless

A lot of

Dresses,

Straw Seats, for

worth

HOSIERY COUNTER.

yard,

from 30c
lot of

one

were

A

25c.

6c.

&

23c,

Boys’

19c,

white

Baskets at 3c.
One lot of birch bark
Photograph Frames at

special

Shirts

Angola

a

21c

A lot of

yard*

of

of

BASEMENT.

value.
Otis

at

years
75c, been $1.

Skirt-

at 21c,

lot

styles

four

to

A lot of light weight
natural wool Shirts and

a

K.

and 32c.
Also

Roman

20c a

atlH

years,

marked down

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Mens).

Also

six

to

Three

chil-

marked

Ginghams

yard,

ored Lawn

14c,

down from

a

#2.19.

at

fancy

real

of

colors

Jackets for children

er

twelve

black with

soiled.

been 25c.
One lot of short Reef-

at 19c

Jer-

for

to

A lot of

19c,

MOORE

from

Five

Undervests

right

i=2c,

colors,

OWEN,

down

Scotch Plaid

for ^250.

Pantalettes

Handkerchiefs with
tricolor satin border, at
25c.

marked

weeks

LININGS COUNTER.

Lou-

ton

at 50c,

four

sey
and

9

cuffs,

$1.19, slightly

CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR COUN-

5c, this is half

were

lot

a

detachable

collars and

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

Special value,

with

Soap,

been

to

three

at

ago,

One lot of white lawn

(Knitted).

several

at

frnm

36c-

Shirtwaists,

“Never-

Lacings,

tan

at 3c, been 5c and

1
1

Isaiah Daniels,
E. C. Swett,
Sargent
Mr.

dervests, similar

Aprons
rlnum

SHIRTWAISTS COUNTER.

colors,

Another lot of Jersey
ribbed Balbriggan
Un-

and

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

lot of hem-

a

marlrprl

UNDERWEAR COUNTER

great bar-

proceed

Mr. Redlon placed in nomination sxBuilding
Alderman Frank I. Moore of Ward 4, and
Benj. Thompson named E. H. Sargent of
Word 1.
Mr. Thompson in presenting^the name
And Strength Clven by the One of Mr. Sargent, said that his candidate
into the raoe and it
True Blood Purifier.
had been urged
“I have been taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla seemed as if he was entitled to the nomiand it has increased my appetite and given nation, as Mr. Sargent had stooa by Ward
of his services.
me strength. My littlegrandson, who had
j and deserved recognition
a tired feeling and ho
But one ballot was necessary and It reappetite, has also
•
taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla with great bene- sulted as follows:
22
number votes cast,
fit. From my own experience I can
speak WholeH.
13
Sargent,
E.
in the highest terms of this great medi8
Elmer Gerrish,
cine.” Loeinda Feyx.ee,
5
Me.
I. Moore,

Also

stitched lawn

Drawers

open
and shut paper Fans at
two for 5 c.
In same section, a lot

cream

36c, been 50c.

I-

GLOVES COUNTER.

ings,

25c.

Fassett, architects, kindly
plans and specifications which were ac15c, been 35c.
cepted and on Monday, July 25. 1898,
foundation
and
the
brokon
was
ground
COUNTER.
The work will be JEWELRY
this spot.
jegun on
carried on to completion and we hope to
H.

the

nraconf

One lot of Women’s
clasp Mocha Gloves,

striped

of

An assorted lot of LaCorset
dies’
Covers,
V
and
neck, at
square

Stock-

two

from

marked down

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

black

i-2c,

of

lot

Gingham Skirts at 38c,
marked down from 50c.

years.

of

One lot

12

cnrf

dren

STATIONER Y COUNTER.

One

fast

ribbed
12

marked

19c,

Also a-lot

from

A lot of fine white

placques,

art

on

at

Bus-

$1.50.

TER.

Thermom-

One lot of

$1,

wear,

FANCY GOODS COUNTER.

eters

of

grey and assorted
at 79c, were $1.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

One

in-

Hosi-

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

Silks, assorted patterns,
49c

at

Hip

fancy
striped Skirts, umbrella
shape, corded ruffle, at

50c.

seamless

from

down from 25c.

a

Onyx

t-£-

imported

at

of

lot

pair,

a

SKIRTS COUNTER.

marked down

A

and

20c.

lisle thread

grain

79c
down

lot of

a

One

ings

T7_i._
X UU1 kCUU

Committee—J. A. Lidback,

liveTH^T*25

narrow

and

nrnnPt*

shapes,

Sarsaparilla

Also

of

One lot

drab

$1.25.

Laces

cream

at

marked

(women’s) Richiery
lieu and fine ribbed, at

three for 25c.

Imperials,

Hood’s

black,

98c, been

$1.50.

lot

One

scalloped

embroidered

Swiss

Mirrors,

Is the One True Blood Purifier. $1; 8ix {or
S5Hood’s Pills cure aU
cents.

at

HOSIERY COUNTER.

Beauty”

Thomaston,

and

“Sonette”

Corsets, white,

Shams, spatch-

work,

cut

One lot of

Mus-

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

RmiNns's sur.RESsoR.
vided into three subjects:
of
“Little
One lot
I—Shall I come to you, and though
t
be
Elected
on
Fire*
strong?
H.
Edward
grow
weak,
Sargent
Toilet
at
II. —Is the pastoral office ordained
Fallot.
III. —Shall we,alter mutual good work,
box
a
cakes
in
(three
5c
together find rest?
There was a meeting of the Republican
As the theme seams to have pointed to
a box.)
the especial case of our undertaking, has oity committee at their rooms on Conof beveled
One lot
to be realized in the thought that gress street, Saturday evening, and at 8
come
“in the fulness of the blessing of Christ,” o’clock Chairman Geo. H. Allan rapped
Celluloid Hand
we are this day to lay the corner-stone of for order and in the absence of the regassorted
colors, at $1.19,
Rev. Mr. .Aaron has ular secretary suggested that a secretary
our church homes.
been indufatigable in his endeavors to pro tern be named. Mr. H. K. Coleswere $1.98.
the building of a ohurch edi- worthy was chosen secretary, and a roll
cultivate
One lot of wood back
fice and as a result of which we look up- call by wards was next ordered whioh
on
this
gathering of people who have showed that 32 members were present.
at 19c,
Hair Brushes
come together to help us in the glorious
Chairman Allan then stated that he
of praising God for his goodness held in his hands a communloation from
work
were 25c.
and guidance and asking his blessing to one of the ^candidates nominated
for
and its people representative in the legislature at the HABERDASHERY COUNTER.
rest
upon this church
that it
may be fruitful of good results last regular convention, and after readOne lot of Men’s Neckand redowed to his glory “in the full
ing Alderman Rounds’s letter of declinness of the blessing of Christ.”
committee
had been
ation, said the
ties,
At the last annual meeting for the con
called together to supply the vacancy
Four.in-Hands
and all
sideratlon of business, held June 3, 1898 created by Alderman Rounds’s withdrawthe following officers were elected:
al.
at three for 25c.
Trustees—J. A. Lidback, J*M. Ander
A committee was appointed to receive
son, J. G. Olson, Nickolas Anderson
ballots as ^follows: P. W.
count
and
ribbons counter.
Anton Anderson.
Moore
and Bonj. K.
Jackson, F. 'I.
Treasurer—J. M. Anderson.
Thompson.
Secretary—Geo. H. Lidback.
lot of
An assorted
Deacons—G. A. Rhedin, J. G. Olson,
It was then moved that the convention
Nickolas
Anderson, Axel Holinberg,
wide
white
Ribbons,
to ballot.

H. H. Pierson.

tel

$1.36

heavy

Turkish

One lot of Swiss
lin Piliow

CORSETS COUNTER

COUNTER.

LACES COUNTER.

One lot of extra

was

Portland

sale

on

LINENS CO UNI ER.

Mr. Beokei

greatly aided in the work of orga
nlzing by Rev. J. A. foreland, now oi
Brooklyn, N. Y., which organization was
accomplished on the 8th of March, 1894,
with a membership of about 80 persona
In
August of 1894, Mr. Beoker lefl

to go

are

EMBROIDERIES

Bar.

more

gain ] Lots, of
timely interest,

society of Swedish Lutherans, and theii
meetings were held in the Y. M. C. A
hall on Congress street, and later in th(
Bines
block on Congress street, neai
Oak, and a few months later Columbk

Webber,
and Mrs. C. A. Ken- flagging.
Mr.
Finally Mr. V. E. Lagerson
M. Moody,
present.
400
or
and
500
at Bethany oollege
filled
a student
The house was
peo- nard, Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Frye, Mr. and then
ple were gathered in the street. The ser- Mrs. N. D. Gould and Mr. and Mrs. Lindsburg, Kans., accepted a call to taki
charge, in the absence of a regular pas
vices, which were conducted by the Bev. M. J. Hawkes.
Israel Luce of South Berwick, formerly
who ! gathered along the tor, and fulfilled the duties of this offioi
The people
of
the Chestnut street M. E. church of route to Evergreen cemetery in large until June,
1826, when he resumed hii
this oity, were at once begun. Mr. Luce numbers showed the general Interest and oollegiate studies.
Mr. Lagerson was succeeded by Mr. O
read a Scripture selection whioh includ- the regret felt for the loss of the young
ed the 23d psalm, a part of the 16th chap- soldier.
At the foot of Green street the A. Henry, a theological student cf Rod
ter of 1st Corinthians, and the 23d, 24th Cadets withdrew from the procession and Island, 111., who immediately conceivet
and 25th verses of the 12th chapter of the presented arms as it passed by. Then the idea of gaining a site for a chord
Gospel according to John, which verses they returned to the city and the hearse building, and set to work with grin
the sorrowing determination to attain this objeot, call
burden and
formed the text of his address:
with its
saying: mourners continued their journey. At ing to his assistance Rev. G. Nelseniu
And Jesus answered them,
The hour is come that the son of man the
cemetery there was no service of any of the New York conference of Augus
should be glorified.
kind.
jThe pall bearers executed their tana synod, who officiated as travellln)
a
Verily, verily, I say unto you, exoept
Togeth
fall into the ground and last sad
oorn of wheat
duty and all was over. They missionary for said conference.
die, it abideth alone; but if it die it consisted of four class mates of the de- er the/ called a meeting to be held on thi
bringeth forth much fruit.
Mr. Winfield Shaw, Mr. Joseph 17th of July,
18S6, for the purpose o
He that loveth his life shall lo e it; ceased,
deoision in regard t<
WilLooke
and
Mr.
Mr.
John
necessary
in
world
making
this
life
Whitney,
his
hateth
and he that
liam Chamberlain, and four of the dead the
shall keep it unto life eternal.
purchase of a lot of land and thi
Mr. Luce spoke briefly, and cheeringly soldier's comrades in the Cadets, Sergeant building of a churoh edifice. Mr. Henrj
to solicit funds for thi
was empowered
iu substance, as follows:
Harry Way and three others.
The Christian religion has this in its
objeot and was signally successful ir
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH.
On January 24, 1897 at th«
the work.
commendation that every principle of life
of
annual meeting of the parish the
interests
the
humanity
regular
underlying
On
Sherman
Stone
of
Corner
the
Laying
enunoiated by Christ, the
Immanuel Lutheran church was duly inwere dearly
Street Yesterday.
Son of Man, and wrought one, illustrated
corporated according to the state laws, by
Fred V. Matthews, justice of the peace.
in his own life. This text is one of these
the
afternoon
congregation
Yesterday
Would we know the law of
Mr. Henry remained with us until
principles.
the
Luthoran
Immanual
church,
of the
human progress in the development of
1897, and then left Portland for
June,
corner
Rev. A. Aaron, pastor, laid the
another
where be assumed
the human race we have it here, and this
Michigan,
stone of an edifice at No. 14 Sherman
was made just
Kis
is the key to unlock the mysteries of
departure
charge.
which will be when completed,
in the evolution of street,
one week too early to see the objeot of his
Divine Providence
of
one of the most attractive houses
life.
individual
or a single
a nation
untiring efforts attained in the purchase
The
exerChristian worship in the city.
The Greeks had sought to know Christ
in July 1, 1897 of a lot, No. 14 Sherman
oises were unique In that they were conof Hon. James P. Baxter. From
and understand the underlying princistreet,
ducted in four, languages, Swedish, DanJune, 1897 to January 1, 1898, we were
ples of his kingdom. He gave answer in
consisted
and
German
They
English.
ish,
without a pastor, but there seemed to be a
the language read. To the Greeks human
of prayer,
song, speech and historical
common hand which held the little congreatness lay in the line of culture and address.
human
glorification. But Christ angregation together, knowing as we did
The exercises began with the singing
that our ambition was in a fair way to
nounced the thought that his supreme
of
Martin
Luther’s
the
congregation
by
inasmuch as we actually
be realized,
hope lay along the path of service and
Is
“A
Fortress
Strong
mighty hymn,
the land on which to build as
possessed
suffering. His crowning hours of life Our God.”
Invocation followed by the
condition would permit.
He had said: “Whososoon as our
was on the cross.
Rev. Dr. Fenn of High street church. It
would be groat among God let him be
During these few months, in whioh a call
was expected that an address in Swedish
to Rev. A. Aaron of Providence, R. I.,
your servant.” To illustrate he girded would be made
by Mr. Olof N. Becker,
under his
was
consideration, services
himself with a towel and washed the
and in English by Dr.Victor KLagerson.
disciples’ feet. “Not to be ministered In the unavoidable absence of these gen- wore held by visiting clergymen, and
occasional reading services by members
but to minister.” The highest
unto,
tlemen the
gap was acceptably filled by
of the
congregation. Late in the fall,
honor 1 any human life can render is the
as
the
who
text
Pastor Aaron,
taking
privilege of service. Those hands of 10th verse of the SOth chapter of 1st Rev. A. Aaron sent us his.acceptance to
with washing the
busied
commence his duties here on January 2,
Christ now
Chronicles, which recounts the command
the
in
bc"n
had
once
busy
1828, and he preached his initial sermon
feet,
disciples’
given by King David to his son Solo- at Williams hall on that date, taking
work of creation, in upholding the unibuild
a
to
mon
temple to^Jehovah, apfrom Rom. 16 ch. 29-33, the
his text
verse, but never more worthily than at

wagon

PORTLAND, AUgUSt 15, 1888.

a

Rev. Mr. Nelson was very
successful in his pastorate here and th<
congregation grew in strength and en
Xiovell,
oorp^,
through Congress, Pearl and Cumberland ate family. Among ethers whose offer- thusiasm in the work while under hfi
streets, to the house. The body was not ing were noted were Miss Sadie Richard- charge. Rev. Nelson remained with us t
__l.nnvco
nnd
_IU
when he accepted a call to Attica,
son, Mr. and Mrs. George E. Hawkes, L. year
the
rest
servioes.
at
It C.
stood
during
tary
Clifford, K. Dennis, Mr. andJMrs. Ind., and again we were without a pas
and at a time when one was mucl
should be added that a detachment from Eben
Harold Randall, K. G. tor
Tracy,
the naval reserves on the Montauk was
Miss Kittis Kirsch, Miss Mary needed in order to keep the interest fron

Postal
Telegraph’ company will
move into its handsome new office today.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Lewis of Revere.
Mass., have the past week been the guests
of
their neice, Mrs. Flora E. Hodsdon,
106 Green street.
They will return home
this week after a very pleasant visit*
Smith came into the
As Patrolman
referred to. And in this he
station stable yesterday morning, some- the moment
to examine the wag- indicated the direction of human ambithim
thing prompted
on and see that it was in good condition. ion.
The spirit of the Lord God wa3 upHe found that the forward axle of the on him.
The

OWEN, MOORE &CO.

appear that this life’s reoord in its building of Immanuel Lutheran churcl
rich contribution
of cultured
brain, of Portland, Me.
While
Mr. Beoker, whose* ambitioi
loyal heart and manly aflfeotion for the
dear ones at home, with the unremitting leaned toward the ministry, was serving
servioe for
his fellows till relieved by his charge in Monson he was invited or
death, is luminous on the page whioh one or two occasions to preach for th<
Swedes of this city,and finally was urgec
records the uplifting of these peoples.
X was more glad to read in the letter to come here and attempt the building
which the dear boy wrote homo that he up of a Swedish congregation. This un
did not lose sight of the All Father, day tiertaking was fraught with more or loss
by day,
praying to the dear Father in disappointment and, I might say, person
for the dear father on earth. al sacrifices on the part of Mr. Beoker,
heaven
Mother, you need not sorrow as having but by diligent application to the oh
no hope.
ject in view he sucoeeded in getting £
fervent and touching consolatory sufficient number of families to organ izs
A

millions oi
jir, been uied over Fifty Years oy
tnotii'ers for their children while TeetbVej the Spanish war—Sergeant Charles H.
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
cures Wind Lovell of Co. B, 1st Regiment Maine Volsoftens the gums, allays Fain,
who died at Chlckamauga last
and Is the best unteers,
prayer followed. Then the bugles soundColic, regulates the bowels,
from Tuesday.
The funeral, which occurred ed,
the mourners and friends entered
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
For sale by Drug- at the residence of his mother, Mrs. F. their
teething or other causes.
carriages, the Cadets fell into line
and
Bo
snre
E. Lovell, at No. 249 Cumberland street,
and the procession started toward
gists in every Dart of the worldagain
25
eta
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
was rendered
more sad than it would
Evergreen cemetery. One carriage was
a bottle
naturally have teen by the recollection filled with the floral tributes which were
that only a week ago yesterday the young of
exceeding beauty. Without being able
INSTANT PUBLIC SERVICE PERMITS. soldier’s father was buried.
to give the entire list mention should be
The remains were removed
from the made of the beautiful star and orescent of
The Maine Troops Will Be Sent North Says
S. Rich & Co., where they roses
rooms of S.
tuberoses from Mr. John M.
and
Gen. Corbin.
had been lying since their arrival in the
Shaw; the gates ajar from the honorary
before 10 o’clook they were and the handsome
Just
city.
piece from the active
Speaker Redd received a telegram yes- escorted by the Portland High School
members of the High Sohool Cadets; the
General
Corbin,
from
Adjutant
terday
Cadets of which the deceased had been cross from
the Chestnut street MethoStating that the Maine troops would be an officer. The coffin was covered
by the dist Sunday school;'the harp of roses and
sent North the instant publio service
The procession moved smilax from Miss Maude I.
Amerioan flag.
Sykes and
permits, inis was in reply to a wnegrauj to the slow tap of the .drum, headed by
sister; the wreath from Mr. and Mrs. W.
deto
addressed
Reed
Mr.
the.war
from
State fife and bugle
the Maine
H.
and the star from the immedi-

partment*

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

Philippine

his will

CASTORIA
signature of Chas. H. FnETCHER.
for more than thirty years, and

The following No
false accusation. Thousands within the dent
of Portland.
by their vember, after our acquaintance had rip'
last few months have shown
loyalty to God and country—in this oasa ened Into friendship, Mr. Becker one day
both in one—that humanity and brother- inlormod me that he had aoeepted a oal
hood are more than life itselt,and further from a
congregation of Lutherans ai
the text: “Except a Monson, Me., and should start immedi
have illustrated
corn of wheat fall into the ground and ately for that point, and knowing that he
1
die, it abideth alone, but if it die it would have to pass through Portland
introduction
him
to
of
gave
letters
much
fruit.”
peo
forth
bringeth
here of the Lutheran faith, llttli
When
the history of Cuban liberty is pie
written and the uplifting of Porto Rico thinking that it was the nucleus of the
and the
islands is recorded, it undertaking which has resulted in th<

OWEN, MOORE

& CO.

Friday, August 19,

Leaving Franklm Wharf at 7.30 a. m., weather

permitting.
FARE ROUND TRIP $1.00.
O' C. OLIVEE,

CHAS. B. LEWIS,
augl5d4t Treasnrer.

President

STOCK FOR SALE.
shares Allen Sarsaparilla Co. Make an offer.
Address Box 2968, Boston,
390

MaSS._

aug»5d2t

